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ABSTRACT
Th# objectiY«* of thl» study were to produce a landacapc 
developMUt eodel for a 400 tai* granitoid baaln In the Weat African 
foreat/aevanna rone, and to teat uhether varletlona in landaurfece 
■orphology can be reUted to aurflclal geology. Bach Pnit landforn 
identified by »otphologlcal napping *aa found to have a characterlatlc 
M....,o.nfaelea Type on the baala of alope angle, depth to topgravel, 
presence of unconfomltlea or palaeoaola and depth to saprollte.
T«ttural and nlcronorphologlcal analyaea conflmed the dlatlnctlyeneaa of 
each Mon*ofaclea Type. Varlatlona in •atonellne* petrography provided 
Inalghta into contemporary norphodynamlca. Three Process Donaina 
(Residual, CoUuvlal and Pluvial) apparently internet acroaa the 
Undacape to produce a unique set of stratigraphic and naterial 
indicators for each Morphofaclea Type. The presence of relict 
indicators, such as fluvlaUy-round«l pebbles in the residual Interfluve 
gr*v«l*, points to extensive landscape ■odlficatlon.
Of the detailed study areas, Kania is classified as a 
•Saprollte-aantled Etchplain* with extensive near-planate interfluves; 
whereas Yengema is a »Partially-stripped Etchplain* with numerous rock 
outcrops and residual hills. This is partly explained by lithological 
differences, but the main cause appears to be drainage modification. 
Yengema»s drainage was apparently captured by a regional trunk river 
during the early Quaternary, resulting in drainage reversal, fluvial 
incision and soll/saprolite stripping. Consequent extensive bedrock 
exhumation has made Yengema more sensitive to environmental instabilities 
than Kania (which escaped similar drainage disruption). Supportive 
evidence comes from the infilled Late-Quaternary valleyhead extensions 
and relatively deep profiles at Kania, versus the rocky valleyheads and 
shallow profiles characteristic of Yengema. 3000 years of faming and 
deforestation have caused soil/saprollte stripping, with 1 2m of 
colluvium filling valley swamps.
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rwAPTKR o m  
TyraoDUCTIOit
Thl» th«il* concemi thm s««»rpholosy « d  »urflclal s«ology of 
• null (*0O lu*) ln »Mtnrn Slnrrn Lnonn. cnntrnd on th« town of
Kold«. • contro for nllnrUl dlnund «Inln» nlnco tho 1930'n. T»o 
dotnilod .tnd, «... of 1-S ta* o.eh I t h  «.rknllT dlff.r.nt frr.ln 
typ... >ur. lnt.n.i».ly «.ppnl .nd .«pini ln nn ntt«pt to .xpl.ln th. 
S.ou>rpholotlc.l .»olntlon of thl. nt... .. « l l  «  to to.t iA.th.r Innd 
fon. c.n bo r.l.t.d to .nrflel.l gw>lour-
Slorr. L.on. l. .ltn.tod on th. n«th-*»..torn co..t of Africo. 
b.t»..n longltnd.. 1* to 10® Wo.t .nd l.tltud.. 7 to 10® Morth «Ith . 
«...oon.1 cll-nt. do.ln.tlns th. co..t.l pl.ln. .nd . prosr...lr.lj drl.r 
..v.nn. cllMit. n..r th. Onln«. bord.r (Flsnr. 1.1). holdn 11.. ln th. 
for..t/..Y.nn. tr.n.ltlon non. .nd hn. prob.bly .np.rl.ncnl nn«roo. 
blocll«tlc flnctuntlon. .Inc. th. T.rtl.ry .r.. ronglng fro. p.rh«.ld 
r.lnforo.t to semi-arid Vegetation. SOolosF of th. Soldo
con.l.t. of r.l.tl».ly how>g.n.on. «ch...o "B..«*nt Co.pl.n" gronltlc 
gnolct. Wlth . fuf thln .trip, of .oporcm.t.1 rock. lo., thon 1 k« 
Wide. th. oro. 1. hlghly f.nltod. wlth nn«roo. kl.b.rllt. dyk.. .nd 
oeclonnl doLrlt. dyk... .11 of whlch ox.rt . .trons control or.r loc.1
drainase patterns.
kiMM. concept«, and op»aiii«atton of
Th« «I«» of thl« «tudf wero throofold:
Firstly, to M p  and doscribo tho land for*« and sorflclal 
•ateríais of the study sites, using a geo«)rpholoslcal. rather than a 
geological or pedologlcal rationale.
secondly, to toft for rolotlonfhlpf botwoon land for« ond 
surf Idol «oterlolf.
Tblrdly, to provldo o «odol of londscopo dovolop«oiit for tho 
Koldu roglon.
Tho uso of o soMpllns oyito« botod on trovoroos fro« Intorfluvo 
erotto to vollof floort olloift vorlotlont In lend for« ond turflclol 
«otorlolt to bo ftudlod (1) olons topofoquoncot; (ID downwordt to tho 
rogollth/rock Intorfoco; ond (III) In plon for« by contldorlng rooulto 
fro« oil tho trovorfof ot ooch study oroo.
Data fro. thl. aa-pUng ache.e «ere a»al,.ed to detereloe how texture «ad 
.icro»)rphology varied between Undfor. unite. Varlatlona In aurflclal 
«iterlala were then related to Inferred forMtlve proceanee, be they peat
or present.
Xho ro«olndor of thlo Introductory choptor concontrotot on tho 
roglonol sottlng of tho otudy oroo d t h  rogord to Ito cll«oto. 
vogototlon. follo, goology, ond goo«orphology. Tho oocond choptor lo o 
rovlow of lltoroturo concornlng tho rolotlonohlpo botiioon (o) lond for« 
ond «otorlolf ond (b) tho procooooo oporotlng on both lond for«f ond 
«otorlolf. (aioptor throo prooonto tho roooorch otrotogy ond «othodo uood 
In thlo otudy. Eooulto oro prooontod In choptoro four ond fWo: C^ioptor 
four doollng uith tho goo«orphology of tho Koldu roglon, portlculorly tho 
gonio ond Tongo«o otudy orooo; ond choptor iiv concontrotlng on tho 
ourflclol goology of tho gonio ond Tongo«o otudy orooo. In choptor ol* 
thooo rooulto ond thooo of co«poroblo otudloo.oro dlocuoood ond o «odol 
of londocopo dovolop«ont lo propoood for tho goldu roglon.
A glossory of terms used in the text is given in the Mop Pocket 
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, , 1.1 The West Afrlcsn geological setting (b) The majorFigure 1.1 (a) „r sierra Leone.
1.1 gboloct
* full »B<l.rft.«dlns of th. ».rl«l gooloM of Siorr. L.o«o c.n 
only bo golnod by »lowing It» rock typo, ond otructuro. fro« »
l.rgo-»e.lo poripoctlvo both U  tonu of globoX goologlc.l oront. ond In 
torM of tl»o. o. lomt of tbo "Bo.onwnt Co«plox" rock, in th. .tody 
roglon or. ovor 3000 .iUlon yoor. old (B.ckln..l. ot. ol.. W«l. P-8«>-
Tboro 1. .trong goologic.l .»idoneo (.un.ttrl».d in Wlndl.y, W77) 
thot th. «..t Afrlcn contln.nt.1 .h.lf fon»rly Jolnod to th.t of 
tho Guynno. ond Brosil. forming n »oetlon of th. "Gondwnnolond- 
.»porcontlnont. Th. fontttlon of Gondw.nol.nd during th. Pr.e«brl.n, 
it. br..k-up during th. «..onolc, .nd eont«por.n.ou. goologle.l unit, 
now in W..t Afrle. .nd north.rn South Alarle, c.n b. onpUlnod in torw
of global plate tectonlca.
«....rch by Burk, .nd D«».y (1973. p.lOdl) indlc.to. th.t botwoon 
S50 ond *00 .illlon y..r. .go thr.. contln.nt.l pl.t., collldod with th. 
U.»t AfrlCM croton, e.u.lng th. -P.n-gfrlcM" orogonic .».nt.: Slorr. 
Loon, .pporontly l.J on th. wo.t .id. of . triplo Junction botwoon th. 
Gnyonon pl.t, .nd th. Borth taorienn pinto. Botwoon 230 .nd 180 «lllion 
yonr. .go th... 0ondw.n.l.nd .uturo. wor. .rchwl to for« . ».ri.» of 
do«... Thl. doming e.u..d cru.t.l ton.lon. l..dlng to trlpl.-Junction 
frocturlng. doLrltlc dyk. .worm., rift ».11.» formotlon. .nd flnnlly 
...-floor .prowling to form th. Atlnntle Oc..n (Wll.on. 1965; L. B...
1971).
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Plate 1.1 LAMDSAT iaage of eaatern Sierra Leone and southern 
Guinea. A false-colour, near-infra red imace (MSS 
Bands 4, 5 and 7); 6th January, 1974. Porest-red, 
grassland and shrubs-blue/olire grey. The Koidu 
area is highlighted by the tracts of aUurial 
mining (white),centre-left of the iMge.
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Plate 1.1 LANDSAT image of eastern Sierra Leone and southern 
Guinea. A false-colour, near-infra red image (MSS 
Banda 4, 5 and 7); 6th January, 1974. Porest=red, 
grassland and shrubs=blue/olire grey. The Koidu 
area is highlifi^ited by the tracts of allurial 
mining (white),centre-left of the image.
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Figure 1.2 E A S T E R N  S I E R R A  L E O N E  : L I T H O L O G I C A L  U N I T S
th. s.olo„ of th. .t.d, l. .h«-n 1. it. W..t «rie.« .«d
SUrr. L,o...n co«t«t In Fignr. 1.1 « d  th. s.oloiic.l hUtor, i. 
, ^ r U . d  in T.bl. 1.2. Th. r..t of thl. ..ctlon 1 1 1  concntr.t. on 
th. S.010S, of ...t.rn Sl.rt. L.on., p.rtlc«l.rly th. Koldn .t.., .. 
shown In Fls«e 1.2 and Piate 1.1.
Tha BeeeP^nt Corolex
Th. JLreh..n sr.nltlc .nd «Is-tltic sn.l«.» **1«'»
B..».nt Co«pl.x .r. th. b..U of th. W..t Africo croton .nd »nd.rll.
« . t  of ...toro Slorr. Lnono. Th. B..«.nt Co«l.* w  for~d dnrln* .t
u.,t t-o oroB.nl... th. LiborUn <2700-2750 M.) .nd th. L.on..n 
(2750-2950 M.). I t h  . f.« d.t.. Indictlng Pr.-L.on..n orogonlc .ctWlt,
b.tm.n 3100 .nd 3600 lU (B.ckin.«l. .t .1., 1981, p.89).
Th. rock, of th. B..«cnt Conpl.x con.l.t of *r.nltold. with 
f.brle. r.nBlns fro. sr.nltlc to -ig-tltlc, toxtur.. ronglnB fro« 
„din.KSr.ln.d to porphrrobl..tlc. .nd conpo.ltlon. rongins fro. gr.nltlc 
to gr.nodlorltic. 0.rr.t .nd «chol (1967. p.l9) .t.tnd th.t th. 
proporti., of th. B..».nt Conpl.x .ppo.r to h. -....ntl.ll, ho«,g.n.o».- 
«ithln 160 k.* of th. m i n i  Hill. (Fignr. 1. 2). Howner. .Inlng 
opor.tlon. n..r koid» h.v. r.»..l.d Urg. «o»«t. of «vhlbolitlc gn.l.. 
oecnrrlng .. fr.qn.nt «.11 Incln.ion. .nd .trip, (ofton 1... th.n 1. 
vid.) withln th. B..«.nt Co.pl.x, indictlng porto of It mèj 








Or.«ltl*.tlo« during th. Leon.nn orog.nT produced gmuodlorltlc.
Motltu-rlch rock. folUt«. with .. K-W troud. B.ckl...l. ot .1. (X«l. 
p.,3) dutod . g..U. iro. K..»n. 100 g. .outh of Koldu. .t 2980.80 lU. 
Ho-uvor. l.o..n. folUtlon. 1. th. Koldu .r.u upp.« to h.v. boon 
totullj doior^d during th. L l f r U n  orog.n,. .. no B-W foll.tlon. h.». 















Th. do.ln.nt folUtlon In th. Koldu .r.. 1. th. g.n.r.l «-S trend of 
th. LlberUn orog.n,. «.diottrie d.tlng of gn.U... b.. glven th. U b e r U n  
orogen, . r.ng. of 2750 to 2700 lU (lUcF.rl.n. et .1.. W81. p.*l). 
L.t.-Llb.rl.n dl.loc.tlon. .nd .et..o..tl» produed gr.nltlc gn.U... .Itb 
orthocl.../.lcrolln. porph,robl..t.: thl. l. th. do.ln.nt rock t,pe of th.
Koidu area.
hlberUn ng. l.t.-kln«.tlc .ctUlt, .l.o produed th. gr.nltlc pluton.
of th. LO«. Tingi. Kongoun. K.b.l. .nd Gbengb. -ln.elb.rg ( « B - f
1.6). Th... pluton. h.v. do.ln.ntl, co.r..-gr.ln.d core, wlth .lk.ll-f.ld.p.r 
porph,robl..t.. .nd .lg«tltlc «rgln. «UcF.rUn. et ni.. W81. p.M-15). 
L.t.-kln«.tlc peg«tlt.. «ere Intruded In th. Koldu nr... .Itb . 
,u.rt.-.p.cul.rlt. peg«tlt. occurrlng In th. Knnl. .tud, .Ite; wltb epldotlc 
peg«tlt.. et Teng«.; .«d « U h  . tln-b..rlng peg«tlt. on th. north.rn ri.





Th. old..t «.pp.bl. »«It. of .»pr.cr«.t.l rock. l. th. koido .r.. occur 
.. . « U  roof-p.nd.ut.. oft.« 1... th.n 1 k. «Id.. with . low r.li.f which i.
virto.ll, lndi.tl«s«i.h.bl. fro. th.t of th. B..«.nt Cowpl.r. Th... 
..pr.cr«.t.l. co..i.t of t.lc-.ctl«olit.. with «phibolitic «r,i... .«d 
qu»rtxit./b.nd.d iron fonMtion. (Grosor,. W U )  • th., prob.bl, corrol.t. 
with th. ..ri, Arch...n Loko Group of lUc,.rl.n. .t.nl.. <1981. Pl»>-
L.rs.r .trip, of l.t. Arch...n KMbui .chi.t. for. .t..p-.id.d ridg... 
.uch .. th. Dow.du Hill, botwoon Soldo .nd Tuns— . Th. Urgout .upr.cru.t.l 
boit, in th. roglon .r. th. Hi.ini .nd Gorl Mill.. Th... two .chi.t b.lt.
h.v. lithologie, .nd .tructur.. .1.11« to « n ,  oth.r gr..n.ton. boit.: r i «  
of p.»-ltic .nd politic «t...dl«nt. with « f v o l c n i c  («phlbolltlO cor.. 
(VU. Figur. 1.2). L.t.-Llb.ri.n kln«.tic .ctivit, l.d to p.rtl.l «Iting 
.nd .inornlUntion in th. Hi.ini. Gori. .nd S-bui hill.. Gnrr.tt .nd Hichol 
(1967, p.99-102) rocordod .noMlou.l, high conc.ntr.tion. of C .  Cr. Un. Hi. 
Sn. Tl. F nnd Zn fro. th... .r... rolntlv. to th. B..«.nt C p l . x .
Thft Rotfltd« Event (850-550 M»)
After th. Llborlnn orogon,. no .ignifient th.r«,t.ctonlc .vont.
.ffoctod Slorr. Leon, until th. Rokolld. Bvont. . O M  2000 .lllion ,..r. l.tor 
(Hurle, et. .1.. 1971 p.3484). Hokelid. d.for«tion. produced HH-SE .nd 
HHH-ESB lln.».nt.. ..counting for U %  of th. foll.tion. ~..ur.d in th. Soldo 
.r.. (T.bl. 1.1). w t .  Bokelld. d.for«tlon. h.v. b..n d.tod et c.550 M. b, 
•UcForlnn. .t.nl., (1981. p.4D. Bnrlng th... defor^tlon. th. S..11. 
grenitold. wer. p.rtl.ll, r«.lt«l to for. th. pr...nt Sn.il. gn.U... (H-rle, 
et.âl.p 1971, p.3485 ând vix. Flsur« l.lb).
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Pal MaoZOiC C O V T  fOCkS
Th. onlj covet rocki of probeblo P.Uootoie ego In Sl.rr. Lnon. nc. tho 
,olcn«lcl..tlc glnciofluvUl took, of th. S.lon,. Sc.rp (Figut. 1.1b). th...
.t. thought to 11. o«coirfo».bl, over th. kok.l tiv.r Group .«d b. l.t.r.1 
.,ui».l.«t. of th. Gt.. SlllcLux Horl.o«t.ux of Guln... «hleh .t. confocbl, 
o».rl.ln bT SllurUn gt.ptolltle .h.l.. («.W .«d Tucker. 1972.).
IUcF.rl.n. et .1.. (1981. P.8) con.ld.r th. S.lo«,. Serp ..quenc. to 
b. .. upfulted contl«u.tlon of th. Pr.c«brUn Bok.1 M v e r  Seri... .. the, 
could find no .vld.nc. of .n unconfor.lt, during fieldwork. However, evidence 
of .n .xt.n.lv. cover of lower Pel.eoxolc cover rock, over ».ch of northern 
Slerr. Leone he. recently been found In th. koldu .r... A ..t of politic end 
p o l i t i c  ..dl«nt. occur .. xenollth. In th. Holdu Ho. 1 kl-^rlltlc pipe.
*« orgenlc-rlch «.detono xenollth g.v. en Ordovlclen to Devonlen eg. r.ng. - 
prob.bl, lower Sllutlen (Wenlock) - fro. .lcrop.l.eontologlc.1 enei,...
(Hubbetd. 1983. P.67-69). It now eppeer. likely thet th. S.lony. Sc.rp 
.equence 1. ell thet ren.ln. of .edl.ent. th.t extended fro. the Bove/(»ne y 
Benin of Gulne. to th. koldu region (Figure 1.1). during th. let. .t«e. of 
th. S.h.r.n Glecletlon. Th. b.e.l tllllt. end do.ln.ntl, gleclofluvUl n.tur. 
of th. Selony. Sc.rp ..dl.ent, .»pport. thl. hypothe.l. «hilver et .1. 1978.
p.A9).
Maany-otli Activiti
During eerly Me.oxolc tl... Sl.rr. L«>n. .geln experienced 
detorMtlon.. block-feultlng end Ign.ou. ectlvlty with th. keroo 
theraotectonlc event end th. br..k-up of Gondwen.lend. During thl. period two 





(i) M-S to NE-SW trends (355° to 050°): es In the Koidu eres
(ID E-W to MW-SE trends (090° to 130°): es In the Tongo eres.
Various radiometric dates have been determined for these dykes, ranging 
from 235+10 Ma (Becklnsale et.al., 1981, p.90) to 169+10 Ma (Morel, 1979, 
p.1571). These dates coincide with the dates for the Intrusion of the 
Freetown layered basic Igneous complex, ranging from 193+3Ma (Becklnsale et. 
el., op.clt.) to ca. 180 Ma (Wlndley, 1977, p.213). Kimberlite dykes and 
stringers cut and therefore postdate both sets of dolerlte dykes (Figure 
1.2). The klmberlltlc dykes of the Koidu area have an EUE (065° to 075°) 
trend and have formed three small klmberlltlc pipes with areas of between 0.2 
ha and 0.A5 ha, where fractures trending 007° Intersect them. Radiometric 
sges for these kimberlites range from 145+5 Ma for one of the Tongo dykes near 
Panguma, 55 km south of Koidu (Becklnsale et.al., 1981, p.91), to ca.92 Ma for 
Koidu Mo. 1 pipe (Bardet & Vachette, 1966; cited by King 1972, p.9). Amongst 
the xenollths described by Hubbard from the Koidu Mo. 1 klmberlltlc pipe are 
amygdololdal basaltic lavas. Indicating lava flows In the Koidu area during 
the Cretaceous period (Hubbard, 1983, p.69).
Mesoxolc Faultlna and Structures
The Koidu region Is dominated by two sets of regional faults (Figure 
1.3). The Oyle-Shongbo and Mjel fault cones trend MME-SSW (010 ); %fhllst 
the Meya-Molnde fault cone trends MMU-SSE (340°). The Kurubonla **Graben**, 
lying between the upfsuited Loma and Tlngl Mountains, may well extend 
southwards, the downfsuiting explaining the preservation of the Koidu and 
Tongo klmberlltlc dyke swarms (vie. Figure 1.3; also MacFarlane et.al., 1981, 





(1) Meya-tlolnde trend: 3A0®
(2) Oyle-Shongbo trend: 010®
(3) Galya trend: 315^
(A) Liberian trend: 355®-005®
(5) Klmberlltlc trend: 065®-075
Interpretation of Landfat-2 and SLAR images has revealed a more 
extensive system of annular fault patterns than was previously reported 
(MacFarlane et.al., 1981, p.8). Indicating phases of local updomlng with a 
progressive shift northwards from a dome centred about Tongo/Panguma, to a 
larger dome centred near Koldu. Crustal updomlng Is known to be associated 
with alkali Igneous activity and may %fell explain the occurrence of 
kimberlites <Le Bas, 1980). The relative radiometric ages of kimberlites from 
Tongo (1A5+5 Ra) and 55 Km to the North at Koldu (ca. 92 Ha) Indicate the 
presence of a lithospheric ••hotspot** over which this section of the African 
continental plate drifted (at a rate of ca. Icm/year). producing the Tongo. 
and later the Koldu. kimberlites during two periods of relative continental 
••standstill**. A shift In the direction of continental drift to a westward 
direction would explain the occurrence of klmberlltles 80 Km to the east of 
Koldu In Upper Guinea, »ihlch appear to be younger than the more deeply eroded 
Koldu kimberlites (Sutherland, 198A, p.99, and Vink et al, 1985).
• i;
Calnozolc to Recent Sediments
Substantial coastal downwarplng during the Tertiary led to the 
deposition of a succession of marine and estuarine sedlsients, the Bullom 
Series (vlx. Figure 1.1b), dipping gently seawards and probably reaching a 
thickness of **several thousand laetres** offshore (Sheridan et al,197A, p.2515)
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Th« b « M  Of thi« .«rl«« h.« b««n «t Boe«n« from fo««U fl.b «nd «h«!!«
(SUrr. Leon« Geolosle.l Sntvey. 1955. p.3). Lignit«, trom • cyeloth««
,«qu«nc« n«.r th« top o£ t h U  .«rt«. h.v« gW«n C M  «g«. of b«t»««n 30250+690y 
«nd 34840+12001 (Str...«r-Mng. 1979. p.337). Th« Bollo. Serie. 1. .tlll 
fonnlng. «rtth th« «lltlng-np of «.ngrov« «map« «nd th« depo.ltlon of ««nd 
bar« «long over 100 Ka of th« co*«t. A «naucy of C«lno*olc «vent« «nd 
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Refers to Guyana, Surinam, French Guyana. N.W. Brazil & E. Venezuela; based on Pollack, 198|, p.284,
unless otherwise stated. mt at 1973.0 .525;2. of «rln. (•) « d  rogr...ioo. (-) for W..t Afric. b...d <«. Hoogl« «..1.197
and source No. 5.
3. Based on Michel 1973, p.24-25. Bardet A Vachette, 1966.
4. Blancaneaux, 1981, p.41. 9  ̂ S.L. Geol.Surv.An. Rpt. 1955, p.3.
5. Dillon & Sougy 1974. 10. Gaskin (1975), cited in 11.
6. McConnel 1975, p.322. Thomas, 1980, 340-341.
7. Beckinsale et.al., 1980.p.84-85.
Table 1.2 Gomparatire geological histories of Sierra Leone, Senegambia 





Figure 1.4 Physiography and relief of Sierra Leone
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Fro« Figure 1.4 It can be seen thet one of the »ein 
physlogrephlc features of West Africa Is the crustal done of the Guinea 
Highlands. This highland belt stretches for alw>st 1000 km fro« the 
Ivory Coast and Liberia, reaching 1549« at Mount Nl«ba; through the 
Sierra Leone/Gulnea highlands, where It peaks at 1945« In the Lo«a 
Mountains: to the Futa Djallon «asslf of Guinea and Mall, where It 
reaches 1537«.
Since the opening of the central Atlantic Ocean, about 180 
million years ago, the Guinea Highlands have been a none of crustal 
uplift. The uplift of the **Gulnea Done** or **Leo Uplift** has been 
conplenented by subsidence along the coast of West Africa, producing the 
extensive coastal plains fronting the Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone and 
Sene-Gambla, and «ore recently the drowned estuaries and sand bars of 
Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone and the Ivory Coast.
.1̂;
D ra ln a a e
Any analysis of the drainage patterns of West Africa must take 
Into account the probable relief configuration of the Palaeoxolc 
Gondwanaland super-continent. During late Palaeozoic tl«es the 
**Proto-Atlantlc Do«e** would have fonsed along the West Afrlca/Guyanas 
suture of Gondwanaland, so that the landsurface of West Africa during the 
Palaeozoic would probably have sloped northwards and eastwards Into the 
Mlger Basin. This **Gondwana** drainage pattern must have been greatly
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distorted by the collapse of the «Proto-Atlentlc Do«e- end the rise of 
the Guinea Dome durlns Mesorolc times, but probable remnants of It are 
preserved on the Niger Basin and Atlantic sides of the Guinea Dome, such 
fts the NB-SW trends of the Little Searcies River In Northern Sierra Leone 
and the Niger River on the Gulnea/Mall border (vl*. Figure 1.4). Similar 
**anclent** river trends have been reported from trailing edge continental
margins by Potter (1978).
Following the opening of the Atlantic,the **Gondwana** drainage 
pattern was modified In two main zones. The first zone of drainage 
modification occurred In the upper reaches of the rivers around the 
Guinea Dome. This produced radial drainage off the Futa Djallon and 
Sierra Leone/Gulnea Highlands. Any -Gondwana** drainage lines which 
coincided with the new Guinea Dome drainage trends were enhanced. An 
example Is the SSW-trendlng Moa Basin of Sierra Leone and the NB-trendlng 
entrenched tributary of the Niger at Klssldougou In Guinea (10®10*W, 
9®10*N). A further modification was the production of peripheral 
drainage lines around the margins of the zones of uplift, such as the N-S 
trend of the Tlnkasso River along the eastern flank of the Futa Djallon.
The second zone of modification occurred In the lower reaches 
of the rivers presently draining southwards and westwards Into the 
Atlantic, due to both coastal subsidence and the effects of eustatlc sea 
level changes. Two episodes of coastal subsidence appear to have 
affected the drainage of Sierra Leone. The first period of subsidence was 
apparently about a N-S axis, favouring the headward extension of 
tresterly-dralnlng rivers, %ihlch eventually captured much of the more 
northerly-trending »»Gondwana** drainage system (viz. the middle sections
I
'..1
i ' ‘I■i; 'I
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of the Sewa and Rokel rivers In Figure 1.4). This period of river 
capture probably occurred after the collapse of the ••Proto-Atlantic 
DoBŴ .̂ More recently, coastal subsidence has shifted to a NU-SB axis, 
probably in response to the loading of the local continental Margin with 
the post-Mesoxoic Bu IIo m Series sediments. A distinct drainage system 
has developed within 50 Km of the coast in which most rivers drain 
perpendicular to the coast: within this belt there are 15 distinct 
drainage systems, whereas 100 Km from the coast there are only 8 distinct 
systems. Post-glacial rises in sea level, coupled with continued coastal 
subsidence, have produced the present dominantly drowned coastline.
Phvsioxraphy
The relief and physiography of Sierra Leone are shown in 
Figure 1.4. Much of Sierra Leone, including the study area, consists of 
plateaux or near-planate surfaces, prompting Hall (1974, p.28-31) and 
MacFarlane et al (1981, p.6-8) to propose similar frameworks of 
••planation surfaces^^. suamarised below:
1. The Bullom Surface, from 0 to 15m ASL
2. The Coastal Plain Surface, from 30 to 200m corresponding to 
the Interior Lowland Zone of Figure 1 .A.
3 . Intermediate surfaces between the Coastal Plain Surface and 
the Main Plateau Surface.
(a) The Tonao Surface, at ca.230m
(b) The 300m surface fringing the Main Plateau escarpment.
(c) The Koidu surface at ca. 380m
4. The Main Plateau Surface, sloping gently southwestwards 
from the Koinadugu Plateau (500 to 450m) to the more dissected 








5. Th« Mimint Surface, between 650 end 720m.
6. The Sule Surface, between 500 and 600m.
7. The Lome siirfeee over 800m; at 1800m and 1200m In the Lome 
and Ting! Mountains respectively, due to local op-faultlng.
Whilst there Is little doubt that extensive near-planate 
surfaces do occur In Sierra Leone, the general framework proposed by 
MacFarlane et.al.(1981) after Hall (1974) has some major flaws. Although 
both sets of authors made comparisons between surfaces and offshore 
sediments described from other sections of the West African craton, the 
well-documented and relatively well-dated surfaces and offshore sediments 
of the Guyanan craton were not considered. A comparison Is necessary, 
given the juxtaposition of the (^lyanan and West African cratons prior to 
the opening of the Atlantic Ocean, Table 1.2 Is an attempt to correlate 
available data on this topic.
With regard to the Guyanan craton, the premise that geomorphlc 
surfaces of similar altitude have formed over similar lengths of time - 
and vice versa - has been disproved by Krook (1979) and Pollack (1981a, 
1981b; 1985, pers.coem.). Pollack used coastal sediment data In
conjunction with major element analyses of bauxites from three geomorphlc 
surfaces In Surinam (at ca. 100m, 450—500m and 600—700m A.S.L.). Me 
showed that these three *HMijor surfaces’* were actually only sections of a 
single early Tertiary surface, downwarped at the coast. A similar 
mechanism may explain the numerous ••surfaces” below the Main Plateau of 
Sierra Leone. (Thomas et al., 1985b; vlx. Appendix A). It appears that 
Sierra Leone has experienced polygenetlc landform development, with 
planate surfaces being formed by both marine planatlon and sub-aerlal 






•oU/regollth - ••tehpl»n«tlon' »* outllB«d bj Thi»«i <1974) -
prob«bly being the »oit doninent form of denudetlon. Beglonel eomperleone 
of relief end lithology in Surineme by Kroonenberg end Melitz (1983) have 
indicated that etchplenetion ie eleo the dominant form of denudation in
the Guyenee.
The marked contrast betiroen the generally subdued relief of the 
Coastal/Interlor Lowlands and the stronger relief of the Plateau and 
Mountain Zone probably reflects the continued uplift of the latter as a 
section of the Guinea Dome. Within this rone, positive and negative 
relief features are strongly related to variations in bedrock geology: 
Positive relief - granitic plutons (Loma/Tlngi Mts.)
- massive amphibolites (Mimini/Gorl Hills)
Negative relief - mylonltlc margins of plutons
- metasedimentary schists
_ fracture »ones and the Klmberlltlc dyke swarms of 
Koidu and Tongo.
■.! 1|
Although it appears that etchplanatlon has largely been responsible for 
the development of the Plateaux and Mountain xone (including the Koidu 
Basin) nearer the coast there is evidence that marine denudation may have 
formed extensive planate surfaces.The planation of granitic plutons near 
g«d,U/ with mnrln. dnpo.lt. .t 40m 4SL In th. (lUcF.rl.n.
et.al 1981, p.7) supports this hypothesis; though far more fleld%»ork is 
needed on this topic before anything can be stated %iith certainty.
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Tha Stttdir Ar«>« have Markedly dlatlnct landscapea, the Kanla 
a m  havlns a low-relief aaprollte-mantled landscape and the YenKeaa area 
having • higher-relief, dissected landscape (vl*. Figure 1.5). Vlthln 
these two types of landscape are three «aln terrain types, each
controlled by the local lithology:
_ aranltlc anelas terrain dowlnates the Koldu Basin,
particularly the Ranla area, and Is characterised by low-relief 
near-planate or gently dowted Interfluves, forwlng the **de«l-orange** 
landscape of francophone workers, with occasional residual hills.
_ granodlorltie anelss terrain only covers soms 101 of the 
study areas, lulnly around Tengesa, and consists of either flat 
durlcrusted hilltops with a footslope strewn with laterltlc rubble and 
leading Into a ra*p-llke glacis slope; or gently dosed Interfluves with 
ca. 1m  thick topgravels of laterltlc concretions.
_ intrusive aranlte terrain covers sose 201 of the study areas, 
fuiinly around Tengess. Xt consists of Inselbergs, doses or kopjes 
fringed by glacis deposits, with frequent exposures of bedrock and 
corestones.
Diagrams showing the landscape types of the Yengema and Ranla 
study areas are given In Figure 1.7, In connection with the soils of the 
Roldu Basin; sore detailed descriptions of the terrain and landfors 
types In these areas are given In Chapters 4 and 5. However, before 
sieving on, the Isportance of valleyfloor landforss (swasps, floodplains 
and low terraces) In the geosorphlc composition of the Roldu Basin should 
be emphasised. Valleyfloor landfonss form 25-351 of the landsurface of 
the study areas (Table 4.1) with channelless swamps forming some 801 of 
the Roldu Basin drainage network (Hall, 1974, p.27) .
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Valleys are of the flat-botto«ed »Sohlenkerbtal* type (Louis, 1964) tilth 
steep sides and a convex slope leading up to near-planate or gently do»ed 
Interfluves. Mining records shot# that valleyfloors are sites of deep 
ehealcal weathering, co««only down to 15*.
This Indicates that solution and the subsurface lateral 
éluviation of suspended sedlwent are the dominant contewporary processes 
acting on the valleyfloors, with -high energy- fluvial transport and 
sorting playing a relatively minor (and seasonal) role. Observations 
that laterItic debris derived by colluvlatlon from the Interfluves Is 
dissolved and dispersed In valley swamps (Slvarajaslnghsm, 1969, p.9), 
and that valleyfloor saprollte Is depleted In clay and silt (Thomas and 
Thorp, 1985, p.253), support the hypothesis that continuous ’low energy 
removal of weathered material via the valleyfloors Is a key process In 
etchplanatlon. *Hlgh energy* fluvlal/colluvlal processes will apparently 
only be more effective at removing material from the Koldu Basin during 
periods of environmental Instability associated with soil/saprollte 
stripping and enhanced fluvial activity - a topic that will be discussed




The following suawerj of the three mein cliaetlc typee 
effecting Slerre Leone is beied on the work of Herrleon-Church (1980.
p.43-47).
The Coeetel Itoneoon cli«ete le cherecterlsed by e hot dry 
eeeson, tilth «olet merltlae wlnde producing e high relative humidity. The 
wet eeaeon Is cooler and consleta of llne-aquallf and easterly winds 
which peak In July. The mountains of the Freetown peninsular produce an 
orographic Increase In rainfall, averaging 3510 mm/y, with 1000 mm 
falling In July clone. The Interior Lowland cllmcte has a longer wet 
season, from July to September, with most rain falling during the early 
and late rains. Temperatures are high (max. 34.6®C In February) with 
relatively small diurnal variations. The i^ilnea Foothills c^.lmate of Mj 
Sierra Leone Is transitional between the Coastal Monsoon and Savanna 
climates; whilst the Guinea Hlxhland cllmmte of the Koldu region and Sj 
sierra Leone Is a mountain modification of the southwest coastal 
monsoonal climate. Both the Guinea Foothill and the Guinea Highland 
climates have temperature minima occurring during the dry season 
(December/January) with maxima during the wet season (July/August).
The Yengesia—Koldu area experiences a humid tropical weathering
o
regime, with monthly temperatures ranging from a mean minimum of 14 C 
to a sman smxlmum of 35*̂ C; with mean monthly rainfall varying from 
raro to 400 wm, and with 801 of the average annual rainfall (2355 mm) 
falling In six months (May to October). t
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Th6re Is virtually no publlshod dsbn on tho Intensity of 
rsinfsll In Sierra Leone. Data for Kortrlght In Freetosm for 1961 shovfs 
that the average dally rainfall for the entire year was approximately 
40 SM/day. Over 230 wm fell during one day In June 1961 (Gregory, 1964, 
Figure 13); this was probably concentrated Into an afternoon downpour. 
Such events can trigger slope failures and cause severe rain-splash 
erosion, sheetwash rlllwash, and gully erosion (Millington, 1985, pers. 
coon.). Two large landslides took place near the village of Charlotte on 
the Freetown peninsular on the night of August 10th 1945, killing at 
least 13 people. In the five days prior to the landslides 1121 wm of 
rain fell, with 401.8 na falling on August 10th alone (Thomas, 1983, 
p.l99). The high concentration of rainfall Into a few months led 
Fournier (1962) to designate Sierra Leone as an area of high erosion 
Intensity, exceeding 2000 tonnes/km^/yr, for large formed catchments. 
Roose (1977) later confirmed this estimate of eroslvlty for the coastal 
areas and further confirmation has come from the work of Millington 
(1984), who found that the topsoils of both the coastal xone and the 






The mejor veRetetlon zones of Sierre Leone heve been described 
by Clerke (1966, p.24) end Herrlson-Church (1980, p.306). k LANDSAT-2 
imese of the study region hes been used to produce e mep of vegetetlon 
and lend use (viz. Píete 1.1 end Figure 1.7), on which the following 
description of vegetetlon zones Is besed.
Mniat. Forest currently covers ebout 25% of the study region. 
Host of the forest Is secondery, with prlmery forest being confined to 
the slopes end/or ridges of the mein hill renges. The secondery forest 
Is being cleered for egrlculture et e reletlvely repld rete.
Bush** Is e zone of periodic slesh—end—burn fermlng with e 
fellow period usuelly of between 8 end 15 yeers, producing e moselc of 
vegetetlon types renglng from ••Blephent Gress** (J^ropogon spp.) through 
to fire-resIstent bushes end low trees, notebly Oil Pelm (Bleels 
Kulneensls). The elluvlel soils of the Hoe BesIn ere reletlvely 
Intensely fermed end form e distinct zone on the LANDSAT Imege.
Gresslend occurs In three distinct forms: the short gresses 
(notebly Mltreevne stltmlose) of the Inlend velley swamps, often 
converted to paddl swes^ps for rice fermlng; the eborescent sedges 
(Cetezvne polose) of the grenlte messlfs; end the short gresses of Iron
pens on leterltlc pleteeux.
Sevenne tekes ttfo forms In the study region, with Guiñee 
Sevenne occurring to the north end eest of the Tlngl-Mlger Mountelns end 
e zone Intermedíete between Guiñee Sevenne end moist forest occurring to 
the north end eest of Koldu (viz. Figure 1.7). In the letter, tell
■'.l!
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for.ft !• only found n. ftrlp. nlony v.lloyfloor. or nn pockot. protocted 
fro. cl..r.nce by th. loe.l poopl. .. "..crod bu.h«. thu. -Dorluod 
„».nnn- ti nn .pproprUt. tnr. for t h U  non. (cf. H.rrUon-Church 1980.
p.61).
young (1976. p.30-31) »t.to. thnt 'doml-ornnse’ Innduenpo». 
uhleh typify tho Knnln ntudy nron. nro ch.rncterUtlc of rnlnforuiti; 
uhllut innolberg nnd podl^nt l.nd.c.pou. -bleb typify tb. yengo» .tudy 
tret, nro cbnrnctorlitle of tbo »»vnnnn *one. Poferonce to Figure 1.7 
.boue tbet tbe koldu Beeln If nno^louf In t b U  reipect. for tbe * .nU 
ere* font* * wfterly extenelon of tbe fevenn* zone, ubllet tbe neturel 
vegetetlon of tbe yengefw ere* eppeer* to be relnforeet. trttb tbe present 
foreet/eevenn* vegetetlon epperently reeultlng fro. feralng over tbe left 
2000-3000 yeerf. It f.y be tbet both tbe yenge« end tbe kenl* ere**
Here under relnforest until tbe onset of f*t«lng In tbl* region.
Houever. loeel feetor* ere elfo Involved end tbl* topic Hill be .ore







The loll-typee of Sierra Leone %#ere outlined by Dljkerman 
(1969) whilst the characteristics of soils formed under the humid 
tropical climate of Sierra Leone were suumarlsed by Odell et.al (1972, 
p.lA). No detailed soil survey work has been published for the Koldu 
Basin, although both Stark (1968) and SlvarajasIngham (1968) have 
produced F.A.O. reports on the soil and land use of the Moa Basin and 
adjacent hills, 60-100 km south of Koldu (vlx. Figure 1.7). Both authors 
used landforms and surflclal geology as the basis of their soil mapping, 
allowing a tentative classification of the soils of the Koldu Basin by 
comparison and analogy of similar landform/surfIclal geology 
assemblages. Figure 1.7(a) Is an assemblage characteristic of the Kanla 
study area, whilst Figure 1.7(b) Is typical of the Yengema area. Each 
assemblage consists of Inter-llnklng pedogeomorphlc units.
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Figure 1,7 Soil-landform assemblages of the Koidu area#
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Unit A conslstB of the Inland valley awaapa with 
•Sohlenkerbtal* foraa. They are very poorly drained and are flooded 
below 90ca for all of the year. Stark (1968, p.44-45) deacrlbea 
stratified alluvlal/colluvlal depoalta with doalnantly aandy loaa 
tezturea and coarae baaal quart* Theae are tentatively
claaalfled aa Fluventlc Tropaauenta. It ahould be pointed out, however, 
that the channelleae valley awaapa which fora up to 801 of the Koldu Baa In 
drainage network lack fluvial atratlfIcatlon and appear to be eaaentlally 
foraed by eluvial «waahlng-out*» of weathered aaterlal downvalley (Hall, 
1974 p.28; Thoaaa, 1983, p.2<)6). Tropaquetlc Haplaguo* or Hydrlc 
TropsQuenta are aore accurate claaalfIcatlona for theae awaapa, thoae 
with peaty topaolla having a Hlatlc Haolaguo* claaalfIcatlon.
Unit B conalata of valley edge colluvial wedgea or dlatal 
glacla pedlaedlaent depoalta with aurface alopea of 2-10®. Theae are 
well drained and allghtly leached, with aandy clay loaa to aandy clay 
texturea. k topaoll 120 to 180ca thick overllea a aparae gravel 
conalatlng of at leaat 201 laterltlc plaolltha that have been waahed-down 
froa the Interfluve. Theae plaolltha are dlaaolvlng away under the 
hydroaorphlc condltlona that affect thla layer during the wet aeaaon.
The C horizon la conaonly gleyed and la overlain by a quartz gravel where 
fomer low terrace depoalta have been truncated by the colluvial wedge. 
Thla unit la tentatively claaalfled aa Tronentlc Hapluatax,
* ?
Unit C covera the near-planate or gently-dowed Interfluvea. 
Theae are moderately drained, «rlth aurface alopea of 0-10 . Topaolla 
are coinonly 30cm thick with aandy clay loam texturea and a grey-brown 
colour. They overlie a gravel of at leaat 501 plaollthlc laterlte. 
Profllea over granitic gnelaa tend to be 45-lOOcm thick, »ihllat thoae
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over 8r»nodlorltlc gnelii or «-fie .chUt belt roeke tend to be deeper, 
90-liOc., with . greeter degree of tenelte ectlvity end e -ore red-brown 
colour. Theee nolle ere tentetively eleneifled en piMtopli|»t>tic
Unit D . the riverine floodplain tends to have profiles 
150-180C« deep, with stratified alluvlu«. often with sandy clay loa« to 
sandy clay textures, overlylns basal quartz sravels. Drainage is poor, 
with water always found below 120c« depth, and with seasonal flooding. 
Recently incised floodplains, which for« extensive -river flats-, tend to 
have «©derate to l«perfect drainage, a clayey B horizon with a fine to 
«ediu« subangular blocky structure and a C horizon that is gleyed below 
120c«. The tentative classifications for floodplain soils thus range 
fro« Pluventic Trooaauepts to Pluventic Oxic Dystropepts,.,
Unit K . the alluvial terraces, have slopes of 0-5 . with 
«©derate to i«perfect drainage. Profiles are 180-200C« deep, with a 
basal quartz gravel. Nodular laterIte is apparently for«lng as in s U u  
«ottles within 90c« of the surface, above the layers that are «odified by 
seasonal flooding. The soil «atrix consists of yellow-brown clay loa« or 
sandy clay loa« with poorly developed structures and horizons. These 
soils are tentatively classified as Pvstric. or Typ̂ 9-i. Haplustox.
Unit F consists of the distal glacis deposits that «erge into 
the valley edge deposits (Unit B). con«>nly with a downslope thickening 
of the topsoil. Drainage is Moderate, though better near the valley edge 
where slight leaching occurs. Profiles are 140-200C« deep, often with 
topsoil 120-180C« thick. Topsoil is a brown to yellow-brown sandy clay
35
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l o w  to sandy clay, with a fine subangular, blocky structure but weak 
horlronatlon. A sparse gravel containing angular quart* fragsients of 
durlcrust, laterltlc nodules and at least 201 plsollthlc laterlte. 
underlies the topsoil. This «aterlal has largely been derived by 
slopewash frosi the Interfluve (Unit C). although Slvarajaslngha* (1968, 
p.20) noted that the laterltlc nodules were apparently forming locally as 
in ,ltu mottles that were only Indurated after topsoil stripping. These 
tolls are provisionally classified as Pllnthlc. or Tropeptlc^ Haplustqx^
unit G. the footslopes and proximal glacis, have surface slopes 
of 5-20® and good drainage. Profiles thicken downslope and are 
130-180cm deep. These soils are red-yellow or yellow-red sandy clay 
loams to sandy clays and are moderately stoney. The gravel contains rock 
fragments, both fresh and Pe-lndurated, »rlth occasional laterltlc 
nodules. Indicating only localised transport of material. The 
development of both soil structures and horizons Is poor. These soils 
are tentatively classified as T v p I c  Haplustox.
Unit H covers residual granitoid hills and hlllslopes with 
slopes over 20®, where soils are very shallow and stoney. Drainage Is 
good, through sandy clay loam to gritty clay soils that are only A0-60cm 
deep. These soils are yellow-brown and have a strong fine structure. 
They have been provisionally classified as Oxlc Dystropfpts.,
m •
-in
Unit J occurs over granodlorltlc or mmflc schist belt rocks 
that form flat-topped hills or hillside benches. Topsoil stripping has 
led to the Induration of a pllnthlte layer and the formation of a 
durlcrust. Further erosion has led to the dissection of this durlcrust.
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At the close of this Introductory chspter It is pertinent to 
ewphsslse that the rationale behind this research project Is 
seo«)rpholoslcal. rather than pedoloslcal. The topsoil layer Is only one 
of four «aln layer types (topsoil, gravel, alluvlal/colluvlal fill and 
saprollte) used to eza»lne contemporary landfom/materlal relationships 
In the Koldu Basin. The presence of relict materials and stratigraphic 
unconformities, coupled with the results of geomorphologlcal surveys have 







2.1 LOGISTICS AMD SAMPLIliG STRATEGY
Ih. two »i»3or logUtlcol probloM wore <«) tho look of tronoport, 
do. to «.eh.nle.1 bro.kdown. .nd on ov.r.11 .hortog. of ».hid., .t tb. 
•In.; .nd <b) fl.ld.lt. .nlUbUlty, dn. to wld..pr..d dl.turb.ne. by 
dluond «Inlng; .nd th. n.«l to work within 20 ka of th. Il.tlon.l 
blMond Mining Co. (M.D.M.C.) HQ. In e... of fn.l .hortng...
TWO ».ior t.rr.ln typ.. occur In th. koldu .r..: < D  .«t.n.lv. 
n.*r-pl.n.t. lnt.rflu».. with f w  rock outcrop. *nd (11) .r... of rock 
outcrop with ln..lb.rg., kopj.. .nd nuiarou. gl.cl. (pudlaunt) dop... 
Th. *lB of th. capllng .tr.t.gy w.. to obtain d.t.ll.d gaow>rphologlcal 
and gaologlcl data for r.pr...ntatlv. ar... of th... two »ajor tarraln
types.
■. i
> . I '
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Th« rente area (Figure 4.1) Is en urea of extensive neer-plenete 
interfluves. It was selected as one of the main study areas because 
there was a large aaount of prospecting data on the area (Including the 
trench of Thomas and Thorp, 1985, p. 254). Furth^re, the Fania area 
was being prepared for mining operations in early 1983, allowing vehicles 
for this project and the mining operations to be pooled, guaranteeing 
site access and keeping transport costs low. However, the original study 
site in the Kania area, selected from Air Photo Interpretation (API) maps 
and 1:5000 topographic base maps, had to be abandoned when reconnaissance 
fieldwork revealed extensive illicit mining from the previous wet 




The Yengema area (Figure 4.1) is an area of extensive rock 
outcrops and glacis slopes. It was chosen as the second detailed study 
area (a) because there was virtually no disturbance from diamond 
mining; and (b) because working "on site" guaranteed site access, saved 
time, and required minimal supplies of fuel.




Plate 2.1 Pit sampling, Kania. This photo illustrates the pr^lem of 
intervisibility (as well as the hazards of bush fires); the pits in 
the foreground fringe the 3m deep valleyhead of the Pawpawyi stream.
Plate 2.2 Headpan samples at the NDMC Prospecting Dept., prior to 
washing, gravel separation and the sorting into petrographic types
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The Yengetna area (Figure 4.1) is an area of extensive rock 
outcrops and glacis slopes. It was chosen as the second detailed study 
area (a) because there was virtually no disturbance from diamond 
mining; and (b) because working "on site" guaranteed site access, saved 
time, and required minimal supplies of fuel.
%
'*** * ^
Plate 2.1 Pit sampling, Kania. This photo illustrates the problem of 
intervisibility (as well as the hazards of bush fires): the pits in 
the foreground fringe the 3m deep valleyhead of the Pawpawyi stream.
fi
Plate 2.2 Headpan samples at the NDMC Pros^cting Dept., prior to 




A str»tlfled system of sampling, based on the •Ecological 
Traverse* method outlined by Avenard (1973) was found to be the most 
efficient method of both mapping and sampling. Of the other sampling 
systems that were considered, a random system would have been virtually 
Impossible without elaborate arrangements to locate the sample pits In 
dense bush, as Plate 2.1 vividly illustrates. Furthermore, because some 
landforms are often less than 10m in width (e.g. swales and valley 
sides), a random scheme would have run the risk of not sampling some 
small - but Important - landforms; and a systematic, grid-based system, 
sampling every 10m, would have Involved too many samples and too much 




Provisional sample sites were selected from 1:20000 Air Photo 
interpretation data transferred to available 1:5000 topographic Base Map 
prepared photograsiaetrlcally by Hunting Surveys for N.O.M.C.. “Ground 
truth" was checked during reconnaissance fieldwork and new Information 
was added to the 1:5000 Base Map», Once selected, lines were cut through 
the bush from the Interfluve crest to the valley floor at sites selected 
to contain as many different landform types as possible. Slope 
morphometry data was plotted onto 1:1250 mining site plans (along with 
any additional data from the 1:5000 A.P.I./Heconnalssance Map» to produce 
Landform Maps. Samples were taken from pits dug along the transect lines 
at the mld-polnt of each unit landform. Pits were dug down to the 
bedrock or in situ saprolite.
'if
This sampling scheme allowed the study, along each transect, of 
variations in both the form of the landsurface from interfluve crest to 
valleyfloor. and the nature of the materials from the landsurface down
. ^
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the resoUth/bedrock interface. The seriate distribution of the 
transects down the Paupauyi and Boya/Mafayi valleys (Fisures A.S and A.9) 
.llo«d down-valley variations in »aterials and correspondin* variations 




A false-colour UUIDSAT -2 imase taken on January 17 1979. using 
Bands A. 5 and 7 was interpreted during the preliminary survey at 
Stirling university. A set of maps were plotted at a 1:250 000 scale, 
for eastern Sierra Leone and adjoining sections of Guinea and Liberia, 
showing geological structures and variations in lithology (Figures 1.2 
and 1.3); major geomorphological features (Figure 1.8, largely after
M.F. Thomas); and vegetation xones (Figure 1.6). At a late stage in 
this project Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR-A) images of the Lome Mountains 





Air Photo Interpret^^tiop (API),
The interpretation and mapping of vertical air photos has occurred 
throughout most of this project, though at three distinct stag
t|.1
1. Preliminary office-based API mapping.
2. Further API mapping in conjunction with reconnaissance 
fieldwork.
3. Checking and augmenting API maps in the light of detailed 
(1:1250) morphometric and geomorphological mapping.
* ¿ ' il
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Two sets of vertical air photographs were used:
(a) 1:70 000 Infra-red transparencies. 20 x 20 cm; taken by the
institut Géographique National (France) during December/January 
1975/76 (Nos. 279-283; 5A7-549 and 595-597).
(b) 1:15 000 Monochrome prints, 16 x 16 cm; taken by Hunting 
Surveys Ltd. during November/December 1966 (Job No. S337b).
Stereopairs from each set were examined under a *Nikon* 
stereoscope and the ste^scoplc Images were mapped, using fine 
felt-tipped pens on an acetate sheet overlay, following the method of 
Allum (1966, p.27). Hand-held Infra-red alrphotography was carried out 
because It was hoped that surface depressions (e.g. Interfluve swales) 
would appear more clearly because they should be molster than their 
surroundings. However, the results were poor, with only the marked 
differences In soil moisture regime between the valley floors and the 
Interfluves showing up clearly.
I ’
l
I . i .
IteoplnK w „  crcled out ut ReconnuUB.nce-Uvel, 
(1:20000 to 1:5000 scules) und Microrellef-level, (elons treneects at 
scales of between 1:5000 and 1:1000).
t
The compese-traveree method »as used (with a prismatic compass, a 
ran.liiK pole, a 30m measuring-tape, and strips of fluorescent tape to 
mark each station); either along pre-cut survey lines with one assistant 
to hold the pole; or through ’bush’ with two additional assistants to
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cut the line. Offsets were made to distinctive landforms (e.g. gullies 
or core-stones) visible from the survey line. The geomorphological 
mapping symbols used were based on those of Cooke and Doornkamp (1974.
p.363-376).
I '
The 20 unit landforms that were recognised during fieldwork are 
given in Table 2.1; a copy of which is given in the Map Pocket for 
future reference. Each unit landform was coded to aid data storage and 
analysis. The rationale behind this coding gave hilltops and ridges the 
highest numerical ordering (500 and 510) and valleyfloor units the lowest 
(100-190). with terrain of intermediate elevation having codes of between 
200 and Gaps were left between groups of related unit landforms to
allow for the insertion of any additional unit landform types. For 
instance valleyhead swamps (1901. which were initially grouped together 
with valley swamps (180) on the basis of A.P.I. and field mapping, but 
were later sho%m to be a separate unit landform type after analyses of 
morphological and surficial geology data, k three-column code was used so 
that rocky terrain could be indicated, a *1* being placed in the 
right-hand column where rock outcrops larger than Im occurred within 
5m of the sample site (eg. 501. 291. 181. etc.).
A I' ’ I
Morphoroo^i*ig MaopinK was carried out in conjunction with 
the compass-traverse survey. A -Suunto« clinometer was used, along with 
the 30m tape-measure and the ranging pole, to measure the slope angle and 
distance between breaks of slope. Consecutive survey stations were never 
more than 30m apart. Distances between breaks of slope varied from over 
loom along the long axes of some planate interfluves, to loss than Im 











Proximal glacis (4-10) 
Distal glacis (1-4°)
Sloping interfluve(2-10°) 
Planate Interfluve (0-2°) 
Swale (4-10°)
Interfluve rim (4-10°)
Type I Low Terrace 








Table 2.1 Unit Landform codes and representative block diagrams.
NB. 501, 301, 181, etc.
*' '' ' l l  
1
^  1
denote rock outcrops •ilarger than Im^ within
' '1.5m of site. 1 .11 
Ml  . !
‘ V
i ' . J
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Slope englee were cheeked by taking both fore-sightlngs and 
back-slghtlngs on each station, the procedure being repeated If 
discrepancies of «ore than 1° were found between fore-slghtlngs and 
back-slghtlngs. Measurements were made to the nearest 0.5®. As a 
double check on both the co«pass-cllno»eter and slope «orphosmtry surveys 
a survey team used tachlometrlc methods based from local bench marks, to 
plot the positions and altitudes of all the sample pits In the Yengema
and Kania areas.
2.3. gURFlCIAL GEOLOGY: SAMPLIMG
Most samples were collected from sample pits dug down to the 
bedrock and/or In situ saprollte. The main criterion for recognising in 
situ saprollte In the field was the presence of quartz/pegmatlte veins. 
Where there was any uncertainty about whether or not weathered material 
was In situ or not. pits were dug down to at least 1.8m and then further 
sampled to Im using a hand-held auger; a 2«-long. 1cm diameter pointed 
•gravel bar' was then used to probe the underlying material to tost for 
the presence of a burled gravel (and the pit was deepened accordingly to 
«ample the Rravel end seprolite).
In a few cases, where transects traversed Inselbers summits, there 
was simply no surflclal material to sample; whereas at sites associated 
with alluvial-colluvial cut-and-full events, the pits frequently were 
over 3m deep and the profile included two or three buried gravel layers. 




It should be emphssised here that the isethod of pit sempUns used 
on this project wss. given the large number of samples to be collected 
and treated, based partly on the system used by NMIC for mineral 
exploration (l.e.. mainly to test for anomalous concentrations of heavy 
minerals), and partly on the geomorphologlcal rationale that landform can 
be related to surflclal material types, rather than on a sampling 
rationale with a pedologica! basis: it was not designed to Identify soil
horizons or map soil units.
'.'I
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sample pits were of Im diameter on the interfluves (Plate 2.1). 
but 2m diameter In the less-cohesive materials of the swamps and low 
terraces. A few ssmples were also taken from mine-cuts and prospecting 
trenches dug by a 'JOB* with a back-hoe. The pit sampling Interval was 
every 30cm. down to the In situ saprollte or bedrock. Each 30cm sample 
layer was excavated, numbered and transferred to the MDKC Washslte In 
headpans for sieving and petrographic analyses (Plate 2.2). On the 
interfluves the dark brown sandy-clay topsoil was sampled as one layer, 
regardless of Its thickness. This was done (a) because topsoil was 
invariably disturbed by farming and/or mining (ranging In thickness from 
ca. lOOcm under undisturbed forest, to total absence at many sites; but 
averaging about 20cm thickness in the Koldu areas): and (b) because the 
textural and petrographic analyses of the underlying residual topgravel 
(or “stone line") were hlgh-prlorlty objectives of this study. In this 




The three types of sample (headpan samples, face samples, and In 
gitu Kubiena box samples) were collected durlns the fieldwork.
u^oHpAn samples each of 0.07m^ were collected from each 30cm 
layer of the pit; an extra headpan sample (making a total of 0.14m ) 
was taken for jravel layers. These headpan samples were wet-sieved at 
the NDMC washslte and the +8nm fraction was then sorted into petrosraphic
types.
».■•«-«MiDles for detailed particle size analysis and other 
laboratory analyses were collected In numbered heavy-duty plastic bass, 
usually approximately lOOg was collected If the layer was clay-rich, 300s 
if the sample was gravel-rich.
The Face-samples were collected from a 20cm* area In the middle 
of each 30cm-thlck layer, down a side of the pit which was parallel to 
the line of the transect. The relatively small size of these samples 
allowed sub-sampling of the main 30cm layers If features meriting 
detailed sub-sampling occurred, such as pockets of rounded gravel or 
infilled former tree-root zones.
I I J
In situ Xubiena box samples were collected from selected 
representative pits, following the method of Fitzpatrick (198(^.The 
Rubiena Boxes were made of Ism alluminlum sheeting. 100 x 50 x 35mm. with 
lids top and bottom. Both lids were removed from the box and the frame 
was gradually forced into the side of the sample pit. with the aid of a 
knife to cut through the material around the outside of the frame, until 
the box was full. One of the lids was then placed in position, then the 
frame (and usually about 1cm of projecting material) was removed from the 
pit side and trinstted with the knife. The second lid was then replaced 
and sealed with tape. Both lids were labelled with the sample’s number.
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depth end oclentetlon (l.e.. whether the long exls of the box wee 
vertlcel or horixontel). Thin sections were leter prepered from these 
seaples for mlcromorphologlcel enelysls.
All pits were photogrephed using e 35ms wlde-engle lens end AOO 
ASA high-resolution monochrosie fil». Selected pits were photogrephed et 
10 to 15cm Intervels using e 100ms 'mecro* lens, with e tripod for the 
cemere to ellow en edequete exposure time et the bese of the pits.
A field detesheet (Figure 2.1) was completed for eech pit,
recordins three sets of Information:
and aeomorpholoaical situationi
_ Sample number; date; location.
_ Grid reference and altitude above mean sea level (from NDMC 
1:5000 Base Maps; and NDMC tachiometric follow-up survey).
- Land use and vegetation type (forest, dense bush; and various 
combinations of open bush, grassland and farmed land).
- Distance of pit from disturbed areas and type of disturbance,
i.e.,farming, mining, ant/termite mounds .
- Sketch map of geomorphological setting and nearest pits.
Pit profile description:
- Thicknesses, depths, textures and colours of non-gravel layers
- Variations in the frequency of occurrence, size and colour of 
mottles.
- The nature of the boundary with the saprolite and between 
gravel and non-gravel layers: flat, wavy and/or dipping; 








Bedrock (B.R.) »Iteration (relatively freah; red/brotm gritty 
clay wlth/without aiottle»; or kaolinltic gritty clay). 
layer description
- The thlckneea, depth and atonineaa of each gravel layer 
(aparaely packed, packed, or well-packed gravel).
- The petrographic typea and form of gravel claata, oalng the 
"DAPOR" achea»: "Dowlnant", 75%; "Abundant", 50-75%; 












Nodules and Mottles 
soft (cemented) or hard 
(indurated)
Quartz clasts





Rm/Sy, weathered rim/ 








The method, end sequence, of l.bot.tocy en.lysls ere suMeerlsed In 
Table 2.3. There Is a clear distinction between those methods which could 
esslly be cerrled out uslns the limited fecilltles for lebor.tory 
analysis at Koidu end those which could only be attempted using 
laboratory facilities in the U.K. Thus the foundations of the laboratory 
method, were the analyses of particle s U e  distribution and of gravel 
petrographies both of which were relatively unsophisticated, low-cost 
techniques which could easily be carried out in Sierra Leone.
Furthermore, both particle site distribution analysis (Muller. 1959i 
Pettijohn et.al.. 1972. p. 68-88;Brown. 1985) and gravel petrography 
analyses (Cailleux and Tricart. 1959; Trlcart. 1965 Frostlck and Reid. 
1980) are long-established indicators of formative environments. The 
mlcromorphologlcal analyses could only be carried out effectively in U.K. 
laboratories, given the complicated sample pre-treatment procedures and 
sophisticated equipment needed for these analyses.
Particle Size Distribution
Two techniques were used to analyse the particle size distribution 
of the 100-3OOr face samples: sieving, based on BS1377 Test (7(A)
(1975); and pipette analysis, based on BS1377 Test 7(0(1975). After a 
preliminary wet sieve over a 63pm mesh the -63pm fraction was subjected 
to pipette analysis to determine the clay/sllt proportions. The +63pm 
fraction was oven-dried and mechanically sieved through a nest of sieves 






crAVftl patroKrapbv and clast shage
Headp*n sanples l0.01-0.Ut?) from each pit were aent to the 
NDHC Waahalte where they were waahed and aleved into the following alae 
fractions, the voluaes of which were recorded in cc*s:




The -Iran »»talUnss*" were discarded, but the l-8um fraction was 
further concentrated for an analysis of its heavy mineral content by the 
h.D.M.C. Prospecting Engineer. The +8i» fractions were retained and the 
8-16, 16-32, 32-64 and +64inii clasts were sorted Into their petrographic 
types, measured by volume (using a lOOOcc or 200cc measuring cylinder) 
and recorded. Eaamples of each rock type were later photographed (Plate
5.1).
During the sorting of the *0im fraction the degree of rounding of 
quarta clasts was recorded, using a Krumbeln roundness chart (Gardiner 
and Dackcombe, 1983, p.lll). The axlel lengths of +32asn quartz clasts 
were measured using a •shape-box* of the type described by Shakesby 
(1979, p.11-13). Indices of shape »rare calculated from the following
formulae:
1« .
s = (Krumbein, 1941a).
f = (a -t̂ b) 100
2c
(Cailleux, 1947)
•« »where 'a' is the longest axis, 'b' is the intermediate axis and c 
is the shortest axis.
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Mi gromorpholoK¥
Micromorphologlcal analy.is is here taken to include not just the 
analyai. of thin sections, but also the analysts of the for« and surface 
features of sand grains examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Thin sections of in situ material were prepared from the Kubiena 
Box samples at the Soil Science Department of Aberdeen University, the 
samples were impregnated, sawn, mounted on glass slides and polished to 
produce A0x90iim thin sections, following the method of rltxpatrlck <1980a, 
p.g_22). A one-month course on 'Soil Micromorphology was attended 
Aberdeen University, after which the thin sections were interpreted in 
terms of their mlcromorphological and mineraloglcal contents. 
Photomicrographs of selected samples were made using plane, polar and 
incident light (Plates 5.X to 5.7 ).
K preliminary acannina electron microscopy analysis of surface 
textures and particle outlines of sand grains from the 0.5 to 2.0nsft size 
range was made using a »Cambridge* Scanning Electron Microscope at 
Stirling University. The method of Krlnsley and Doornkamp (1973) was 
followed in preparing 30 to 50 monocrystalline sand grains for SEM 
viewing. The surface features of each grain were ticked-off against a 
check-list of features compiled from the SEM studies of Krinsley and 
Doornkamp (1973), Bull (1981) and Le Ribault (1978). and following the 
procedure of Goudie and Bull (1984). The Image Analyse^ of the 
Department of Cell Biology, Strathclyde University, was used for a 
preliminary examination of quartz sand grains from swamps, low terraces, 
and interfluves. The results were encouraging, indicating that large 
numbers of grains (ca. 100/sample) could be rapidly analysed and a 
quantitative index of their formative environment obtained.
«■p.
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unfortunately, this Im.se Analyser facility only became available tomards 
the end of this research project, when lack of both time and funds 
prevented further more detailed follow-up work. The method certainly has 
potential as a means of Indlcatlns palaeoenvironmental conditions, with 
minimal smaple preparation (h.nd-slevlns and washins) and the ability to 
analyse 100 grains per minute.
additional Laboratory Analyses
tepresentative .maples of matrix material ('63|im) were analysed to 
determine matrix pH. matrix density and matrix seochemlstry. Matrix 
colour was recorded from air-dried smnples using the ’Munsell* colour 
code system. Preliminary pH analyses proved to be so erratic, giving 
markedly different values for soils from similar sites, that no further 
pH analyses were attempted. The specific gravity of the matrix material 
was determined using the procedure of BS1377 Test 6(B) (1975). . H.
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) was used to examine aspects of the matrix 
geochemistry and clay mineralogy. Analyses were carried out at the 
Department of Soil Science, Aberdeen University. Samples were selected 
from the saprolite and colluvial and/or alluvial fill layers of four 
pits, each sited on different landforms. One set of mottles and one set 
of lateritic nodules were crushed and also analysed. The details of the 
sample preparation procedure for the XRD analyses are given in Appendix B
2.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSES
The objectives of the statistical analyses were two-fold.
Firstly, to standardise and describe the surficial geology data by swans 
of percentages, ratios, descriptive statistics and indices of both
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particle sorting and petrographic composition. Secondly, to group and 
differentiate these data into (a) Layer Types and (b) Unit Landform 
Types, using group means and their coefficients of variation, as well as 
both bivariate and trivarlate scattergraphs. In the event of this 
methodology failing to distinguish both Layer Types and Unit Landform 
Types, a follow-up progranmie of Cluster Analysis followed by Analysis of 
Variance was envisaged. The final results, suiisnarised in Chapter 5 and 
Table 5.1*in particular, were clear enough for this follow-up programme
to be waived.
Gravel patroaraohies were measured volumetrlcally in c.c.*s. as 
the differences between the relative densities of the variants (e.g., 
quartz 2.6g cm"^; lateritlc concretions 3-5g cm ) would have 
produced a distorted measure of the relative proportions of each variant 
had they been measured by weight. The MINITAB Statistical Package (Ryan 
et al., 1980) was used to calculate percentages and ratios of each 
variant for each Unit Landform Type. To provide both a summary of the 
petrographic composition of gravel samples and a means of mapping the 
areal variations in gravel layer composition, a Petrographic Index was 
produced, based on a trivarlate scattergraph (viz. Figure 5.2).
Particle size distributions were measured at Phi Unit Intervals 
( = -log^d; %fhere *d* is the particle diameter in millimeters) to
normalise the data as an aid to the particle sorting studies (McManus. 
1980). The weights of each size fraction were converted to percentages 
and cumulative percentages and then grouped into their respective Unit 
Landform Types using MINITAB. Data from representative transects were 
then selected for the plotting of particle size histograms and cumulative 
frequency graphs using **GIN0GRAF** software (C.A.D.C., 1976). A 






obtained by plotting the 99th percentile against the 50th percentile of 
each cumulative frequency curve to produce a C/M diagram (Pettljohn et
al.. 1972. p.73).
Laboratory error was estimated using the following method. A 
relatively large sample (ca. lOOOg for gravelly material, ca. 500g for 
clayey material) was taken from three face samples with textures that 
encompassed the range of textural types encountered during the study.
Each sample was quartered and one quarter set aside. The remaining 
quarters were then re-mixed and quartered again, giving four replicates. 
Both the first quarter and the four replicates were then randomised and 
their particle size distributions were measured by sieving and pipette 
analysis (re. Appendix B for detailed methods).
The results for each sample type, along with the formulae by which 
their standard deviations and standard errors were calculated, are given 
in Appendix B. Briefly, standard deviations were 0.38“1.07% for clay; 





T Alin FORM. f«ATgRTAL AMD PROCESS
A review of studies in which the morpholosical variations 
variations of the soil/regolith body have been related to their formative 
processes is presented in this chapter. The -soil/regollth body- is 
defined as extending from the bedrock/regollth interface to the land 
surface; with areal variations from Interfluve crest to valley floor due 
to eluvlal/illuvlal and colluvial processes, and down-valley variations 
due to fluvial processes (Conacher and Dalrymple, 1977). This review 
concentrates on examples from environments similar to that of the study 
region, that is, regions of dominantly felsic to intermediate crystalline 
rocks, which have experienced Quaternary bioclimatic oscillations,ranginj 
from semi-arid through to perhumid conditions (Thomas and Thorp, 1985).
As the fieldwork and results of this study are concerned with the 
morphological variations of surficlal materials and the landsurface, this 
review concentrates on morpholoxical properties « relating morphological 
variations to assumed variations in processes. The discussion moves from 
the formative processes and primary components of layers, to the 
morphologies of the layers themselves, and finally to the catenary 
variations of the soll/regollth body and the landsurface.
li ̂1
A sunmary of the processes acting on the soil/regollth body is 
given in Table 3.1. The intensity and duration of these processes was 
considered to be the key to soil genesis by SiflM>nson (1959; 1978, p.l8).
« h
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••The balance of time amons a host of individual processes is 
the key to the nature of every soil; that balance determines 
the characteristics of the soil profile and soil body....the 
ultimate character of a soil depends on the relative importance 
of all individual processes in each combination**. I'I
Phygical Alterations.




Structure and bulk density changes
Translocations
Surface translocations (slopewash,rillwash, 
mass iftovement and fluvial processes) 
Vertical subsurface translocations 
évapotranspiration, capillary rise, 
watertable fluctuations)
Lateral subsurface translocations 
(throughflow, piping, groundwater movement)

















The scope of this review does not allow for detailed 
descriptions of processes, these can be obtained from Ollier (1969),
Carson and Kirkby (1972), Thomas (1974), Lai (1977a); Young (1976), Roose 
(1977), St/atham (1977), Moormann (1981), Gerrard (1981), Selby (1982), 
Furley and Newey (1983) and Foss and Segovia (1984). The processes listed 
in Table 3.1 result from the operation of a few active agents, 
principally water and organisms. The intensity with which these agents 
operate is determined by variations in environmental factors (Dokuchaev, 
1883; Jenny, 1941, 1946). Seven major factors are discussed in detail 
by Young (1976, p. 3-63): climate, geology, hydrology, relief, 
organisms, man, and time. Climate is clearly of paramount importance 
for determining the magnitude of water supply; whilst the other factors, 
particularly hydrology, contribute towards determining the intensity and 







.oil fon»tlon •«. recognised by Milne (1936b, p.16-17), »ho noted thet 
cetenery differentiation »as brought about by "drainage conditions, 
differential transport of eroded material, and leaching, translocation 
and redeposltion of mobile chemical constituents**.
3.1 PPTMABY PROCESSES AMD COMPOWBMTS
At the most basic organisational level of processes and 
materials. t%#o distinct morphological types of material form the end 
members of a continuum In terms of particle size and particle mobility, a 
distinction first made by Kublena (1938; 1970. p.lll):
**The role of the fabric skeleton Is that of a scaffold. It Is 
the Inmoblle part and characterised by a high stability....The 
fabric plasma represents the finely dispersed part of the 
fabric which may become easily transportable...**
At this basic level the dominant process types are those of 
chemical and/or physical alteration on. or close to the surfaces of 
skeletal grains. The material properties resulting from these processes 
Include colour variations, clay mineral types, secondary mineral types, 
grain form variations, and the nature of the mlcrofabrlc. These 
properties can only be adequately examined by mlcromorphologlcal analyses 
of material (for Instance: Brewer. 1961̂ ; Brewer et al.. 1983. 




When process suites dominated by translocation processes become 
increasingly dominant, so the level of organisational of the material 
will increase, moving up to the secondary level of organisation with the 
formation of eluvlal/llluvlal horizons. The material properties of this 
secondary level of organisation can generally be examined in sample pits 
and include soll/saprollte structure, texture, and variations in stone 
line petrography. Over the next few pages the morphological components 
of primary through to secondary subsystems will be reviewed.
Mineralogy
I
The mineralogy of the soil/regolith body is dependent on either 
the mineralogy of the bedrock, or the mineralogy of translocated 
material, or both. Alteration of bedrock produces a blmodal framework of 
skeletal grains in a matrix of fine-grained alteration products or
**plasma**.
: , . J |
**Skeletal minerals** are those most resistant to chemical 
alteration, notably quartz and muscovite (Goldich. 1938; Brunsden.
1979b). Some minerals may be directly transformed into secondary 
minerals without significant disintegration of the original mineral 
grain, although their physical strength may be greatly reduced; an 
example is the alteration of feldspar crystals to kaoll nlte or gibbslte 
pseudomorphs.
”Plasma minerals** result from chemical alteration processes on 





Amorphous forms, consisting of colloids and chelates with 
various combinations of Ca. Na. K. Mg. Si. Fe and Al; and 
Fe/Mn sesquioxides (Carson and Kirby, 1972, p.233-A).
Clay minerals, mainly formed by the carbonation of feldspars, 
with secondary clay minerals mainly resulting from the 
desilicification of antecedent clay minerals. Both Bakker 
(1967) and Tardy et al. (1973) have shown that various types 
of secondary mineral assemblages can form from a conmon parent 
material, depending on the degree of leaching the parent 
material experiences.
Colour
Curi and Franxmeier (1984), working on Brazilian oxisols. found 
colour to be the most reliable indicator of soil type variations. Both 
Folster et al. (1971. p. 137) and Young (1976. p. 87) give similar tables 
of colour variations in the soil/regolith body due to corresponding 




















Table 3.2: Mineral/colouration relationships
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The red colour of «oet well-eereted tropical soils can bo 
produced b, relatively siwll amounts. 10-201. of hematite or amorphous 
ferric osldes (Kublena. 1970). The grey colour of leached or 
waterlogged soils results from the reduction and removal of these 
plgmentlng minerals. Goethlte apparently represents an Intermediate 
stage between the well-aerated conditions and the waterlogged conditions, 
occurring In aerated but moist conditions, with excess water converting 
the soethlte to »•Li«onlte**.
Microetructure
•»Weathered rock and soil may be mineralosically identical, the 
difference between them lying in the arrangement of particles*». This 
statement by Young (1976. p.91) reflects the basic premise of 
micromorphological analysis first emphasised by Brewer (1965). Within the 
soll/regollth body there is a continuum of structural arrangements 
ranging from microscopic features such as cutans. pores, tubules and 
microstructure types, through to the macroscopic features used to 
distinguish soil horizons, such as clay skins and ped types.
Flach et al. (1968) showed how ♦•pedo-plasmatlon** by 
bioturbation and shrlnk/swell processes resulting from the alternate 
wetting and drying of clays, can lead to the progressive differentiation 
of the soil regolith body. The clay minerals most susceptible to 
shrink/swell processes are the 2:1 lattice clays, notably 
montmorlllonite. however these clay mineral types are relatively uncommon 
with granitic parent materials and forest/savanna bioclimatlc conditions 
of the study region, »rtiere Kaolinltlc clays predominate. Avenard and 
Michel (1985. p.80) cite the relatively high plastic limits (20-35%) and mj ■
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shrinkage limits (15-20H) of Kaolonltlc clays as the reasons for the 
negligible amount of cracks, slumps, landslips or flows in kaollnite-rlch 
material. Young (1976. p.91) states that such material can be up to 80% 
clay and yet still be friable and permeable.
There appears to be a general consensus (Van Uambeke. 1962; 
Daniels et al.. 1970. 1971*. Young. 1976. p.90-91) that the soil/regollth 
body shows progressive stages of -structural maturity-, and associated 
"textural maturity-, over time. Recent research Indicates that these 
assertions may be over-simplified. For instance.Young (1976. p.90) states 
that when -the B horizon is structureless or weakly structured, without 
clay skins, the soil is -dead-: all weatherable minerals have gone and 
little further profile differentiation is taking place-. However, 
micromorphological analyses of -mature- Ugandan clay-loams with 
Kaolinitic clay minerals and no weatherable minerals remaining, revealed 
contemporaneous soil formation with the production of incomplete blocky 
microstructures, proving that such soils were far from -dead- (Pidgeon. 
1972). Furthermore, the friable and permeable nature of these 
forest/savanna kaolinitic soils appears to be largely due to the 
micro-aggregation of kaolinitic clay minerals and Fe/Mn sesquioxide 
secondary minerals (Ahn. 1970). Millot (1981. p.585) has pointed out 
that the collapse of these micro-aggregates due to environmental change 
or -aging- can lend to the collapse of the soll/regollth body, a theory 
partly supported by the observations of Furley (1975a. p.278). %#ho found 
that the -oldest-. Interfluval. soils of a forest/savanna catena in 






The textural variations of the soil/re§olith body can be 
examined in terms of individual horizons or layers and also in terms of 
the entire soil/regolith profile. The texture of the entire profile 
depends firstly on the grain size and mineralogy of the parent material; 
and secondly, on the duration and intensity of chemical weathering, sites 
of intense weathering generally corresponding to sites of maximum clay 
formation. Ruxton (1958) noted that progressively more weathered granite 
had a progressively lower silt content relative to clay, and Van Wambeke 
(1962) cited a silt/clay ratio of less than 0.15 as indicative of highly 
weathered soil/regolith siaterial.
The texture of horizons or layers depends VM>re on the vertical 
and lateral translocations of clays and fine material. Detailed 
definitions of «eluvial»* and «illuvial« layers are given in the U.S.D.A. 
Soil Taxonomy handbook (1975 p.19-27). Brewer (1968) showed that 
argillic horizons can result from either clay illuviation, or from in 
situ weathering and/or inheritance from parent material; whilst Webster 
(1965) pointed out that layers can show an apparent enrichment in clay 
after the absolute loss of fine material from overlying layers due to 
surface wash and lateral éluviation.
Ml
1’
Three textural profile types are recognised in the 
classification scheme of Northcote (1971); summarised in Table 3.3.
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Tftgtural Profile MorpholoKJ
(i) Uniform; similar at all depths.
(ID Gradational; Rradual increase of clay with depth, 




Farm Bush (after forest) 
Central Sierra Leone
Savanna
»♦Actively weathering soils» 
•♦Highly weathered soils»»
Textural Profile Type
Gradational, with a well 
developed and deep B 
horizon.
Uniform, high clay content
Gradational, with rare 
weak argillic horizons.
Duplex, sandy topsoil over 
a textural B horizon.
Gradational
Duplex
T.ble 3.3. Taxtnr«! Profile Type« «nd Envlronaeiit/Sotl Relationship»
(dat* from Young. 1976. p. 89; Central Sierra Leone data from Van Vuure 




There has been considerable research into the relationship of 
clast form to formative processes, notably by Zingg (1935). Keunen 
(1956) Sneed and Folk (1958). Krumbeln (1941). Caille^ux & Trlcart (1959) 
and Bradley (1970) for pebbles; and by Moss (1966). Crook (1968).
Avenard (1973) and Barret (1980) for sand; with Krlnsley and Doornkamp 
(1973) and Bull (1981b) outlining the use of grain surface morphological 
variations as environmental indicators. There is general agreement that 
rounded pebbles are the result of the attrition and rolling associated 
with fluvial transport. Fieldwork by Boyé. (1960) indicates that under 
perhumid tropical conditions extreme chemical weathering may lead to the
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rounding of quarts pebbles, although this appears to be a unique case and 
the in situ, non-alluvial nature of the material Boye cited is open to 
question (Thorp, verbal comm.. 1985). Mabasoone (1968. p.A39) related 
the occurrence of distinct layers of sub-rounded pebbles in the rana 
deposits of Brazil to (Quaternary bioclimatic oscillations and associated 
enhanced fluvial/colluvial activity; whilst Leveque (1979. p.l27) 
concluded that the occasionally occurring, highly weathered rounded 
pebbles on interfluves in Togo were relicts of pre-Quaternary fluvial
activity.
I'i
Analysis of sand grains has shown that well-rounded grains are 
almost certainly of aeolian origin, although the assertions that 
sub-rounded/rounded grains have experienced fluvial or shoreline 
environmental conditions, and that sub-angular grains are the result of 
in situ weathering, are less certain. Crook (1968. p.l71) showed that 
sand samples from progressively more weathered soil material had higher 
frequencies of both rounded grains and angular grains. A partial 
explanation for this seemingly anomalous occurrence has been given by 
Magaldi (1978. p.969). who found that quartz grains in the A/B horizons 
of a Spanish soil were angular, apparently due to rapid etching by humic 
acids, whilst grains in the saprolite were sub-angular to sub-rounded, 
reflecting the lower pH of the groundwater and relatively slower etching 
of grains.
The use of sand grain surface morphology, examined by means of 
scanning electron microscopy, as a means of obtaining an indication of 
the formative environments a grain experienced has advanced considerably 
from the qualitative studies of Krinsley and Doornkamp (1971), to a more
il ..'Ijr f
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,u.ntlt.tlve approach. eaompUfled by the »ork ot Goodie and Boll (1984) 
oho have uaed thla technique to identify distinct phases of colluviation 
in southern Africa . Considerable success has been reported by Avenard 
(1973) in relating the •‘exoscopy" of sand grains, such as their degree of 
surface staining and pitting, and their degree of rounding, to their 
position on susmit areas, glacis slopes and valley floors in the 
forest/savanna resions of West Africa.
i'M
Gravel petroaraphj
Two major sroupings of clasts occur In the residual gravel 
layers: those derived from bedrock fragmentation, and those derived from 
Fe, Mn or kl sesquioxide accumulation.
(i) Rock fragments. Given the occurrence of gravel deposits in all the 
major bioclimatic zones of the %#orld, and the importance of gravel clast 
form as an environmental indicator (Cailleuz and Tricart, 1959, Briggs, 
1977), there have been surprisingly few enquiries into the petrographic 
variations of gravel deposits. Notable exceptions are in the fields of 
glacial till provenance (for instance, Dreimanis and Vagners, 1972) and 
river gravel provenance (Sternberg, 1875; Plumley, 19A8; Frostick and 
Reid, 1980). There is virtually no published work on the petrographic 
variations of tropical stone lines, apart from the studies of 
pedisediments by Ruxton (1958), and studies of gravel variations along 
interfluve/valley floor toposequences in Togo by Leveque (1979). Studies 
of petrographic variations in fluvial gravels under different climates 






Pitman & Ovenshine (1968)
Semi-Arid
Plumley (1948)
Sneed & Folk (1958) 
Bradley (1970):
Field study 





100 to 33% 10 to 6.7%





0.06% less than 0.06%
0.30%
:tion per kilosietre of fluvial
transport.
There is clearly a correlation between the resistance of a gravel clast 
to chemical alteration, plus the amount of alteration the clast has 
undergone, end the rate at which that clast will be destroyed during 
fluvial transport. Dal Cln (1968, p.l09d) formulated an index of pebble 
weathering:
Quartz pebbles .100 %
Quartz pebbles + Pebbles of other rock types
Humid tropical conglomerates gave values of 90 to 100%, whereas semi-arid 




Although the étudiés of Table 3.4 and the index of Del Cin «ay 
provide indications of the formative environments a gravel has 
experienced, studies of African stone lines (notably by Bruckner, 1956; 
Folster 1969, 1971; and Leveque, 1979), have shown these gravels to be 
polygenetic, having undergone a long-term end often complex development. 
The ’rana* stone lines of BB Braill were found by Mabasoone (1966, p.439) 
to “consist almost entirely of the most resistant rock typos, chiefly 
quartz", some quartz pebbles being sub-rounded. Given the blocllmatic 
oscillations experienced by ME Brazil during the Quaternary (Trlcart, 
19S5), the •ra8a* gravels have either formed (i> with the aid of Intense 
chemical pre-weathering of material with later concentration of resistant 
clasts, or (li) with slight pre-weathering but with intensive 
disintegration of weathered pebbles during short-distance fluvial 
transport or (iii) after the deposition of virtually unweathored polymlct 
gravel formed by short-distance fluvial transport, and subjected to a 
later period of intense in situ chemical alteration. All three models of 
genesis may have played soaw part in the development of these gravels.
Boye (1960, p.l6) cites the occurrence under perhumid 
conditions of rounded to well-rounded pebbles in an apparently 
autochthonous Rravel. the pebble rounding being due to intense chemical 
weathering with iron oxides filling cracks and possibly contributing 
towards their propagation, producing a sugary surface texture. A similar 
feature has been described from the micromorphological studies of Eswaran 
and Stoops (1979), for the infusion of soil plasma into sub-microscopic 
cracks in quartz grains, Fe/Mn sesquioxide-rich plasma producing 
♦*runiform** quartz clasts. The granularity of parent material has been 
shown by Rahn (1966, p.21A) to account for the markedly different
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particle size dietributions of pedisediments derived from andesite or 
from Rrenite. Under seml-arid conditions of the fine-srained andesite 
produced pedisediments with a Gausian distribution; whereas the coarser 
granite, with more varied mineral grain sizes, produced bimodal 
pedisediments. Similar findings were made by Milhous (1982, p.l68) for 
fluvial gravel. ,i'
(\l) ^egQuioxide accumulations. Although there is considerable 
literature on the morphology of lateritic clasts, for instance Maignien 
(1971), Pulían (1967), Westerveld (1969), Leveque (1979), Fitzpatrick 
(1980), and MacFarlane (1983), there is no uniform system of classifying 
clasts. Table 3.5 is a sumnary of lateritic clast morphologies and 
genetic interpretations presented in the studies cited above.
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Sofc. -200cm Sagragaciona formed imdar vadoaa condiciona.
Souroa; Pulían (1967), Uatcarvald (1969) MacFarlana (1975, 1986) Lavaqua (1979) Fittpatrick (1980).
Table 5•5 Lateritic clast morphologies»
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The study most conperable to the Koidu area Is that of Van 
Vuure and Miedema (1973), working on granitoid terrain in central Sierra 
Leone, who found both vertical and lateral variations in sesquioxide 
clast morphology similar to those observed by Westerveld (1969) over 
metavolcanic rocks. These workers found that the irregular, relatively 
soft and porous lateritic segregations or »»mottles** that formed in the 
zone of water table fluctuation, became smoother, harder and denser 
nearer the landsurface. culminating in concretions that were very hard, 
black, and often magnetic. Westerveld (1969), Van Vuure and Miedema 
(1973), and MacFarlane (1983) attributed such vertical variations in 
lateritic clasts to landsurface lowering and/or falling water tables, 
with both absolute and relative sesquioxide enrichment. The relationship 
between variations in the water table level and the morphology and 
distribution of sesquioxide clasts has recently been re-emphasised by 
detailed work in NE Australia (Coventry et al, 1983; Coventry and 
Williams, 1984).
Both Westerveld (1969) and Van Vuure and Miedema (1973) 
concluded that smooth, relatively hard and rounded lateritic concretions 
were rounded during slopewash; a view supported by mineralogical 
analyses which indicated only localised transport. Furthermore, R.P. 
Bourman ( verbal cosn., B.G.R.G. »Lateritas Workshop», Manchester 
University, 1985) has pointed out that lateritic concretions in the 
topsoil can suffer irreversible dehydration, with alteration to 





3.2 LEVKIm IATBRS AMP PHOFILjS
At the secondary level of material organisation, subsurface 
vertical translocations lead to profile horlzonlsation (Greene. 1947); 
whilst subsurface lateral translocations produce pedon differentiation 
and Influence the form of the landsurface. which is directly modified by 
surface translocations, such as slopewash. seepage zones, mass movements, 
and rilling. The down-slope and do%m-valley interlinking of these 
secondary level process-response features leads to the tertiary level of 
organisation, the »»landsurface catena** of Conacher and Dalrymple (1977). 
termed the **geocatena** for the purposes of this thesis.
The main morphological features at the secondary level of 
material organisation are the horizons or layers of the soll/regollth 
body. Studies of the four main layer types recognised during fieldwork 




For the purpose of this thesis. **regollth** and **saprollte** are 
defined as being the end-members of a continuum of weathered bedrock 
types. This topic has been discussed by Haantjens and Bleaker (1970). 
%rtio recognised three major stages of »feathering: **skeletal**. »fhere the 
physical disintegration of the rock is more evident than chemical 
alteration; **lmmature**. »fhere significant quantities of clay are mixed 
with slightly altered and broken rock; and **mature**. »fhere the rock has 
been toally decomposed to clay minerals plus secondary and resistant 
minerals. **ReKolith** corresponds to the **skeletal** stage of Haantjens
. 1, '
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and Bleeker. and the -Lithosol** Soil unit of the FAO soil map of the 
world (FAO-UNESCO, 1974). **Saprolite** corresponds to the »^ture** 
weathering stage of Haantjens and Bleeker (1970); it can be sub-divided 
into an undisturbed type maintaining the original bedrock structure, the 
result of isovolumetric weathering (Ollier, 1967), and a disturbed type, 
which has been modified from the original bedrock structure by creep, 
collapse, or shrink/swell action (Aleva. 1983) and/or by pedoturbation 
(Millot. 1983). Situations in which exposed saprolite can be modified 
by éluviation, with the * washing-out* of fine material by concentrated 
overland flow to produce a relative enrichment in coarse material, have 
been outlined by Webster (1965) and Goudie and Bull (1984).
Grsvel layers
Three main petrographic types of gravel occur, lateritic 
gravels, rock gravels, and mixed lateritic/rock gravels.
Lateritic gravels have been reviewed by MacFarlane (1976,
1983), and for Sierra Leone, by Van Vuure and Miedema (1973). These 
authors report two stain genetic t3fpes of lateritic gravel: in situ 
gravel, and transported gravel, as sunsaarised in Table 3.5.
Rock gravels or **stone lines** can also be subdivided into in 
situ and transported types, with the classification of Marchesseau (1966) 
being most applicable:
-eluvial type, found by removal of fine material and residual 
accumulation by éluviation or biogenetic sorting (Webster,
1965, Hall, 1974, p.28; Nye, 1954)
-colluvial type, formed by mass movements, slope-wash 





Rohdenberg. 1970: Parley, 1976: Debeveye end De Depper, 1986): 
generally thicker topsoil downelope, wltb an Irregular A/B soil horlaon
boundary;
_ alluvial type, dominantly quartzitic, and including a 
relatively large proportion of rounded clasts, usually directly 
overlying bedrock or saprolite (Hall, 1974, p.32-38; Leveque, 
1979. p.127).
Mixed gravels are SK>st commonly found in forest/savanna 
regions. Their heterogeneity apparently reflects their polygenetic 
origins (Bruckner. 1956; Folster. 1964. 1969 .; Leveque. 1979).
Detailed reviews of »«stone lines»» have been produced by Ricquier (1969) 
and Fairbridge and Finkl (1984); further discussion of gravel layers 
follows in Chapters 5 and 6.
Fill Lavers
»»Fill»» is defined by the American Geological Institute (1976) 
as, »»Any sediment deposited by any agent so as to fill or partly fill a 
valley, sink, or other depression»». For the purposes of this thesis, 
alluvial and colluvial gravel layers are treated separately to »»fill»»; 
thus fill layers are here regarded as consisting of particles with 
diameters of less than 2mm. Three main types of fill occur in the study 
region, colluvial, alluvial, and alluvial/colluvial.
>1
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Colluvial fill layers tend to be sandy, though with significant 
amounts of clay. Watson et al. (1984, p. 225) give ranges of 45-65% sand. 
15-25% silt, and 10-35% clay for southern African colluvia derived from 
various lithological types. The downslope sorting of material, giving 
coarse sandy deposits upslope and progressively finer deposits do»mslope.
Ï' '
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culminating in distal clayey deposits, conmonly occur (Milne, 1935); 
although Webster (1965) has sho%m that localised zones of concentrated 
overland flow on the lower slopes can »»wash-ouf* finer material, 
producing pockets relatively enriched in sand and coarse material.
Alluvial fill layers are characterised by stratification and 
highly sorted material, in terms of texture and petrography, mainly 
consisting of quartz and other resistant minerals of sand size, with clay 
contents generally being at a minimum in channel deposits and at a 
maximum in backswamp deposits. The structural and micro-morphological 
variations in alluvial fill types have been studied by Walker and 
Coventry (1976) and Collins and Larney (1981).
Alluvial/eolluvial fill layers, as described by Avenard (1973«, 
1975) from the Ivory Coast, occur in the valley swamps, particularly in 
the valleyhead zones «fhere there is no permanent stream channel; this 
type of fill is characterised by stratified layers of quartz sand, some 
of %rtilch include lateritic concretions that are being dissolved by the 
swamp water (Sivarajasingham, 1968, p.9).
k ,1
Toosoil Laver
For the purposes of this study **topsoil** is defined as the 0/A 
(organic-mineral) horizon of the profile. The topsoil on Interfluves in 
the Koidu area is rarely more than 0.3m, probably resulting from the 
intensive farming in the region and associated soil erosion: soils under 
undisturbed forest and are usually over Im thick (Thorp, verbal comm., 
1985). Working on similar terrain in central Sierra Leone, Van Vuure and 




deposits along valley edges, which «wedge-out- towards the interfluves, 
as evidence of the stripping of interfluve soils. Similar deposits occur 
throughout West Africa (cf. Burke and Durotoye. 1971). In the Koidu 
area, they are usually capped by a thin (10cm) topsoil with 
sparsely-packed pisoliths and modules, indicating that these colluvial 
wedge deposits are much younger than the interfluval topsoils underlain 
by relatively thick lateritic gravels. The thin worm layer and thicker 
termite layer described by Nye (1954) from Nigeria and Ghana occur in the 
Koidu region, with Miedema & Van Vuure (1974) having studied in detail 
the effects of termite activity on topsoil in central Sierra Leone.
'■ 'll
Variations in profile type
A key concept in landscape evolution studies is that of Double 
surfaces of planatlon« devised by Budel (1957. 1965, 1968), which accepts 
that the landscape is not solely the result of weathering and erosion on 
the land surface, but can also bo controlled by the subsurface lowering 
of the saprolite - bedrock interface, the weathering front, or «basal 
surface of weathering«. The weathering front shows varying degrees of 
gradation between saprolite, regollth and bedrock and can occur at depths 
ranging from a few millimetres to. on rare occasions, over a hundred 
metres (Thomas, 1974, p.l95). Weathering fronts have been extensively 
studied, notably by Falconer (1911), Harrison (1933), Budel (1957).
Ruxton and Berry (1959, 1961a) and Ollier (1969). Studies of the spatial 
variations in the depth of the weathering front have been carried out by 
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Recently. Aleva (1983) and Mlllot (198a) have emphasised the 
importance of other discontinuities which may occur in soll/bedrock 
profiles. Aleva (1983, p .3 8 3 ) . worklns mainly in NE South America and SE 
Asia, recognised t w  weathering fronts; the first at the
bedrock-saprollte interface, the second at the interface of the saprollte 
and overlying layers."Stone lines*are considered by Aleva to be the 
result of surface denudation processes. The formative processes of 
Aleva*s model are the collapse of bedrock structures inherited by the 
saprollte, creep and slow flowage of the saprolite. with the fill layers 
and topsoil above the stone line forming a layer of maximum mass flow.ani 
with overland flow at the landsurface.
The model of Millot (1982., p.383), based on West African 
fieldwork, places more emphasis on the effects of pedogenetlc processes. 
Millot recognises three **geometrlc discordances**, firstly, the weathering 
front; secondly, the **leaching front**, the base of pedogenetlc 
activity; and thirdly, the landsurface, modified by surface wash in a 
similar manner to that proposed by Budel (1957).
3 .3 TgRTTAHY LEVEL: CATENARY PIPFEREWTIATION
A cornerstone of this hierarchy approach to materlal/land form 
relationships is Milne*s concept of catenary differentiation, %#here soil 
differences are brought about by, **drainage conditions, differential 
transport of eroded material, and leaching, translocation and 




The analogy made by Greene (1947), relating the **wa8hing-out** 
of fine material from upslope sites and its redeposition do%mslope to the 
vertical éluviation and illuviation processes operating in soil profiles, 
was adapted by Morison et al. (1948) to map extensive low interfluves 
(♦•eluvial complexes**), alluvial plans (**illuvlal complexes**) and 
transitional slopes (**colluvial complexes**) in SW Sudan; and by 
Glazovskaya (1968, p. 303) studying variations in soil geochemistry. 
Implicit in these schemes is the concept that the landsurface can be 
divided into exporting (**eluvial**), accumulating (**illuvlal**), and 
transporting (**colluvial**) domains. This echoes the *Aufbereitung* 
concept of Penck (1924) and is supported by the research of Furley (1968, 
p.39). Milne*s concept of catenary differentiation (1935, 1936a) 
presented pedologists with a far more dynamic model of soil development 
than the proflle/horizon - based studies it superseded. The very limited 
information that can be obtained from isolated profile studies was 
emphasised by Nye (1954, p.7):
**A study of only vertical development in a profile omits half 
the picture. The lateral relationships and variations between 
corresponding horizons .... equally deserve study**.
I *1
A review of catenary types
A total of 82 different catenary studies made on granite/gneiss 
parent material, from semi-arid through to perhumid forest environments, 
were examined for this review. The types of catenas occurring in the 




X of total occurrins within each vegetation zone 
Rock Laterite No X of
outcrop outcrop________ outcrop vezetation zones
Forest 4.8 4.8 15.9 25.5
Forest/Savanna 3.7 12.2 13.4 29.3
Savanna 6.1 17.1 11.0 33.2
Semi-arid/Sahel 4.9 6.1 0.0 11.0
X of each 
catena type 19.5 AO.2 40.3
Table 3.6: Catenary types and Vezetation zones.
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Although the findings of this review of catenary types will 
inevitably reflect the relative amounts of field %«>rk done in each 
vegetation zone, the results are in general agreement with the reviews of 
Moss (1968), Ollier (1979) and Gerrard (1981, p.72). Three main types of 
catena were found in this review: those with rock outcrops, those with 
laterite outcrops and those with no outcrops at all. Other findings were 
that, (i) forest zones have the highest frequency of no-outcrop catenas; 
(ii) the savanna zone has the highest frequency of both laterite-outcrop 
catenas and rock-outcrop catenas; and (iii) catenas with no rock or 
laterite outcrops are rare in the semi-arid/sahel zone.
i >1
The ’’traditional** catenary approach to soil distribution 
studies is effectively limited to the two-dimensional plane of downslope 
material transport:
’’The essential feature »rhich gives genetic unity to a catena is 
that water and soil material can sK>ve laterally downslope. It 
is incorrect to apply the term, as has occasionally been done, 
to altitudinal sequences of erosion surfaces or river terraces, 





Whether or not "erosion surfaces" or river terraces lack the do»mslope 
lateral transfer of materials. If the catena is to be seen as the 
interfluve/hillslope/valley floor subsystem of the dralnase basin, the 
definition of a catena must include a dotm-valley fluvial component on 
and through the lower slopes, river terraces, and the valley floor, 
moving material out of that drainage basin (Huggett (1975). This 
requirement is met by the "Landsurface catena" concept of Conacher and 
Dalrymple (1977, p.ll):
**X«andsurface catena is defined as a three—dlsienslonal 
pedogeomorphic body extending from the centre of the interfluve 
thus permitting extension by lateral additions to cover total 
landsurfaces — and from the base of the soil to the soil/air 
interface. Its minimum across-slope dimension is that of its 
constituent landsurface pedons ....".
Although relict layers or palaeosoils are excluded from the 
landsurface catena framework (they have to be considered separately as 
they were not formed solely by contemporary processes) this 
three-dimensional approach to material/landform relations appears to be 
partly based on the soil stratigraphy studies of Butler (1959; 1967,
p.231):
"The usual basis of soil study has been the profile, a vertical 
column of small though undefined cross-sectional area. Many 
profiles .. may comprise a soil mantle, each sierging laterally 
into and being continuous with another. Soil aiantles though 
extensive, are discontinuous, and it is the nature of their 




Butler's soil mantle concept and stratigraphic approach to soil 
studies culminated in his "K-cycle" model of recurring periods of 
environmental stability with significant soil development, alternating 
with periods of instability, resulting in truncated mid-slope profiles, 
with colluvial/alluvial deposits on lower slopes eventually producing a
I ']
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sequence of buried ground surfaces. This is an application of Erhart’s 
(1955) concept of environmental stability, or "Biostasie**. alternating 
with environmental instability, or »»Rhexistasie-. Following Butler’s 1959 
paper there was a flush of pedo-geomorphic studies, notably Walker 
(1962a) and Mabbutt and Scott (1966). A detailed review of recent soil 
stratigraphic work has been given by Finkl (1980). McCallien et al.
(1964) examined complex soil/saprolite profiles on a morphological basis, 
and considered both vertical variations and also areal variations in 
soil/saprolite structures. A sumnary of the types of patterns produced by 
areal variations in soil mantles has been given by Fridland (1976).
ii'j
Finally, research by Arnett and Conacher (1973) indicates that 
high levels of association exist between pedogeomorphic features and 
drainage basin parameters. Xn turn, the studies of both Baker (1977) and 
Da Cunha et al. (1975) have shorn that drainage basin parameters in both 
arid and humid tropical climates are strongly influenced by local bedrock 
geology. These findings are of particular relevance to the two Eoidu 
Basin study areas, as they each lie in different drainage basins with 
different lithological compositions and with markedly different 





4 1̂. The Koidu area Is characterised by relatively subdued relief and 
extensive near-planate interfluves at ca. 390 + 20m A.S.L., termed the 
-Koidu surface- by Hall (1974, p.29), surrounded by Schist Belt hills 
which reach 810 m A.S.L. in the Nimini Hills; hence the term -Koidu 
Basin- (Thomas, 1980, p.347) is more appropriate. Comparison of Figures 
4.1 and 4.2 shows the strong control that bedrock lineations and 
lithological variations have over local relief and drainage patterns.
i"
The Schist Belt rocks of the Dowadu Hills form an interbasinal 
watershed between the Koidu-Kania area, drained by the Meya-Molnde river 
system, and the Yengema area, drained by the Gbobora-Nafayi river 
system. The long profiles of these rivers, and that of the Bafl River, 
are given in Figure 4.3. The westward-flowing Bafi River crosses three 
major knick points: an upper set of rapids (gradient 3.5m/Km) due to a 
regional fault zone; followed by a stretch of very gentle gradient (0.1 
to 0.6m/Km); then a stretch of rapids (2.0m/Km) due to the relatively 
resistant rocks of the northern Nimini Hills (viz. the NW corner of 
Figure 4.1); before dropping some 10m at the Gambiadu Falls, caused by a 
major regional fault zone, to join the upper Sewa River (gradient 
3.8m/Km). The relatively gently gradient of the Meya River (0.8 to 
l.lm/Km) is due to that river flowing along a regional fault zone; 
conversely, the steep gradients of the Gbobora River (3.4 to 4.0m/Km) are 
largely due to that river cutting across the resistant rocks and major 
lineaments of the Nimini Hills Schist Belt. The very steep gradient of 
the middle and upper reaches of the Boya stream near Yengema (13.6m/Km)
reflects the highly resistant local bedrock of intrusive granite.




Plate 4*1 The Yen^^ema area seen from the Dowadu Hills :
foreground, the Galya valley; middle (l ) Motema 
inselberg, (r ) Holy Mountain inselberg; 
distance, Mimlni Hills massif.
Plate 4*2 (r ) View northwards along the Dowadu Hills, Schist
Belt terrain with extensive glacis slopes;
(l ) Leopard Hill granitic inselberg.
Plate 4.3 Monkey Hill (centre) and the Man;)amadu Plateau seen from 
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The YeogeBa area seen from the Dowadu Hills : 
foreground» the Galya Talley; middle (l ) Motema 
inselberg» (r ) Holy Hountain inselberg; 
distance» Himini Hills massif.
(r ) View northmards along the Dowadu Hills» Sohist 
Belt terrain with extenslTe glaois slopes;
(l ) Leopard Hill granitic inselberg*
r#.
Plate 4*3 Monkey Hill (oentre) and the Man^amadu Plateau seen from 




Flsur« 4.3 Lons~profll«t of rivort drainins tho Koidu Batin.
4.2 The Kanla araa U e a  in the headwater zone of tribntariet draining 
into both the Heya and the Woyie riven, near the centre of the Hanjaaadu 
Plateau, an area of eztenaive planate interfluves («ean elevation 386« 
A.S.L.; viz. Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The only large residual hills on this 
Plateau are Monkey Hill (47te) and Kania Hill <404si), forced fro« the 
Archaean granitic gneiss which underlies t o M  901 of the Plateau (Figure
4.6); the residual hills that font the eastern aargin of the Plateau 
have fonsed froa Proterozoic Schist Belt strata. The soil/saprolite cover 
is relatively eztensive in the Kania area: only 141 of the 60 saaple 
pits in this area encountered hard bedrock within 3a of the surface, 
coapared with 551 of the pits in the Tengeaa area. Rock outcrops are 
rare on the Hanjaaadu Plateau, foraing only 2.11 of the landsurface; 
they usually take the fora of granitic gneiss corestones or kopjes, 












On the belli of 1;20 000-icele eirphoto Interpretetlon, the 
plenete lendiorfecei of the Kenle tree were lohdivided Into **Low 
Terrece!** of deer ellovlel origin, end **Plenete Interflnrei** or 
**Hilliide Benchei** of nncertein origin. The deteiled long leetloni of 
rigore 4.7, compiled from M.D.H.C. 1:5,000 ícele mepi contoured every 3m, 
lopport thii lubdiviiion, with diitinct Low Terreen commonly occurring 
et eltitodei of leii then 6m ebove the mein dreinege ehenneli; whilit 
the **Plenete Interfluvei** in feet coni lit of two mejor lubgroupi: e 
common T o m n  Surfece** 5 to 10m ebove the heedweteri of the Voyie river 
end 10 to 15m ebove the lower Voyie end Heye riven; with e **High 
Surfece** 30 to 35m ebove the Heye River.
A number of kniek pointi itend out elong the couriei of the Voyie 
end Meye riven. A comperiion of the geologicel mepi end 1:5,000 leele 
topogrephie mmpi indlcetei thet only one of theie knick pointi li due to 
e belt of reiiitent bedrock: thli occuri on the Voyie River et 383m 
A.8.L., 0.4imi upitreem of the Bnkundoyi itreem confluence (Ml corner of 
rlgnrei 4.5 end 4.6). The other knick pointi eppeer to be lergely the 
remit of river rejuvenetlon. Both the middle Meye end the lower Voyie 
riven eech cron e mejor knick point et ce.370m A.S.L.; thet them two 
riven heve e coimK>n knick point eltitnde mey be coincidence, but the 
occurrence of e lecond common knick point eltltude, thli time elong the 
tributeriei of them riven et epprozimetely 380m A.S.L., Indicetei thet 
the Heye-Hoinde river lyitem hei ezperienced e reletlvely recent **pulm** 
of rejuvenetion. Thli rejuvenetlon eppeen to heve been moit effective 
below 370m A.8.L., ei the **henging velley** form of Mo. 2 itreem in Figure 
4.7 . illuitretei. It hei elio epperently led to fluvlel incliion elong 
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Wonsoyl«. Bukundojl« «nd Sattayl str««u. Th* long profllos of thoio 
trlbutnrlot opttroui of this 380« knick point, h m  nppnrontly not boon 
offoctod by thlo rojuvonotlon and havo raooth concavo long proflloi; 
tbit Includo» »o»t of tho Patrpawyl Stroa* at tho contro of tbo Kanla 
»»■pio aroa (Figuro 4.5).
4^3 Tht YTWKr** • groator varloty of bodrock llthologlo»
(cf. Figuro» 4.6 and 4.10) and a groator variation In rollof than tho 
Kanla aroa (cf. Figuro» 4.5 and 4.9). Although tho Archaoan granitic 
gnol»» I» tho «oat coiMon lithological typo of tho TongoM aroa It only 
account» for 60 to 701 of tho bodrock, comparod to 901 for tho Kanla 
aroa. Tho flank» of tho TongoM »ub-ba»ln aro fonMd by Schl»t Bolt hill 
rango», tho northom Mlnilnl Hill» to tho woot and tho Domdu Hill» to tho 
oa»t. Intruolvo granito» for* tho Inaolborg» of Holy Mountain and 
Loopard Hill. Granodlorltlc gnol»» for«» hill» with flat, highly 
latorltlzod »w«lt»; whllat »«allor roaldual hill» aro fomod by 
nobulltlc gnol»» and raro gabbrolc Intrualon» (Figuro 4.10).
Tho hlghor proportion of baro rock and roaldual hill» In tho 
Tongoa* aroa rolatlvo to tho Kanla aroa, 19.61 voran» 12.51 of tho 
landaurfaco, (Tablo 4.1), . bo tho roaaon why glad» »lopo» aro
tho *o»t froquontly occurring landfona In tho Tongowa aroa, covarIng 
37.61 of tho landaurfaco; whllat planato Intorfluvo» aro tho dowlnant 
landfon» typo of tho Kanla aroa, accounting for 40.91 of tho landaurfaco 
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ilthoujh th* w U t l o M  In r«ll.f wlthln th. .PP«« to b*
ttronsly corMlptpd wlth «platlon» In litholow. th» «nUrdi of 
landinrtkc* Utitudii»«! »«plrtloni pr«i*nt*d In T«bl» 4.1 »bo» th«t 
t í a -  dl.tlnet ".«rf.c.i- occ.c in tb. Y.ns«>n nt en. 414 . 396 nnd
384* 4.8.1.., rnthnr tbnn th* ñor. «cnttnrd fr«9u.ncy dUtrlbntlon tbnt 
.i8bt b. .*p.ct.d fro. 4 I4nd.«cf.c. tot.Uf d.rl».d tro. .t Inn.t fow 
dlffnrnnt lltboloslcnl tfp«» of con.ldornblo nronl «rtont (vi*. Plpnr» 
8.10. Tho inpllcntlon» of tbono throo "»«foco»" on tho Inndsenpo 
d.nolopMnt of tho toldo bn.in w l U  bo dUcu.nod >oro fnlly in Chnptor 6.
tofoconeo to Plforo 4.7 nhom tbnt tho loo8 profllo. of tbo 
rlwt. trlbntnrlo.. torrnco. nnd pUnntn Intncflnw. of both tho Tnnt«» 
nnd tonU nrnnn bono tho nnan nnqnnncn of Lo* Tnrcncon. -Co«on Snrfneon- 
nnd -■l8b Snrfncnn»; bo*oYor. thnro oro nowtholnnn o o m  nojor 
dlff.r*ne.n botnonn thn.o t«o nronn. Plcntlp. rock bnrn oro rlrtonllT 
nbnnnt nlons tho conrion of ntronn» nnd rimen in th* tonl* nrn*. «hllnt 
tboy *r* co«>n fonturo* in th* T*ns*M nrn*. Pnrtb*r«»r*, chnnnnUnn* 
mil*» nwn-pn *r* twic* n* coi«>n in th* tonl* *r.n *■ in th. ton»*«* 
*r*n, «flth 25% mr*n» 12% of th* l*nd»urf*e*; nnd bnrl*d mil*» h**d», 
Hhilnt camón in th* tonl* *r**,*r* rirtnnll» *b**nt in th* Y*n8*«* 
nrn*. Tb... dlff.r..c*. *r* onl» pnrtl» dn. to lltholoilc.l mrlntlon. 
bntmnn th*** t»o *r***. to8*rdl**. of b*drock dlff*r*nc.*, It i. «tlll 
nridnnt tbnt th* T*n8*~ *«* hn* *»p.rl*nc«l * 8r**t*r d*8r** of 
toil/saprolit* itrlpplns thm K»nla •r«».
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Sneondl». non. of th. trlbotnrl*. in th. ton»*«* *r** «or. fonnd 
to b* "hnnpln»** 6 to 10« nbom th* eonfln*ne* «fith th*lr tmnk rlmr, ** 
i* th* e... «ith th* trlbotnrl** of th* II*»* tlmr In »Unr. 4.t  ; thU 
a.» roflnet * 8r**t*r d*8r** of florl.l Inelnlon. Th* Tan»*«* *r**
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- il tppiriBtlj «t • it«»« of lindfoni divilop^nt muri «»eh of thi 
•oll/Mprollt* ■antli hii b.in «rodid «»•i. prodaeln» *«U.» flooti with 
-pockiti- of •.pronto prot.ct.d by rock b.r. th.t pr.».nt "poi...- of 
rlvir r.Jur.n.tlon fro» r.pldly pro»r.iil«» opitri». Conv.ri.ly. th. 
K..1. or.. Itili b.. .n .xtinilv. .oll/..prollt. eov.r. It ..«• th.t th. 
..prollt. of th. Hoy. V.ll.y l. .icptloBolly d..p, .lloirtn» th. l.it 
"poli." of rlvor r.jov.n.tlon in thl. or., to r.pldly .xc.vot. . 
r.l.tlv.ly d..p ch.nn.1, to «hlch th. »rodUnt. of trlbotory .trom. h.v.
not f*t
Plnolly. loo t.rr.co. .r. «oro .xton.lv. In th. Tong*. .r.. th.n 
In th. Uní. .r..: 12.» voriu. 8 . »  of th. londiorfoc. Th. Tmig.».
.r.. 10« t.rr.c. con b. .obdlvld«! Into -oidor" lo« torroc. «Ith 
.Itltod.. b.tw.«n 3 ond «• .bov. th. «.in eh.nn.1, .nd -yoongor" lo« 
t.rr.e.1 «ith .Itltod.. l... th.n 3a ibov. th. «.in ch.nn.1. B.f.ronco 
to figor. *.7 .ho«. thot t«o ..t. of 10« t.rr.c. occor .xt...iv.ly in th. 
TongM. oro.; «hll.t only on. ..t occor. .xt«..lv.ly in th. Ionio oro.
Th. rlvor. of th. Tong». oro. .pp«.r to h.v. .xporlonc«! ot l...t 
too r.l.tl».ly r.c.nt ph...i of r.J.v.n.tlon .nd ...ocl.t«l Lo« T.rr.c. 
fomotlon. probobly doring th. l.t. Qo.t.m.ry .nd Holocno. Th. lock of 
. ..cond, "oidor", lo« torroc. groop olong th. aiddl. rooch.. of th.
«oyi. rl».r Indlc.t.. thot th. Koni. oro. ho. only .xp.rl«.c«l on. roent 
ph.1 . of rlv.r cJovMi.tion. Th. doto concmlng dr.in«. donilty. 
p.rc.nt.g. of b.c. rock .xpoior. .nd r.l.tiv. covor of ..prollt. 
pr...ntwl in T.bl. *.l lopport th. hypoth.il. thit th. T m »
.xp.rl.nc«l . gr..t.r dogrw of flovl.1 Inel.lon .nd ..prollt. .trlpplng 
thon th. konio or... forthor .vidonc. coa., froa th. rol.tlv. nnabor. of 
«indgop. rocognl.«! for o.ch oro. froa Pignr.. ... .nd 0. «: 25 for
UiBl«. coi^rwl witli 45 Car TonftMM.
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O.Ut th. n<»eiicl.tur. of Tho«. (W70. p.237). «ich of tho KonU 
•roo corrotpondi to • «portUU» dl».octod otehpUln». «horo «iMiltonooii» 
lotnrlnt of tho londiurfoco ond Moothorlng front doalnotoi orot 
ptostosflro Otrlpplng. Howoror. glron tho »InlBol dogroo of dUfoctlon In 
tho KonU oroo tho torn, -ooprollto-nontlod otehploin" U  proforrod 
horo. Conrorooly. tho TongoM oroo oppooro to ho o -portloUy otrlppod 
otehploin”, ohoro flnrlol Incision ond tho stripping owoy of ooprollto 
hoo In aony plocoo occnrrod ot o footor rots thon tho ronoool of 
ooprolltlc eoror by -oothorlng. It » y  bo thot tho -sin roooon for tho 
grootor dogroo of flnvUl Inel.lon In tho Tongono oroo «so o .ojor ehongo 
in tho drolnogo rogli», poo.lbly tho broochlng of tho m-lnl Hill, roek 
boro by th. Cbobor. HUor to coptnr. th. Bondofoyl/Hofoyl/Goly. dr.lnog. 
oyston, dnrlng o porlod of oxtrono .n»lronnMit.l Inotoblllty ot th. ono.t 
of th. onotomory. Prior to thU pootnlot«! porlod of rl*or c.ptnro, th. 
drolnog. fro. th. T.ng«u or.. probohly In . northorly dlroetlon 
tooord. th. proiont Shongbo Hlror. lyldonc. for this c o m . fron th. 
-toclont Surf.CO” Indlctod by th. hlllold. honcho., col. ond ounnlt 
lorolo of th. Dooodu Hill, .long tho rolloy of th. Oolyo otroon (rlgnc. 
0.7). Thl. -taclont Snrfoeo- olopo. northno.tword. with on ovorogo 
grodlont of 0.5n/««: thl. 1. th. roYor.o of th. pro.ont cour.. of th. 
Colyo Rlror, which flow, .onthword. Into tho Oboboro .yotoa.
in contront, th. rlror. of th. konlo oroo do not oppoor to boro 
boon offoetod by ony aojor rororool. of dr.lnogo; olthongh th. 
rol.tW.ly roeont broochlng of o rock borrlor aldwoy .long th. 
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4.4 «»oMroholOMr
The r«i«lti of th» d»t«ll«<i tl»W ■•pplnt. InltlUly dr»tt»d onto 
•tpi of 1:1250 •e.lo. oro profontod In Fltorot 4.11 to 4.16. tho loeotlon 
of ooch »tody oro. bolo» 6l»on In «»oro. 4.5 ond 4.8; tho tronooeti 
Indleotod on tho.o aop« oro pro.ontod ond dUeo.iod in tho no«t choptor.
«.oto otudT oroo lioo In tho droUogo booU of tho Powpowyl 
Strooa. o trlbutorj of tho Wojlo Rlvor, drolnlBS tho HonjoMdo Plotooo 
(PUoroo 4.5 o«d 4.11). tho Ponpowfl drolnogo ojoto« co— oncoo on tho 
Intocflnooo of tho Ronlo oroo oo gontlo oocfoco doprooolono. or «owoloo«. 
«hleh hoto M o n  olopo .««loo of 5.2» ond f.1 Uto tho «ll.T »•«> oc 
rolloTold. «nllloo feo« tho plonot. Intorflnroo («oon olopo 0.8®. «oon
altitud« 38ta).
kt th« v«ll«f h««d th«r« 1« • pronouncud br««k In «lop« to ansio* 
of batMoan 7® and 19® idth a drop of 3-km fro« tha «wala to tha 
ch.nn.11.0. rolloíh.«) .««p. ht .ppro*l«ot.l, 100« do«..tc..« o 1««. 
nuabor of «ronltle «noloo corootonoo ontecop olon« tho rolloj floor ond o 
poraonont ch.nn.1 ocenro. Onlj on. trlbotorj volloj Jolno th. P««p.*pl 
volloT doim.tr.«.. .Uhongh .«rfoe. olopo «...nr— nto Indleot. thot 
onothor chonnol. no« obondon«! ond Inflllod. «or !»•« P«-PO«íl
on It. lo«.r rl«ht bonk {H««r. 4.12). tho P.«p.«ri »«U«» »“  * 
oohlonkorbtol fon. (LonU. 1964). «ith o flot floor ond otoop oldoo.
So«ll «allloo occ««lon»llf ocenr «Ion« tho rolloT oldoo. oceoaponlod bj 
onterop. of «ronltle «noloo corootonoo. Lo« torroe.o oro of rolotUolT
...11 .rool ortont olon« th. P.«P«Wl ««'>•' " "
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1 Transect Ho. 2 Coreatones 3 Hillside bench 4 Olaois. depositional 5 
ercaiTe 6 Granitic terrain 7 Hill sennit Hill/valleyside s l o ^  8: 6- 
9i 12-20* 10: +20* 11 Strean 12 Gully 13 Swale 14 Buried ralleyhead 
15 Interfluve rin 16 Sloping interfluve 17 Flanate interfluve 





70.^801 of thè Kenle etudy eree conelste of plenete or 
B..t-pUn.t* Th.i. .r. t..tuc*U... .p«rt fr<» tuo «m*. of
aobolltle pronlto-inolM coroftonof ooch frintUt sollloi thot food lato 
th. cotto of tho Woo*o,io-Po»powTl ond Po-po-rl-BokondOTl Intorflocf. 
Bocce, tho »oocrpholOBlcol oop, (Utoro 4.11), ihoif. thot tho 
footocoloof ourfoco of thooo Intorfloco lo docoptlci ootooolc 
UflUod C U O I  hoodi ond InflUod doprooolono cene bonooth tho«. ThU 
lodleoto. thot tho locol dr.lo.BO opotc - o  «oc. fot « . c  oitooolc «.d 
tho ohillt» of tho nonio oro. otto.«« to r o w c  «otoclol fro« tholr 
hes ilnce decllned coneldereblj.
IMO Bconltlc Booloo to.ldool hlllo ccot lo th. Boni. «co. Thooo 
hoc hlUoldo hoochoo ond rol.tlcl» fUt . « I t o  ot c.400. A.8.L. Both 
... frlog«l b» Biodo olopoo. th. «oot ortooolc boloB orcnd th. 
northora bill tcocrood bj Trooooct P5 (»1*. FIb o c  4.12).
’ \ . I>1
c. co..,, otod. o t ^  lo control on th. Boy. trlbotor, of th. 
Bofoyl t W o r  ( U b o c . 4.8 .od 4 .1 3). Bofocoe. to Tobi. 4.1 ond 
eoaporloon of tho olopo otoopnooo «od oorflclol BOOloBf »OP» «*
T.ob««o otud» oro. dth thooo of tho Boni, «todf oc. (FlB«c. 4.13 «>d 
4.14 crono FIb«.«. 4.11 ond 4.12). oboe thot tho t«o otody or... oro 
Boo.orpholOBle.lly B«lt. dlotlnct. olthooBh thoy or. ooly 201« oport.
tho Toobo.0 otody or«« lo choroctorlood by o rolotlcly hlph 
proportlon of rock ootcropo .od otoop olopoo. Oloclo olopoo or. cooon. 
37.6% of th. loodoorfoc. «hllot pl.oot. l o C r f l o c  occcnt for cly 10 
to 151 of tho loodoorfoc. tho Boyo otroo. ho. Ito orlBloo lo tho Jolnt 
Ploooo ond foolt o c .  of th. rcky t o r d o  of th. northoc ortonolon of 
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th. •*»!•» co«»nc« In th. »l«cl» tlop«. which fclns« th... »rmltle 
inMlbccgf «Bd BXtBBd dowB to tho »«Uo» hoBdf. Orcnltlc cococtono. «r. 
froquont occorroBcoi. porticBl.rli fringing rnUny hnndn nnd In thn
Four dlitlnct typ«f of torroln occur In tho Tonsono oroo: "Schlit 
Bolt-, -gnolfolc-, -granitic- and -granodlorltlc-; along with occaalonal 
-hybrid- typoa. Sehlat Bolt torraln for«a tho warglna of tho Tongoaa 
.»b-bniln; nlongntn ntoop hlUn with bonldnr-choknd stronwi pnn* Into 
•ztonnlTO glncU nlopo. th.t nrn often IntorltUod (*1*. Pinto 4.2). Thn 
tnrrnln It nlmllnt to thnt of thn gnnln nrnn. with nztnnnlrn 
plnnntn Intnrflovnn nnd ocennlonnl rn.ldnnl hlUn. though, nnllkn Innln. 
burlnd »mini hnndn nrn »Irtnnlly nbnnnt fro» thn Tnngn»n nrnn. Thn 
tnrrnln In chnrnctnrlnnd by rock nzponnrnn, fomlng doMt, 
kopjnn nnd Innnlbnrgn. with Holy Monntnln rnnchlng SO#» g.S.L. (*ln.
Plntn n.l). frlngnd by nztonilTo glncln nlopnn. nnd with im»nronn 
cornntoons or nvnn rock bnrn nlong thn rnllny floor». ^Tpnp^iPttblS 
tnrrnln tnndn to bn chnrnctnrUnd by ntnnp-.ldnd, flnt-toppnd rnnldnnl 
hill», often with nztnnnlvn hlllnldn bnnehnn. which hern Inrgnly for»nd 
nn n rnnult of thn for»ntlon of Intnrltlc durlcruntn thnt h»*n 
nffnctlvnly "cupped" thnnn tn»nlt» end bnnehnn. Block» of fnrrlcrntn 
rubble occur In the footnlopnn of thn grnnodlorltlc hllln. which »ergo 
downnlopn Into nxtnnnlvn glncln dnponltn eonnUtlng of rnd-brown 
eolluvlnl nnndy city. »» opponnd to thn gnnnrnlly grny-brown clnyny »»nd 
of the eollovlu» fro» gnnlnnle or grnnltlc tnrrnlnn. Thn Intnrflu»»» 
fro» which Trnnnnetn H4 nnd HS worn »»dn. both fringing thn Hnfnyl «1»»» 
(Plgurn n.M). nppnnr to bn lnt»r»»dl»t» bntwnnn thn gnnl.nlc end thn 
grnnodlorltlc tnrrnln type». They both hnvn plnnntn or «»»r-plnnntn 
for»», but they nlno both h»»n Indurntnd grnnodlorltle bedrock nod n high 
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Unllfc* th. U n U  «r««, th» rinr «nd .tr«m t«rr«c«. of th.
TrasM» «r». h.« »wt«c. «orpholosUi th.t .r* •••Uy dUtlns«lrt«<» 
d<tlng f U W  ««PPl«». •• «l®»* Tt.n.*et. «2. «3 .ndt MS. wlth o«l» th. 
tarrte*« of Tranioct M  bolng concoalod by coU»»l«l dopoalti. k  fotthor 
fotturo of tbo «Icrorollof of tho YongoM ftody oro. thot dUtl«*»liho»
It fro» tho yonlo oroo lo tho coo«>n oecurrooco of two ooto of lotorltic 
povoMOto, with ono oot ot co. Ift» ond tho othot ot 3-5» obo*o tho 
prooont «lloy floop. I» conttoot. only ono lotorltic poro^nt fonnd 
U  tho Conio oroo. copplng tho lo« torroeo of Tronooet P3, 3- oboro tho 
rolloy floor. Thooo opporontly fonwd by gronndwotor toopogo ond tho 
"fixing- of iron oooqnloxldoo. follo«od by o phooo of fiorini Inclolon. 
thot loft thooo for»r -groondwotor lotorltoo- high ond dry oboro tho
valley floor.
Tho roinltx of thooo dotoilod gooo»rphologicol lorroyo thoo 
Indlcoto thot tho TongoBO otody oroo hoo oxporloncod o grootor dogroo of 
flnriol inclolon ond ooooclotod ooll/ooprollto otrlpplng thon tho Conio 
otody oroo. Tho gooo»rphologlcol orolotion of thooo t«o otody oltoo «ili 
bo dlocooood in dotali in Choptor 6. follo«lng tho prooontotlon of tho 
rooolto of tho oorflclol goology ooo^llng progron«o in tho noit choptor.
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Th* pwiou. ch.pt«r pr«..nt«d th. s«o«>rpholOíj «nd lolid t*oloty 
of th. Koldu B..ln, «nd Intcoducd th. eonc.pt th.t th. Lnd.e.p. e.n b. 
■ohdl.ld.d Into torr.ln tpp.» «nd conponont l.nd.nrfnc. nnlt. <T»bl.
4.1). th... «r. r.cognU.d by .Irphoto lnt.rpct.tion (A.P.I.) .nd
conflrcd by fl.ld ■»ppin*. K d.t.ll.d .x«ln.tlon of th... Und.cp. 
co.pon.nt. - th.lt «»rpholoM nnd. In p.rtlc»l.r. th.lr ..rflcl.1 ».olowr
- !• now
thU Ch.pt.r con..nc.. .rtth . .»— ry of th. co.pon.nt. of laiSEl. 
not.bly rock fcgcnt.. cl.y .Inocl., othnr ..cond.ry .in.t.1. .nd 
hcquloxld. .ecn«»l»tion.. «nd thnlr ors»nl..tlon within ..eh U m  
UBS. Snb..qu.nt ..ctlon. will fnrthnc dnfln. th. ch.r.ct.rUtlc. of 
..ch l.y.c typo, drying l.rg.ly fro. p.rtlcl. .1«. dl.trlbntlon d.t.. 
in torn, th. ch.t.ct.rl.tlc. will b. d.fln«i for ..ch profil, typ. or 
^„nnof.cl.. t r e , who.. .»rf.c. .xpr...ion. h.c boon t.k.n to b. th. 
unit londfotw id.ntlfiU by h.P.I. end fl.ld npplng. Ih. t.xtor.l » 
p.trogr.phlc ccpo.ltlo.. of th. e i n  gr.cl l.y.r fro. ..ch .»pl. plt 
will h. n..d to t..t «bother th. erphoetrlc.lly dUtinct nnlt Lndfore 
h«r. .qo.lly dl.tlnct erphof.cl.. type*. Plnnlly, th. t.xtij»l 
p.trogr.phlc d.t. for .11 pit. « U 1  bo .«~lnoO -^bhln . c.t.n.ry 
frecork in .n .ttept to infer th. n.t«r. of th. contepocry proc... 
.eting on th. et.rl.l. of th. Koldo B..in end, .. • con.wonc. 
idontlfy rollet footuroo %flhln thoio «otorlolf.
•i.'f i
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Facing page, Plate 5.1 ; Variations in gravel petrography
1. Hard pisolithic concretions of laterite
2. Nodular lateritic concretions
3. Soft nodulEur lateritic concretions
4. Lateritic segregations
5-10 Vermiform laterite fragments and 
compound concretions
11»12 Fe-indurated granodioritic gneiss
13-17 Lateritic segregations, rich in kaolinite
18. Surface crust of lateritic pavement
19. Fe sesquioxide patena, surface of truncated 
saprolite, Kania
20. ?Bauxitic concretion
21. Ferruginised rounded quartz, Kania interfluve
22-24 Stages in the progressive ferruginisation 
quartz clasts in interfluve gravels
25-27 Rounded quartz from the low terraces of the 
Gbobora and Nafayi rivers, Yengema, showing 
rims 'leached' of Fe sesquioxides
28-30 Fine, medium and coarse-grained granite, Yengema
31-33 Schist Belt rocks, Dowadu Hills :banded iron 
formation, mudstone, amphibolite
34. Palaeolithic handscraper, fashioned from a
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, - ♦ liÉriations in £prfifel petrography 
^r«tion« of latérite
' STQtrtc.’ ■ 'eicretions
.’sx^ .tit concrétions
■ .■ • îûüS
i*tierâ«e f r f  enta and
:'•1'̂  y»~iii*enit«S §rswei>erttic gneiss
Miteritic lagrftions, rich in kaolinite
^  Surface cnigf of mtrnr^c pavea^nt
19. fe sesquioxide patens, surface of truncated 
sag>rolite. Kania
• S I  • ! !  «or .e
20. ?Bauxitic concretion
21. Ferruginised rounded quartz, Kania interfluve
•dt «fl «9f .cr
22-24 Stages in the progressive fcrruginisation 
of quartz clasts in interfluve gravels
25»fl® Rounded q̂ Ufartz froa th^^ow terraceS^of the 
Gbobora and Nafayi rivers, Yengema, showing 
rims 'leached* of Fe sesquioxides
28-30 Fine, medium and coarse-grained granite, Yengema
31“33 Schist Belt rocks, Dowadu Hills :banded iron 
formation, mudstone, amphibolite
34. Palaeolithic hanfraper^^ashioned» 
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p«fl«P, Pl»t« 5.1 ; Variations in gij»»l petrography
1. Hftrd pisolithic concretions of Isterite
2. Nodular later!tic ccmcretions
3. Soft nodular lateritic concretions
4. Lateritic segregations
5-10 Veraifom laterite fragments and 
compound concretions
11b>12 Pe^indurated granodioritic gneiss
13-17 Lateritic segregations, rich in kaolin!te
18. Surface crust of lateritic pavement
19. Fe sesquioxide patena, surface of truncated 
saprolite, Kania
20. ?Bauxitic' concretion
21. Perruginised rounded c^iartz, Kania interfluve
22>24 Stages in the progressive ferruginisation 
of quartz clasts in interfluve gravels
25-27 Rounded quartz from the low terraces of the 
Gbobora and Nafayi rivers, Yengema, showing 
r i M  * leached* of Fe sesquioxides
28-30 Pine, medium and coarse-grained granite, Yengema
31-33 Schist Belt rocks, Dowadu Hills :banded iron 
formation, mudstone, amphibolite
34. Palaeolithic handscraper, fashioned from a
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Facing page. Plate 5.1 ; Variations in gravel petrography
1. Hard pisolithic concretions of laterite
2. Nodular lateritic concretions
3. Soft noduleur lateritic concretions
4. Lateritic segregations
5-10 Vermiform laterite fragments and 
compound concretions
ll<rl2 Fe-indurated granodioritic gneiss
13-17 Lateritic segregations, rich in kaolinite
18. Surface crust of iateritic pavement
19. Fe sesquioxide patena, surface of truncated 
saprolite, Kania
20. ?Bauxitic concretion
21. Ferruginised rounded quartz, Kania interfluve
22-24 Stages in the progressive ferruginisation 
of qu6u?tz clasts in interfluve gravels
25-27 Rounded quartz from the low terraces of the 
Gbobora and Nafayi rivers, Yengema, showing 
rims 'leached' of Fe sesquioxides
28-30 Fine, medium and coarse-grained granite, Yengema
31-33 Schist Belt rocks, Dowadu Hills zbeuided iron 
formation, mudstone, amphibolite
34. Palaeolithic heuidscraper, fashioned from a
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Figure 5«2 The Gravel Petrography Index.
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5.1 COMPOMKIiTS OF LAYERS
Tha oetroKraphT of th« s^*^*^* fro» th« Tensma and Kanla itudj 
araai l§ iu*arltad In Figura 5.1, »rlth photographa of aach patrographlc 
typa In Plata 5.1. All of tha Iron saaqulozlda accuwilatlon typaa that 
ara auMarlaad in Tabla 2.5 occur In tha Koldu Baaln, with both in altu 
and transportad lataritic concrationa pradominating in tha Tangaaa araa, 
but ifith lataritic aagragations and nodular concrationa intar»adiata 
l)«twaan aagragationa and piaolithic concrationa prado«inating in tha 
Kania araa.
Of tha rock fragnanta, tha "Gnaiaaaa** of Figura 5.1 can ba 
aubdividad into granitic-gnaiaa, tha «oat coMon rock within tha Koidu 
Baain, and granodioritic gnaiaaaa (cf.Piata 5.1). which wara not found in 
tha Kania araa but foraad tha badrock of 16 of tha 50 Tangawa aawpla 
pita. Thia diffaranca in badrock lithology partly axplaina tha 
diffarancaa in gravai cowpoaition batwaan tha Tangana and Kania araaa 
ahown in Figura 5.1. Tha granodioritic gnaiaa, baing «ora anrichad in 
mafie minarala, waathara to giva graatar amounta of iron aaaquioxida 
accumulations than tha granitic gnaiaa, which tanda to produca larga 
amounts of vain quarta and granitic gnaiaa fragmanta.
i '*” ' •>1 J
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Tha variations in graval composition shown in Figura 5.1 also 
appaar to partly raflact tha diffarant gaomorphological hiatoriaa of tha 
Yangama and Kania araas that %#ara outlinad in Chaptar 4, notably tha 
graatar dagraa of aoil/aaprolita stripping in tha Yangama araa. Thia is 
indicatad most elaarly by tha markad ineraaaa in tha proportion of 
angular quartx fragamnts, mainly at tha axpanaa of lataritic
i|-f '■
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••Rr«s*tloiif, In the itrlpped swelet of the Yengei» eree, reletlve to the 
enftrlpped swelet of the Kenle eree. The pretence, elbelt rere, of 
rounded quert* cobbles In the grevelt of Tengeae hillside benches Is e 
further Indlcetlon thet the Tengesa eree hes experienced extensive 
dreinege systea s»dlflcetlons.
one essuaptlon thet it centrel to the following discussion is thet 
rounded quertx clests ere the result of fluvlel weer. rether then 
cheaicel weethering. If the proportion of rounded quertx %ret solely 
releted to the saount of enguler quertx fregaents eveileble for î  s i ^  
cheaicel weethering. then the proportions of both rounded end enguler 
quertx in Figure 5.1 should elweyt show increeset or decreeset -in 
tendea** froa one unit lendfora to the next . This does not heppen froa 
the hillfoot to glecit xones of both Tengeae end Fenie, nor froa the 
velley-heed slopes to the velley-heed sweap of Tengeae. This Indlcetes 
thet the proportions of rounded quertx ere priaerily due to the verying 
saounts of relict fluvlelly-rounded quertx in eech unit lendfora.
vS*' .
Froa Plete 5.1, it is deer thet quertx clests in the predoalnently 
leterltlc grevels ewey froa the velley floors ere progressively stelned 
by iron sesquioxides until they ere entirely iron-steined, end often so 
structurelly weekened thet they develop e seccheroldel surfece texture 
soft enough to cruable by bend. Thin section enelyses indicete thet this 
process is the seae es the «pedoplesaetlon- described by Ksweren end 
Stoops (1979) thet produces **runlfora** quertx clests (Plete 5.2). The 
thin section study showed thet runifora quertx dislntegreted reletlvely 
repidly on being trensported to hydroaorphic sites, conslderebly 
increesing the proportions of send end silt-slxed quertx in the velley
swsaps.
. ; 1
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Th* w«*th«rln» lnd«i of D.1 Ci» (1968). roforrod to l» Soctlon 2.2. 
•ppllod to tho rooult» lo rl*ueo 5.1 to sivo tho Qnortc Sotto:
I .0J
r  ̂f •
.100
% quarts + % unalttlc fragiiaiitt
Thlo indox obomi o prosroooivo Ineroooo In tho proportion of 
qnorU fro» tho volloy hondo, ot * 7 % . thronph to tho rlvor floodploln, ot 
8»; howovor. It dono not rofloet tho vorlotlono In tho proportlono of 
Iron tooqnlonldo occnmlotlono. which oro nooful Indlcotlono of tho t m  
of woothorlns oeenrrlng. For Inotoneo, both tho otrlppod ownlo sonno of 
TonsoM asá tho 1000 dlotnrbod pionoto Intorflnvoo of KonU gl« Quorts 
Sottoo of 80 to 90». Indlcotlng n high dogroo of woothorlng. Only on 
oxoalnlng tho proportlono of Iron oooqnloxldo oogrogotlono In tho grovolo 
fro. tbooo two oltoo eon tho not* of thlo woothorlng bo fonnd: thooo 
voluoo oro 70» for tho gonio Intorfluvoo. Indleotlng thot ehoalcol 
woothorlng prodo.ln.too; but only 30» for th. Tong.« ownloo. Indicting 
that erosion and «echanlcal «rear predoalnate.
in on ntto.pt to clretmvont thlo probi.. . Potrogr.phle Indox h.o 
boon dovlood boood on th. tornory plot, of th. proportion, of (1) Angnl.r 
quortx ond gn.loole frogMnto. (11) Bonndod quorts. ond (111) totorltlc 
eonerotlon. ond Y.r.lfor. l.torlt. (Hg»r. 5.2). 1-t.rltlc oogrogotlon. 
ond Iron ...quloxldo-ccntod .Ixod gr.vol. h.v. boon oxclndod fro. thl. 
indox boeono. thoy or. th. «..t tr.nol.nt gr.vol co.pon.nt.. A. Hg«r. 
5.2 ohowo. th. roonltlng dl.trlbntlon. of ooch grovol .«plo show 








FttíiMiiti** (■•t *A*: aalnly fr«i low terraco and vallay floor altaa) and 
tha raaldual latarltlc sravala of tha Intarfluvaa (aat •C»). Tha 
proportlona of roundad quart* ara hlghaat In tha low tarraca/vallay floor 
sravalB of aat *A*. Tha Inclualon of aoaw sl*ci»/ttttarfluva saaplaa 
within aat *A* ia claarly of ralavanca to axploration for palaaoplacar 
dapoalta; Indaad, with a «ora intanalva aawplins achaM thla 




Th« mtnaraloar of tha Tangama and Kanla araaa la auMMrlaad in 
Tablaa 5.1 and 5.2. Tha dominant clay mlnaral In both caaaa la kaollnlta 
darlvad from tha waatharlng of faldapara and blofclta, tha lattar oftan 
giving a brown ataln to tha kaolinlta dua to tha ralaaaa of Iron 
aaaqulozldaa during Ita waatharlng. Thla la conflrmad by both thin 
aactlon atudlaa (vU.Plata 5.2) and X-ray diffraction analyaaa. Glbbalta 
waa alao obaarvad In minor amounta, moat fraquantly within black 
plaollthlc latarlta concratlona, but occaalonally aa a dlract alteration 
product of faldapar (Plataa 5.3A and 5.2C raapactlvaly). Clbbalta waa 
particularly coaawn along Tranaact B4, tha low tarraca/lntarfluva complex 
near tha Boya - Nafayl confluence *ona (Figure 4.14), where glbbalta 
occura throughout tha profllaa. Convaraaly, In tha Xanla area glbbalta 
appaara to ba confined to tha Infilled vallay-haad *ona. being largely 
abaant from tha other unit landforma. Thla Indlcataa that two factora 
are raaponalbla for tha marked dlffarancaa In glbbalta dlatrlbutlon: 
changaa In local water table lavala to produce vary wall-drained altaa; 
and varlatlona In local lithology, tha granodlorltlc gnalaaaa favouring 
glbbalta formation more than tha granitic gnalaaaa. Thla lattar factor 
la wall llluatratad In tha Tangama area, where tha altaa over granitic 
gnalaa (MIA, M2A, M3A, and M3C In Table 5.1) have only occaalonal
1
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occurrence« of glbbelte confined to the »eprollte layer; tiheree« the 
nearby «Ite» over granodlorltlc gneise (II4A, M4B, and M4H) contain 
greater amount« of glbb«lte.
Clay coating» and ferrlcutan« (Plate 5.3) were not a cowMon feature 
of thin eectlons fro« either Tengema or Kanla. Coatings occurred »o»t 
frequently as aureoles around blotlte grains and laterltlc concretions. 
Beaded cutans - Indicative of pronounced clay deposition - were confined 
to the peripheral cracks and fissures of laterltlc concretions. Thus It 
appears that these clay coatings and beaded eutans are not primarily the 
result of pronounced Illuviation, as advocated by Brewer (196«), but «ore 
the result of weathering In and around laterltlc concretions and blotlte 
grains. The general absence of clay coatings and ferrlcutan« In the 
valley floor deposits and recent low terraces, plus evidence fro« thin 
sections of the disintegration of clay coatings, the dissolution of 
laterltlc concretions and the dissolution of Iron sesquloxldes fro« 
runlfor« quart* clasts, (producing their disintegration Into sand and 
sllt-slred particles), Indicate clearly that valley floors are *ones of 
overall clay/sesquloxlde removal.
th. soft coiiW)n Iron ■•«qnloxido »Inornlf « •  goothltn nnd hydrotod 
■Mcpbouf Iron oxldo« which wore found In the leyer aetrlcee of the 
interfluve/low terreee none, pertlculerly ee ferrlcotene elon, root 
peseeges end other eoll poree (Plete 5.4). However, In the veUey-floor 
end recent low terrece depoelte. Iron eeequlozide occurrence wee United 
to eureoles eround ellocthonoue leterltlc neterlel. Heenetlte end 
enorphoue ferric ozldee were not found In the leyer aetrlcee, but 
oceeilonelly occurred In leterltlc concretlone or In runlfom quertn 
grelni. Hengeneee eeequlonlde eccunuletlone were e rere occurrence.
confined to gritty nodular concretions.
*■ , •
• • ».>!
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Th« analys** of thin toctions indicato that contasporanaotta 
aeeuaulationa of Iron aaaquloxidaa in tha for* of lataritic aasrasationa, 
occur in tha lowar fill and aaprolita layara of intarfluval aitaa and 
occasionally in tha low tarraca saprolita. Tha absanea of lataritic 
•agrasations fro« tha vallay floor sitas providas furthar support for tha 
hypothasis that thasa ara zonas of ovarall iron sasqoiozida dissolution 
and ra«oval.
Tha variations in tha «orphologias and distributions of iron 
sasqoiozida accusolations notad fro« tha thin saction studias indicata 
that tha Kania araa has azpariancad a phasa of soil/saprolita stripping. 
This was prasu«ably prior to tha phasa of vallayhaad infilling and 
saprolita raganaration. This stripping lad to tha arosion of in situ 
lataritic sagragations fro« tha saprolita, thair induration undar 
naar-surfaca/sub-aarial conditions, and thair incorporation into rasidnal 
lataritic gravals as nodular concretions. Tha prado«inanca of vansifons 
latarita frag«ants and various types of lataritic concretions in tha 
Tangaaa intarfluval gravals indicates that this araa has azpariancad «ora 
than one phasa of soil/saprolita stripping, as concluded fro« 
gao«orphological data in Chapter 4.
1 ' ••I • *
1 •*, •V V*
*■ ' ÍI
Tha «icrostructuras of tha thin saction sasqplas are sus«arisad in 
Table 5.3, using tha tansinology of Fitzpatrick (1980a, 1984). Tha 
distribution of thasa «ierostructura types within tha sa«plad 
morphofacias types is shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Tha «icrostructura 
variations of tha basal gravel layers provide a furthar indication of 
vallay-floor/low tarraca «orphodyna«ics. Tha vallayhaad swa«p basal 
gravel at Kania has a Bridge «icrostructura, indicating tha translocation 




swaap «nd recent low terrece besel sr*vels of the Yensean eree heve 
doainently Alveoler alerostructures «dth only occesionel Single Grein or 
Bridge coapononts, indieeting the trenslocetion of cley elong pores end 
pesseges but en overell retention of cley. Finelly, the low terreces of 
both Kenie end the Boye/Nefeyi confluence zone heve besel grevels with 
Alveoler to llessive aierostruetures, indieeting thet cley retention 
doainetes over cley trenslocetion et these sites.
Slightly different conclusions cen be deduced from the elluviel 
fill leyers of the Kenie end Tengeae erees. The velley heed sweap end 
low terrece deposits of the Kenie eree heve Grenuler or Subenguler Blocky 
to Alveoler aicrostructures which eppeer to be interaediete between the 
doainently Single Grein aicrostructures of the recent Yengeae low terrece 
(N3C). end the Alveoler to llessive Microstructures of the (older) 
Boye/Nefeyi terreces. This indicetes thet the velleyheed end low terrece 
deposits of the Kenie eree heve been less disturbed by fluviel ectivity 
then siailer lendforas in the Yengeae eree, giving the Kenie deposits 
aore tiae to evolve froa doainently sediaentery aicrostructures to 
doainently pedogenetic aicrostructures.
The results of the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) enelysis of 
quertz send grein surface aorphologies ere presented in Table S.3. Zones 
of pronounced sateriel trenslocetion (swales, velleyheeds, sweaps end 
streea floodplains) ell show e greeter proportion of **aechenicel** or 
**weer** features relative to **cheaicel** features then the aore in situ 
deposits of the interfluves end hillside benches. The Boye/Mefeyi 
terrece deposit (N4B) has e far greeter proportion of **cheaicel** features 
then the **recent** Yengeae low terrece (N3C), supporting the deduction 
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TABLis! 3#3 Resiilts of the scanning electron microscopy study*
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experienced e greeter degree of poet-deposltionel elteretion. The SEM 
study also indicates that the gravels of the two Kania interfluve sites, 
(P5B and P2B), are largely derived frow reworked ancient fluvial 
terraces. Both samples have markedly different surface morphologies than 
the other interfluve, swale or hillside bench samples. Preliminary Image 
Analyses of sand from the gravel layers of the nine Kania samples cited 
in Figure 5.3 produced three sets of Area/Parimeter values: 1.2 
(Valleyhead swaif^); 2.6 - 4.5 (Low terrace/Buried valleyhead); and
5.3-6.1 (Interfluve and Hillside bench sites).
5.2 LAYER TYPES
Three major groups of layer types were observed in the sample pits 
of the Koidu Basin: A, soil and fill layers; B, gravel layers; and C, 
saprolite or regolith layers. Examples of similar layer types from other 
tropical areas irere cited in Section 3.2; the terminology used there is 
used in the following pages. Figure 5.4 presents the particle size 
distribution data from two sample transects, PI at Kania (Figure 4.6) and 
N4 at Yengesia (Figure 4.9), in the form of cumulative frequency curves. 
Plotting the D99perc<.4:\es against the D50p&f̂ c<̂ V̂iU5of each curve suamarises 
the size distributions of each layer type in the form of a C/M diagram 
(Figure 5.5).
»♦ •
• i * I
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Al, Topsoil, shows marked differences between interfluval, low 
terrace and valley swas^ sites. Interfluval topsoils from both Yengema 
and Kania have mean silt + clay (**fines**) values of 30 to 43%; gravel 
clasts over 4sai in size are largely absent from the Kania topsoils, 
whilst Yengesm topsoils are notably coarser-tailed with clasts of up to
123
Figure 5*4 Cummulative frequency curve envelopes for particle size.
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Ala, interfluve topsoil Alb, low terrace I topsoil
A2 alluvial fill A3, colluvium I A4, colluvium II
Bl, alluvial gravel B2, lateritic gravel B3, mixed gravel
Cl, interfluve saprolite C2, riverbed saprolite
C3, low terrace I saprolite C4, truncated interfluve-
saprolite C5, indurated interfluve saprolite.




16an. The Low T»rrace topioils can be aubdivided into the loif-lying, 
•easonally-waterlogged soils of the recent low terraces, henceforth 
tersMd **Type II** low terraces; and the higher-level, %#ell-drained 
terrace soils such as the Boya/Nafayi terrace discussed in the previous 
section, here termed **Type I** low terraces. Both types of terrace 
topsoil have a higher proportion of fines than the interfluve topsoils, 
with values ranging from 33 to 55%. Figure 5.5, the C/M diagram, shows 
that the Type I topsoils are better sorted than the Type II topsoils: 
this may be due to the greater degree of colluvial reworking experienced 
by the Type I terraces. The valley swamp topsoils are highly organic and 
have a high fines content, ranging from 50 to 56%, with no clasts larger 
than 4am. The variations in topsoil texture relative to landform type 
are summarised in Figure 5.6(a): the type of local bedrock is clearly a 
stronger control over topsoil's texture than its geomorphic position.
\ •
> <'■
Alluvial fill layers have relatively low fines contents, from 
10 to 18%, and consist primarily of sand-sixed clasts, although some 
particles are up to 16nm in size; these are the best-sorted samples from 
the Koidu Basin (cf. Figure 5.5). The alluvial fill layers of recently 
formed low terraces show a marked increase in the proportion of fines, to 
20-27%.
A3, Colluvial fill levers form two distinct subgroups, of which 
only the lowest fill. Colluvium I, occurs in both the Yengema and the 
Kania sites, the upper colluvial fill being confined to the Yengesia
Colluvium I is poorly sorted, with a high proportion of fines (45 
to 73%). It occurs at varying depths in the Kania area, from 0.15m at 
the interfluve sites down to 3.0m in the Pawpawyi buried valleyhead, 




and Type I low terrace sites. This layer often overlies the saprolite 
layer and appears to be largely derived frow it, as indicated by the 
sinilar cunulative frequency curves of these two layer types. Colluviuw 
II only occurs in Type I low terrace deposits at depths of less than la; 
the cuaulative frequency curve for this layer is similar to that of the 
Type I low terrace saprolite layer but is relatively depleted in fines, 







The Gravel Lavers consist of three main types: alluvial, lateritic 
and mixed. The variations in gravel texture relative to landform type 
are susmmrised in Figure 5.6(b). Only a brief summary of each gravel 
type is given here as a detailed study of gravel layers follows in 
section 5.3.
Bl, Alluvial gravels consist almost entirely of quarts or bedrock 
pebbles, in a grey clayey sand matrix with only 9 to 191 fines and a 
coarse **tail** of particles up to 64nm in size in the stream deposits.
B2, Lateritic aravels occur most commonly on the planate 
interfluves. They contain nodular to pisolithic iron sesquioxide 
accumulations from 2 to 20mm in size, with occasional aggregates of 
concretions or fragments of vermiform laterite up to 200mm in size (Plate 
5.1). The matrix is a red-brown sandy clay or loam with a high proportion 
of fines, from 20 to 501. The coarsest gravels come frcMS the 




B3, Mixed zravals occur most commonly in buried valleyheads or 
infilled rills. They contain both iron sesquioxide accumulations, bedrock 
fragments and quartz clasts, often in an iron sesquioxide cement (viz. 
Plate 5.1). They have a high proportion of fines, from 19 to 491, and a 
coarse "tail** up to 100mm in size.
. ^
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C* ReKolith mnd Saprolite occur in markedly different geonorphlc 
positions, regolith being largely confined to hilltop and hillside/glacis 
slope positions where colluvial processes tend to dominate over chemical 
weathering; whilst saprolite occurs primarily in interfluve and 
valleyfloor domains where chemical weathering predominates. Reaolith 
layers have gently sloping cumulative frequency curves with relatively 
small amounts of fines, but with a very coarse *tail* no finer than 
16mm. Conversely, the proportion of fines in the Saprolite lever is very 
high, 57 to 701 at Kania and 45 to 601 at Yengeami, with most particles 
finer than 8mm in size. The relatively steep cumulative frequency curves 
of the Type I terrace Saprolite at Tengema, indicate that this saprolite 
has been **washed** and depleted of fines. Figure 5.6(c) shows that this 
is indeed the case, with riverbed saprolite showing an even greater 
depletion of clay. Figure 5.6 also illustrates the strong control bedrock 
lithology has over saprolite texture: granodioritic gneiss underlies 
only 61 of the saprolites with sandy clay or loam textures, but underlies 




5.3 UMIT LAMDFOBilS AMD MORPHOFACIgS TYPES
This section will examine the premise that each unit landform has a 
characteristic morphofacies type, resulting from the geomorphic setting 
of that landform within the landscape and the varying intensities and 
durations of the pedo-geomorphic processes which affect that particular 
site. However, prior to that, some of the terminology used in this 

















Detailed photogra]^ of oharacterietic 
poroflle tjpea*
Glaoia deposit with rounded quartz pebbles»
Pit MIH. 0,5a of red-brown olay loan collurlua 
owerlies the grawel layer.
Granitic gneiss interflwre profile» Pit F2E* 
00,13a of grey-brown olay loan topsoil owerlies 
a lateritio grawel with oooasional angular 
quarts fragaents,
Granodioritic gneiss interflure profile» Pit 
X4J. A thin loaay topsoil asrges into athick 
lateritio gravel (00,05-0.35a)» which overlies 
saprolite showing "i^tosts" of oorestones. The 











Detailed photographs or characteristic 
jot>file types.
Glacis deposit with rounded quartz pebblesy 
Pit NIH. 0.5m of red-brown clay loam colluTium 
oTerlies the grarel layer.
Granitic gneiss interfluve profile« Pit P2B.
00.13m of grey-brown clay loam topsoil overlies 
a lateritic gravel with occasional angular 
quartz fra^aents.
Granodioritic gneiss interfluve profile. Pit 
N4J. A thin loamy topsoil merges into athick 
lateritic gravel (®0.05-0.35m), which overlies 
saprolite showing "¿posts'* of corestones. The 
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Fkcins paice :
F lat« 5.74 r» tin « t« 4  aurfaee o f a truncated s a p ro lite  , 2-3n 
fro a  the buried yalleyhead o f the Wongoyie streaa 
near »•"<« T illa g e  (F igure 4 .1 2 ). The broken pebbles 
o f aub-rounded fe rru g in ise d  quarts have ahite r in s , 
apparently 'leached* o f iro n  sesquioxides.
Scale s red pen is 15c* lon̂ f*
a a te  5.7B F a la e o riU  on Kania in te rflu v e  ('KTA' in  Figure 4 .1 2 ).
The mixed lateritic/quartaitic graTel is in an iron 
aeequioxide cement. Gobbles extracted from this deposit 
are rounded and ferru^nised, with 'leached* rims.
< *
Pacing page :
Plate 5.7A Patinated surface of a truncated sapròlite , 2-3m 
from the buried valleyhead of the Wongoyie stream 
near Kania village (Figure 4.12). The broken pebbles 
of sub-rounded ferruginised quarts have ehite rims, 
apparently 'leached* of iron sesquioxides.
Scale ; red pen is 15cm long.
B
Hate 5.7B Palaeorill on Kania interfluve ('KTA' in Figure 4.12)- 
The mixed lateritic/quartzitic gravel is in an iron 
sesquioxide cement. Cobbles extracted from this deposit 
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s l o p e s
( 8 )
P l a n a t e
i n t e r ­
f l u v e s
( 1 0 )
S l o p i n g
i n t e r ­
f l u v e s
<9 )
S w a l e s
( 7 )
I n t e  r -  
f  l u v e  
r if f ls  
( 8 )
Low
T e r r a c e  1 
( 8 )
Low
T e r r a c e l l
( 1 4 )
V a l  l e y  
swamps
( 7 )
R i v e r
f l o o d p l a i n
( 4 )
S l o p e  
;  o  
a n g l e 2 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 * * 4 .  7 * * 2 . 9 » 0 . 8 * * 3 . 2 * 5 . 2 * * 5 . 9 * * 2 . 8 * * 4 . 5 1 . 0 0 . 7
P r o f i l e
d e p t h ( H ) 0 . 8 3 * 0 . 6 8 1 . 1 5 * 1 . 4 2 * * 1 . 5 0 * * 1 . 6 1 * * 1 .8 4 1 . 5 7 * 2 . 5 5 * » 1 . 6 2 * * 1 . 5 0 * * 2 . 9 0
T o p t o i  1 
c h i c k n e t t ( N ) 0 . 1 4 0 . 2 3 0 . 2 4 * 0 . 4 3 * 0 . 2 2 0 . 2 1 0 . 1 6 0 . 1 4 0 . 3 0 0 . 3 0 0 . 4  3 0 . 5 2
Top  g r a v e l  
c h i c k n e t a ( M ) 0 . 6 1 * 0 . 3 3 0 .  3S 0 . 2 6 0 . 3 9 0 . 5 5 0 . 2 4 * * O .^ f » 0 . 1 7 0 .0 1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0
B a s a l  g r a v e l
t h i c k n e s s ( H ) 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 2 0 . 1 4 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 5 * * 0 . 2 3 * * 0 . 4 0 * 0 .  30*
G r a v e l  L a y e r c o a p u s i t i o n  ( sw a n  Z )
C l a y  
* s i l t 2 6 . 8 * 2 7 . 8 2 8 . 0 3 1 . 7 * * 3 4 . 4 * * « 9 . 2 * * 3 0 . 9 * * 3 5 . 6 * * 3 7 . 1 * * 3 4 . 5 * 1 7 . 3 * 1 9 . 3 *
Sand 32 .1 4 1 . 2 * 4 0 . 1 * 3 7 . 8 * * 3 0 . 2 * * 2 7 . 9 * * 3 6 . 2 * * 3 1 . 9 * 3 8 . 9 * * 4 2 . 1 * * 5 5 . 6 * * 5 9 . 7 *
G r a v e l 4 1 . 0 * * 3 1 . 0 * * 3 2 . 0 » 3 0 . 5 * 3 5 . 4 * 4 2 . 9 * 2 4 . 5 * * 3 2 . 4 * * 24 .0 2 3 . 3 * 2 7 . 0 * 2 1 . 2
A n g u l « r
q u < r c t 5 . 1 2 7 .4 3 3 .8 2 2 . 5 2 5 .2 1 3 . 0 1 8 .4 1 0 .8 2 2 . 7 3 5 .3 2 4 . 5 4 9 . 1 * *
G r a n i t i c
f r a g s w o t s 4 9 . 0 4 3 . 0 1 1 .4 3. 7 1 4 .6 1 .1 0 . 6 2 .6 1 0 .0 2 6 . 3 2 2 . 6 1 5 .2
Rounded
q u a r t s 0 . 5 0 . 0 1 3 .0 6 . 4 5 . 2 1 .9 3 .2 0 . 7 2 0 .2 1 1 . 6 * 2 0 . 7 11 .1
L a t e r i t e
s e g r e g ­
a t i o n s 23.1. 1 2 .7 2 1 . 4 5 1 . 7 8 . 0 1 7 .8 4 1 . 0 3 0 .0 4 1 . 3 1 8 .0 1 8 .8 7 .8
V e r v i f o r a
l a t e r i t e 4 . 1 1 .6 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 . 8 5 . 3 0 . 1 2 . 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 : 0
L a t e r i t e  
c e n e r e t -  
i o n t 2 5 .2 1 6 .9 1 8 .5 1 1 .8 4 4 . 3 6 0 . 2 1 8 .5 2 8 .9 4 .9 2 . 8 7 .5 1 4 .7
Bed rock
r a t i o 6 4 . 5 7 2 .7 5 8 . 1 * 5 6 . 8 4 3 . 3 2 3 . 3 5 2 .2 4 4 .1 5 5 . 3 * 7 8 . 9 * * 6 7 . 4 * * 7 0 . 1 * *
Rounded
q u a r t a
r a t i o 0 . 6 0 . 0 1 7. 7 1 5 .4 6 . 2 2 . 5 8 . 8 7 .6 31 .1 1 4 .8 2 2 . 3 1 4 .2
:  o f  p i t s  
w i t h  h e a v y  
n i n e r a l s 5 0 . 0 0 . 0 2 8 . h 37 .5 4 0 . 0 4 4 . 4 100 2 5 . 0 7 8 .0 6 4 . 3 UN) too
C o e T I c i e n t s  o r  v a r i a t i o n  : • • 1 0 -3 0 K 3 0 -5 0 «
Table 5a4 Morphofacies Types: morphometricy textural and petrographic data.







Reference 1* «ade boloir to the **depth function**, or verletlon irlth 
depth, of the percentese clej. The eystea of Morthcote (1971), with 
*ninifoni**. **Gredetionel** end **Duplex** trends (re.Table 3.3 and Figure
5.7) haa been nodified to include **Decrea8ina** trends where the X clay 
decreases frow one saaple point to the underlying sample point. **Compound** 
depth functions occur where there are two types of trend down a profile; 
whilst **dosB>lex** depth functions occur where there are fw>re than two 
types of trend. It should be emphasised that the sixe range of the silt 
used in this study to determine silt:clay ratios was 2-62 )im, markedly 
coarser than the range originally used by Van Uambeke (1962). Table 5.4 
provides a suamary of the morphometry of each morphofacies type, plus the 
textural and petrographic compositions of the main gravel layer in each 
morphofacies type. The discussion of these results concentrates on the 
four most widespread unit landfonss - glacis slopes, interfluves, low 






Glacis slopes (Plates 4.2, 5.5A, 5.6A) are found fringing residual 
hills, inselbergs or kopjes and can be subdivided into proximal xlacis 
with a mean slope of 4.7° and distal xlacis. with a mean slope of 
2.9°. Both profile depth and topsoil thickness double from the 
footslopes to the distal glacis, which have a mean profile depth of 1.42m 
and a mean topsoil thickness of 0.43m. In contrast, the mean thickness of 
the top-gravel decreases from 0.35m in the proxisml glacis to 0.26 in the 
distal glacis. Reference to Table 5.4' shows that this may be due to a 
shift in the petrographic composition of the gravel from a relatively 
coarse angular quartx/bedrock gravel to a finer gravel composed primarily 
of lateritic segregations; there is also a decrease in the mean X of 
gravel-sixed clasts and an increase in the mean % of fines from the 
proximal to the distal glacis.
. . . .
. r .
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Th« percentas* clay dapth functions for glacis slopes form t«io 
groups controlled by bedrock lithology. Glacis profiles over granitic 
gneiss have Unifom/Decreasing trends or Gradational/Decreasing trends 
(cf.Figure 5.7), indicating a surface depletion of clay and/or a 
sid-profile enrichaent in clay. Conversely, glacis profiles over 
granodioritic gneiss have Decreasing/Unifona trends, indicating surface 
enrichaent in clay. Analysis of the Silt:Clay ratio values for glacis 
deposits shows that they are aulti-layered, the nature of the layers 
varying with the local bedrock lithology and its degree of weathering.
■'j
Laver Granitic gneiss
(Weathered) (Highly weathered) 
Topsoil 0.55 to 0.70 0.40 to 0.51
Colluvial
fill 0.60 to 0.90




Regolith 0.70 to 2.50
0.59 to 0.61





ro.55 to 0.70 
10.40 to 0.60
0.60 to 0.80 
0.50 to 4.70
Table 5.5 SilttClav ratios for alacis deposits.
The incidence of rounded quartz in the glacis gravels (froa 3.5 to 
11.4%) is unusually high relative to the hillside benches and footslopes, 
t#here rounded quartz clasts %iere virtually absent, and relative to the 
interfluval zone, where rounded quartz foraed no aore than 5.2% of the 
gravel. However, the rounded quartz in the glacis gravels consisted of 
large rounded cobbles which, though few in nuaber, foraed a large 
proportion of the gravel saaple (viz. Plate 5.6A). Heavy aineral analyses 
were carried out on the -flaa size fraction: 28.6% of the proziaal glacis 
gravels and 37.5% of the distal glacis gravels produced heavy ainerals; 
whilst the footslope gravels were devoid of -flaa heavy ainerals.
.• ¥
9 V . - •
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In conclusion» the sli^cls slopes ere zones of aeteriel trensfer, «elnlj by 
slopetresh end leterel eluvletion. The retention of rounded quertz cobbles 
end e sz>derete enount of heevy »inerels reletire to other aorphofecies 
types, indicetes thet there is e size or density threshold ebove which 
these clests ere not aoved.
interfluves extend froa the distel glecis slopes to the velley sides 
or velley heeds. This “interfluve zone** cen be divided into plenete end 
non-plenete erees, with the letter subdivided into sloping interfluves, 
s«reles end interfluve rias (cf. Teble 5.4). Plenete interfluves (Pistes 
5.6B end C) heve e aeen slope of only 0.8^. They grede into distel 
glecis slopes where résiduel hills occur, but where résiduel hills ere 
ebsent, es on auch of the Menjeaedu Pleteeu, extensive plenete interfluves 
occur (viz. Píete 4.3 end Figure 4.5). Plenete interfluves heve e aeen 
topsoil thickness of 0.22a, elxK>st helf thet of the distel glecis 
deposits; however, the aeen topgrevel thickness of 0.39a end the aeen 
profile depth of 1.5a ere both greeter then those of the distel glecis 
deposits. Finelly, buried grevels, elthough rere, ere found aore 
frequently in the plenete interfluve deposits then the glecis deposits.
Slopinx interfluves occur between the plenete interfluves end the 
sweles or interfluve rias end heve e aeen slope of 3.2 . Topsoil 
thickness is siailer to thet of the plenete interfluve zone, but the aeen 
topgrevel thickness of 0.55a end the aeen profile depth of 1.61a ere both 
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Sweles ere the zones of steeper-sloping interfluve terrein fringing 
velley heeds or velleyside gullies. Their saen slope is 5.2 . Both 




0.24« reip«ctlvelj. Th* «ean profile depth le 1.84«, but this le highly 
verleble, the ehellowest profiles being In the Yengese eree end the 
deepest profiles occurring In the Kenle eree, often with besel grevels.
Interfluve rl«s ere the dlstel slopes of the Interfluve zone, 
fringing the velley sides or low terreces with e «een slope of 5.9^.
This lendfor« wes ter«ed the **Velley edge** by Tho«es et el. (1985e). 
**Interfluve rl«** Is preferred here es It l«plles e genetic continuity with 
the Interfluve zone end beceuse the dlstel sections of the Interfluve zone 
ere often sepereted fro« the velley sides by terrece deposits end ere 
therefore well ewey fro« the present velley edge. Interfluve ri« topsoils 
itrs even thinner then those of the swele zone, with e «een of only 0.14«.
• : f
The Interfluve subdivisions described ebove heve «orphofecles types 
thet ere «ost cleerly distinguished by the texturel verletlons of the 
grevel leyer (Teble 5.4* ). The coersest grevels occur in the sloping 
Interfluve deposits, with «sens of 42.9% grevel end 27.9% send, wherees 
sweles produce the finest grevels %rlth «sens of 24.5% grevel end 36.2% 
send. Plenete Interfluves end Interfluve rls« heve reletlvely high 
proportions of fines in their grevel leyers irlth «eens of 34-36%, whilst 
sloping Interfluves end sweles heve s«ens of 29-31%.
*• •
Sllt:cley retlos (Appendix C) show thet the high fines velues of the 
plenete Interfluve grevels ere due to e lerge proportion of cley, whilst 
the high fines velues of the interfluve ri«s ere due to e lerge proportion 
of silt. Sllt:cley velues rise fro« 0.4-0.7 In the sloping Interfluve zone 
to 0.8-1.71 in the Interfluve rl« zone. This Indlcetes the retention of 
cley on the plenete Interfluves end progressively greeter eluvletlon ewey 
fro« the«. The percentege cley depth functions support this hypothesis:
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planate Interfluves hevins staple trends, either Unifons or Gredetionel; 
non-plenste sones having various Coapound or Coaplex trends (vlx. Figure
5.7). These trends indicate that the non-planate zones have had a 
polygenetlc developaent.
i-..
Part of the variation in top gravel texture between the interfluve 
aorphofacies types can be explained by variations in gravel petrography 
(Table 5.4.)* Planate and sloping interfluves, the aorphofacies with the 
coarsest gravels, have the highest proportion of lateritic concretions and 
veraifora laterite fragaents, with aean values of 47 to 66X, compared to 
only 18 to 30H for swales and interfluve rias. Conversely, the non-planate 
aorphofacies zones have high proportions of lateritic segregations, »rith 
aeans of 17 to 41%, coapared to only 8% for planate interfluves. The 
neo-foraation of lateritic segregations in the top gravel of the 
non-planate aorphofacies, noted froa the thin section analyses (Table 
5.2), has effectively **diluted** the original content of rounded quartz and 
bedrock fragaents. In excluding the lateritic segregations froa the 
gravel petrography calculations, to give the Rounded ()uartz Ratio and the 
Bedrock Ratio of Table 5.4, the swales and interfluve rias «rare found to 
have the higher values of both bedrock fragaents, with aeans of 44 to 52%, 






The occurrence of laa heavy minerals in the gravels of the 
interfluve zone siorphofacies types (Table 5.4 ) indicates that planate and 
sloping interfluves are zones of retention, that Interfluve rias are zones 
of depletion, and that swales are zones of concentration. This is in 
agreement with the findings of Thomas et al., (1985a, p.800; viz. Appendix
V.i
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A), which were based on a more extensive database of diamond mining 
results. In a detailed study of the Pairpawyi-Uongoyi planate interfluve,
3an 80m trench (**KTA** in Figure 4.9) was dug and bulk-samples of l-2m 
trere treated at the NDMC Prospecting Department to extract all heavy 
minerals over in size. The results are shown in Figure 5.8 and show 
two zones where ilmenite grades are an order of magnitude higher than the 
surrounding saprolite. The first, at the southern end of the trench is 
probably due to the presence of an ilmenite-rich kimberlite dyke a few 
metres further south. The second anomaly is from what appears to be an 
infilled rill, containing iron-stained rounded quartz cobbles with 
grey/white iron-leached rims and cobbles of vermiform laterite, all held 
in a yellow-brown sandy clay and iron sesquioxide cement (Plate 5.7B). If 
this deposit is a ••palaeorill»* it indicates a relatively recent 
cut-and-fill episode, during which the greatest concentration of rills 
«fould have been in the swale and interfluve rim zones. This hypothesis is 
supported by the S.B.M. data of Table 5.3: the highest incidence of
I - . . ■ •'•i
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i'igure 5a8 Kania palaeo-rill (arrowed) and associated ilmenite grades.
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**nAehaiiie«l** features in the Interfluve zone occurring in the ewele end 
interfluve ria gi^*vels. The S.B.M. date alao indicates that the 
froa pit P5B, the northern Kania interfluve site fringing the Woyie River 
(Figure 4.& and Table S.2), contains fluvially-derived sand grains. The 
distribution pattern of the sand grain surface aorphology features froa 
P5B bears a close reseablance to that of the alluvial/colluvial fill of 
the Type I terrace of the Boya/Nafayi confluence at Yengeaa, (pit NAD of 
Table 5.3).
• ; (
The thin section analyses (Tables 5.1 and 5.2) highlight the 
dichotoay between the planate and non-planate aorphofacies of the 
interfluval zone. The planate interfluve profiles are unifora, have 
solely kaolinitic clay aatrices, but are severely aodified by 
pedoturbation with Labyrinthine topsoil aicrostructures grading into 
saprolite with Granular to Subangular Blocky aicrostructures. The 
presence of very hard saall black lateritic concretions of 1 to 5aa 
diameter in both the top gravel layer and the saprolite layer aay indicate 
a period of soll/saprolite stripping under arid/seai-arid conditions tilth 
some pisoliths falling down desiccation cracks in the exposed saprolite 
(Thomas, pars.coma. 1986, has observed siailar features in Ghana).
The non-planate interfluval aorphofacies types are characterised by 
the presence of Gibbsite in the layer aatrices (Tables 5.1^ and 5.2 ). 
Furthersiore, these aorphofacies types show distinct layer discontinuities, 
hence the Compound and Complex percentage clay depth functions of this 
zone. The aicrostructural variations of the Kania buried valley head zone 
(pit PIC; Table 5.2 ), indicate that only the upper fill layer has 




planate intarfluve profile, with the lower fill layer and baaal gravel 
layer apparently pre-dating the developaient of saprolite on the planate 
interfluve. The »icrostructural variationa of the sloping interfluve zone 
appear to be controlled by bedrock lithology: the Kania saaple, pit PIF, 
has Alveolar to Subangular Blocky aicrostructures over granitic gneiss 
saprolite, indicating a low level of pedoturbation. Conversely, the 
TengesM sample, pit BAH, has a Labyrinthine to Crumb micros true ture over a 
granodioritic gneiss saprolite, indicating a high degree of pedoturbation, 
probably due to the relatively nutrient-rich bedrock.
In conclusion, the apparent uniformity of the Koidu Basin*s gently 
sloping interfluves is deceptive. On the basis of both surface 
sK>rphometry and profile SK>rphology, four morphofacies types can be 
recognised in the interfluve zone: planate interfluves, sloping 





















MaxlnntB % laterltlc concretions 
and venslfoim laterite
s n  features: **Cheeilcal** **Hechanlcal**
Depletion Concentration








-complex or compound- 
-Kaollnlte and glbbslte -
Thin section Pedoturbatlon - Pedoturbatlon limited to topsoil 
analyses: Includes saprollte and upper colluvial layer.
Table 5.6 Morpholoxleal characteristics of the Interfluve gone 
morohofacles types.
Low Terraces are found fringing the valley floors of the Koldu 
Basin. The textural and mlcroas>rphologlcal data given In Figure 5.4 and 
Tables 5.1 & 5.2), Indicate that two types of low terrace occur; this Is 
supported by the morphMwtrlc and petrographic data of Table 5.4.
Low Terraces often merge Into the Interfluve margins. They have a mean 
slope of 2.8° and a mean profile depth 2.55m; with moderately well 
developed laterltlc topgravels having a mean thickness of 0.17m.




Type II Low Terraces (Plate 5.60 are confined to valley swamps and 
small streaam. They have a steeper mean slope, at 4.5 , a shallower 
mean profile depth of 1.62m, and a sparse or absent laterltlc topgravel 
that gives a mean thickness of only 0.04m. ' ■ ti
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The texture of Low Terrace topiolla is related to the texture of 
the saprollte of adjacent interfluves, indicating a colluvial source for 
this aaterial (cf. Figure 5.6a). Low Terrace topsoils in granitic gneiss 
terrain have sandy to sandy loam textures, whilst those in granodioritic 
gneiss terrain have clay to sandy clay loam textures. However, the 
texture of the Type II Low Terrace upper saprolite layer is sand to sandy 
loam in all cases, regardless of bedrock type. This indicates that the 
lateral éluviation or »Vashing** of clay and silt from the upper saprolite 
is a major process in the valley floor/low terrace zone, as already 
indicated by the cumulative frequency curves of Figure 5.4 and the CM 
Diagram of Figure 5.5.
». ;
.» .
Type 1 Low Terraces, exemplified by those of the Boya-Nafayi 
confluence zone at Tengema, have a lower fill layer with a similar 
particle size distribution to that of the saprolite and lower fill of the 
interfluve zone. The upper fill is better sorted and richer in sand, and 
the topsoil is moderately well sorted with more fines and less gravel 
than the upper fill. Type II Low Terraces have soil and fill that bear a 
closer textural resemblance to the valley swamp deposits; their basal 
gravels have a greater proportion of sand and a lower proportion of fines 
than the Type I Low Terraces. This indicates that the latter either 
forsted during a period of greater clay production than at present and/or 
that the Type I terraces have had a greater amount of time for the 
illuviation and neoformation of clay to occur. The Silt:Clay ratios give 
some clues about the nature of Low Terrace morphogenesis. These data are 











Troe 1 Lon Terrace
0.4 > 0.6
0 . 6  -  0 .8
0.5 - 0.6
Troa 11 Lon Terrace
0.4 - 0.5 
Only Ç 0.6 - 0.8 
one J (trith lenses of 
fill I 0.2 - 0.3; 
layer ^  0.5-0.6 and 1.12) 
0.7 - 0.9
1.5 - 1.7 (over 
corestones)
». f
Table 5.7 siltrClav ratios fro« Lon Terrace deposits
From these Silt:Clay ratio values it appears that the Type I 
terraces have undersone éluviation nith the illuviation of this clay in 
the saprolite layer, particularly at the basal sravel/saprolite 
interface. This does not appear to have happened in the Type II Lon 
Terraces, nhere clay has apparently been removed from the basal s^avel 
and upper saprolite by lateral éluviation. The percentase clay depth 
functions for Lon Terraces shon surface enrichment and basal depletion of 
clay in the most recent Type II terraces »rith Decreasing
trends. Honever, Type II terraces further back from the valley snamp 
have Compound or Complex trends that indicate surface depletion, nith 
midprofile enrichment and/or basal depletion of clay. Type I terraces 
have Complex trends that indicate varied and complex morphogeneses, 




Further differences betneen the Type I and Type II Lon Terraces 
nere revealed by the thin section analyses, kaolinite is the main 
component of the fsatrices in both types of terrace, but gibbsite - 
although present in all of the Type I terrace layers - only occurs in the 
saprolite of the Type II terraces. Yengema Type II terraces are dominated 
by Single Grain microstructures similar to those of the valley snamps. 
tfhilst Kania Type II terraces are dominated by Alveolar or Blocky
• ti
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mieroftructures• indlc«tlns illuviation or neoformatlon of clay. The 
Type 1 Low Terrace saaple ahows a greater degree of pedogenetlc 
developnent, having Granular or Alveolar to Masalve fill layera aeparated 
by a palaeoaol with gritty nodular laterltlc concretlona and a Subangular 
Blocky to Maaalve aaprollte (unlike the Maaalve Saprolltlc alcroatructure 
of the Type II aaprollte layer).
Laterltlc concretlona are largely abaent from the Yengeaa Type II 
terrace depoalta, only occurring aa lenaea of alopewaah depoalta or in 
the baaal gravel, where they are brown, nodular, gritty and apparently 
dlaaolvlng away, for they have "leached** yellow-brown riaa. The 
dlaaolutlon of laterltlc concretlona appeara to be leaa Intenae in the 
Kanla type II Terracea, where concretlona were found in all layera above 
the aaprollte; Indeed, the preaence of laterltlc aegregatlona in the 
aaprollte indlcatea that the neoforaatlon, rather than the dlaaolutlon, 
of Iron aeaquloxldea occura here. In contraat to the Yengeaa Type II 
terracea, the Yengewa Type I terracea have laterltlc concretiona in all 
layera, even the aaprollte layer, where rare 1 to 5m  dlaaeter black 
plaolltha were found.
I .
Clay coatlnga and ferricutana are abaent froai the Yengewa Type II 
terrace depoalta and appear to be concentrated in the lower fill and 
baaal gravel layera of the Type I terrace. Indicating illuviation and/or 
neofonaatlon of clay and Iron aeaqulozldea in theae layera. Unlike the 
Type II terracea of the YengeiM, the Type II terracea of the Kanla area 
have an upper (colluvial) fill layer with frequent clay coatlnga,though 
they are often broken. Clay coatlnga becooM rarer down the profile and 




laterltic concretions or blotito in the bssal gravel and saprolite. It 
thus appears that the degree of pedogenetic neoformation of clay and iron 
sesquiozides, and the effectiveness of their illuviation down through the 
profile, increases fron the Yengewa Type II terraces, where lateral 
éluviation resK>ves all clay or sesquiozides accuaulations; to the Kania 
Type II terraces, where the effect of lateral éluviation is «uch reduced, 




The petrographic coaposition of the Low Terrace basal gravels 
(Table 5.4) provides further evidence that the Type I terraces are 
distinct froa the Type II terraces. Type II terraces have greater 
proportions of angular quartz and bedrock fragaents than the Type I 
terraces, which in turn have the highest proportions of rounded quartz, 
lateritic concretions and lateritic segregations. If the lateritic 
segregations are ezcluded froa the gravel petrography calculations (viz. 
the *Rounded ()uartz Ratio* of Table 5.4), the Type I Terrace gravels have 
the highest aean values for rounded quartz of all of the saaples froa the 
Roidu Basin, with values even higher than conteaporary floodplain 
deposits. This indicates that Type I terraces foraed under environaental 
conditions are SK>re favourable to the foraation of alluvial gravels than 
conteaporary conditions. This hypothesis gets qualified support froa the
S.K.M. analysis of sand grain surface aorphologies, with the Type I 
Terrace sample (NAB in Table 5.3) having a greater proportion of rounded 
grains than the present valley swaap gravel of pit NAA. However, the 
qualifications are that, (a) the Type I terrace basal gravel aay not be 
derived froa the Boya Streaa but froa the nearby Nayafi River (Figure 
A. «1), which aight account for the greater degree of sand grain rounding; 








dlAS^neslfl, with th* Type I terrecei experiencing e longer period of 
chemical «feathering than the Type II terracea.
To conclude, the morphometric and morphological data clearly ihow 
that t«ro main types of Low Terrace occur in the Koidu Basin: (i) the 
relatively simple Type II terraces «rith a single, dominantly fluvial, 
fill layer and a very sandy basal gravel, bearing a close resemblance to 
the valley swamp deposits; and (ii) the older and more complex Type I 
terraces «rith an upper colluvial fill layer overlying a buried lateritic 
gravel and a lo«rer fluvially-derived fill layer overlying basal gravel. 
The sequence of landforms from the valley floor up to the Type I Low 
Terraces represents a chronoseouence. This is most clearly illustrated 
by the percentage clay depth functions, «ihich are at their minimum in the 
fluvial fill, basal gravel and upper saprolite of the valley s«famp, where 
fine material is apparently removed by lateral eluviation. Once a (Type 
II) terrace forms, the dominant process apparently becomes the vertical 
eluviation of fines from the topsoil and fill layers, «fith illuviation 
and neofonaation producing clay maxima at progressively greater depths 
over time, until the maximum percentage clay eventually occurs at the 
basal gravel/upper saprolite interface of the Type I terraces. The thin 
section analyses support this chronosequence hypothesis, shoiring that the 
sedimentary structures of the valley-floor deposits are progressively 
replaced by **pedogenetic** microstructures (i.e. Single-grain Bridge -* 
■> Alveolar Irregular blocky Granular -> Labyrinthine ■* Crumb 
microstructures) resulting from illuviation, clay/sesquioxide 
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Th« Typ« II t«rrac«s of the Kenie area, «rith clay coatInst in the 
topsoil and fill layers, appear to he at an interaediate stage of 
developAent between the Tengesa Type II terraces, where clay coatings are 
absent, and the Tengeaa Type I terraces, where clay coatings occur in the 
lower fill and basal gravel layers. This indicates a greater degree of 
pedogenesis on the Kania Type II terraces relative to the Yengewa Type II 
terraces and supports the hypothesis that the Kania study area has 
suffered less disturbance fro« recent fluvial incision than the Yengena 
study area.
.. '■i
Valiev-floor deposits in the Koidu Basin can be subdivided into two 
s«in types: viiay wMntt with channelless valley heads and drained by 
streams of up to Strabler Order 4; and riverine floodplain deposits, as 
along the Nafayi, Bandafayi, Voyie, Meya and Moinde rivers. Morphometric 
details are given in Table 5.4. Mean surface slopes range from 0.7® to 
1.0°, the valley swamps being slightly steeper as they include valley 
head swamps %fhich slope at 3 to 5°. The floodplain deposits have the 
deepest profiles of all the morphofacies types, with a mean depth of 
2.9m; whilst valley swamps have a mean depth of 1.5m, similar to that of 
the Type II Low Terraces. Topgravel only occurs in the valley swamps, 
mostly in the valley head cone, due to slopewash from the interfluves. 
Basal gravels are thickest under the valley swamps with a mean of 0.4m 
compared to 0.3m for the floodplain deposits. Both values are greater 
than those for the Low Terrace basal gravels (0.23-0.25m),indicating that 
contemporary environmental conditions favour the build-up of thick basal 
gravels with higher contents of bedrock fragments and lower proportions 
of rounded quartz than occurred with the “ancient** Type I Low Terraces.
» * »• • •
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Front the textural diasrams of Figure 5.6 it la clear that the 
valley floors have the sandiest basal g^i^vel and saprollte layers» 
Indicating pronounced lateral éluviation at the base of the profile. 
This Is further Indicated by the percentage clay depth functions» which 
all show a Decreasing trend at the base of valley floor profiles. The 
silt:clay values for the valley swawps (Table. 5.8) also show a 
relatively uniform decrease In clay with depth and a corresponding 
Increase in the proportion of silt» whilst the floodplain deposits show 












Saprollte 1.66 to 4.03
Table 5.8 sllticlav ratios for vallevfloor deposits.
Elver floodplain
0.45 to 0.50 
0.60 to 0.70
Most values 
0.45 to 0.80 
(with lenses of 




On the basis of thin section data the valley swamps can be further 
subdivided into channelless valleyhead swamps and stream swamps (Tables
5.1 and 5.2). The stream swamps consist of peaty topsoils overlying an 
alluvial fill layer with a Single Grain/Stratifled microstructure. This 
layer merges Into the basal gravel layer with an Alveolar microstructure» 
and grey kaollnltlc clay in the clayey sand matrix; the saprollte has a 




Th« TengMM Yall«¥h<ad «w— ps «Iso have topsoil and upper fill 
layers with Alveolar to Sinsle Grain microstructures and a kaolinitic 
clay SMitriz, although gibbsite pseudosK>rphs of feldspar «#ere occasionally 
found. The lower fill has a Single Grain »icrostructure. In contrast, 
the basal gravel has an Alveolar microstructure that surges into the 
Massive aicrostructure of the saprolite. Clay coatings were virtually 
absent from both valley and valleyhead swaap deposits, only occurring in 
the cracks and fissures of lateritic debris. Gritty brown lateritic 
nodules occur rarely in the valleyhead swaap basal gravel, where they are 
glsilcr to those found in the buried palaeosol and lateritic gravel of 
the Type I Low Terrace. The Tengeaa valleyhead swsap deposits are 
apparently younger than the streaa swaap deposits, where the basal gravel 




The Kania valleyhead swaap deposit has a basal gravel »rith a 
forsarly Single Grain aicrostructure now partially infilled with 
kaolinitic clay, producing Bridge structures. This layer aerges upwards 
into a lower fill with a Granular to Alveolar aicrostructure, a buried 
colluvial gravel with a Granular aicrostructure, and an upper fill with a 
Subangular blocky to Cruab aicrostructure. This indicates intense 
pedoturbation with the gradual replaceaent of originally sediaentary 
fabrics.
r 1
Lateritic concretions occur throughout the Kania valleyhead swsap 
deposit. Reference to Table 5.2 shows that their nature and distribution 
can be related to that of the lateritic concretions in the Kania
t ’
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buried velleyhead. The precedins date, coupled with the greater degree 
of structural development in the Kania fill layers relative to the 
Yengema valleyhead swamp deposits, indicate that the Kania valleyhead 
swamp deposits have (a) had greater time to develop pedogenetic 
microstructures and/or (b) the Kania fills have been formed by the 
slumping of interfluve rim material from the valleyhead and interfluve 
margins. Either way, the Yengema valleyhead swamp deposits are dominated 
by fluvial/eluvial processes, rather than the colluvial ,/pedogenetic 
processes that dominate the Kania valleyhead swamps, supporting the 
deductions about the relative environmental stabilities of the two study 
areas made from geomorphological data in Chapter A.
i  •
i • •
5.4 Catenary variations in aravel oetroKraphy
The gravel components described in Section 5.1 are now assessed in 
a catenary context using the interfluve crest/valley-floor sample 
transects. A key to the Unit Landform codes abbreviations and symbols 
used in the following transects is given in the Map Pocket.
The Kania study area is shown in detail in Figures A.5 and A.8. 
Extensive planate or gently sloping interfluves dominate the area, with 
only occasional residual hills and few rock outcrops (cf. Table A.l).
»*.
Transect PI extends from a planate interfluve near Kania village
to the valleyhead and valleyhead swamp of the Pa*#paii#yi Stream (Figure
5.9). The interfluval gravel is dominated by bedrock fragments, forming
85% of the gravel, the remainder being lateritic concretions. In the 
sloping interfluve gravel the proportion of lateritic concretions




FragiMnts of iron ■•■quloxlde-cMMnted mixed s^*vel form 501 of the 
gravel In the sirale xone, with venaiform laterite frasMnts and rounded 
quartx each forming leat than 101 of the gravel. Ip the valleyhead there 
if a marked inereaae in lateritic aegregationa to form 801 of the 
gravel. Converaely, in the baaal gravel of the valleyhead amamp, 
lateritic aegregationa %#ere not found, nor mere bedrock fragmenta or any 
rounded quartx pebblea.
*
Three main concluaiona can be drawn from Tranaect PI.
(1) The frequent occurrence of bedrock fragmonta in the planate 
interfluve gravel coupled with the relatively ahallow profilea (Plate 
5.5B) indicate that the aaprolite of thla area haa been truncated. Thla 
ia not aurpriaing, given that the valleyheada and aaaociated awale xonea 
of three atreama converge on thla area. Furthermore.erealdual hill ia 
only a few hundred metrea away (Figure 4.5); ita proximity probably 
enhanced the degree of alopewaah over thla area. A buried valleyhead 
extenaion waa aampled during thia atudy, extending back from the Pawpawyi 
atream. Thomaa and Thorp (1985) have deacribed another buried valleyhead 
extending back from the Vangoyie atream (vix. Figure 4.11). Thua 
alopewaah, rlll%#aah and gullying are the likely mechaniama by which the 
interfluve aoil/aaprolite waa atripped. Further evidence for aaprolite 
truncation cornea from iron aeaquioxide patinaa over indurated aaprolite 
near the Uongoyie buried valleyhead (Plate 5.7A).
(ll) A aeaaonal aeepage xone occura in the preaent awale xone gravel, 
with aoluble Fe**”*̂ aeaquioxide probably reverting to inaoluble Fe'*̂'*”*̂ 
aeaquioxide aegregationa In the dry aeaaon (Alexandre and Streel- 
Potelle,1979). The fragmenta of iron aeaquloxlde-cemented mixed gravel 
that dominate the aloping interfluve gravel may be the remnanta of a 






(ill) The presence of ferruRlnised rounded quartz pebbles In the 
valleyhead and swale zones, and their absence from the valleyhead swamp. 
Indicates that these »»ancient** clasts may survive local colluvial 
transport but they cannot survive under prolonged hydromorphic 
conditions. The same appears to be true of the lateritic segregations.
I..
Transect P2 (Figure 5.10) has an unusually high proportion of 
rounded quartz (12%) in the gravel of the planate interfluve zone, as 
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FroA th« plMtte to the tloplns interfluve there le e merked Increete In 
the proportion of InterItlc concretions to for« 75% of the gravel, but 
this decreases sharply In the sloping Interfluve gravel and concretions 
are absent fro« the low terrace basal gravel. Both laterItlc 
segregations and Iron sesquloxlde-ce«ented gravel frag«ents are «ost 
abundant In the Interfluve rl« gravel, fomlng 85% of the gravel, but 
this proportion decreases sharply In the low terrace basal gravel with 
the proportion of granitic gneiss clasts rising to for« 94% of the basal
gravel.
Two «aln conclusions can be made fro« Transect P2.
(1) The large a«ount of rounded quartz and the presence of a schist 
cobble point to an ancient fluvial source for so«e gravel co«ponents.
(ID Two falls of the local water table appear to have affected this 
area. The most recent for«ed the Interfluve rl« seepage zone, where 
laterItlc segregations account for 85% of the gravel; whilst an earlier 
fall apparently for«ed a seepage zone In the present sloping Interfluve 
zone, now «arked by fragpents of Iron sesqulozlde-ceaented gravel.
Transect P3 (Figure 5.11), eztends fro« the planate Interfluve down 
to a distinct Low Terrace. Nunerous corestones of porphyroblastlc 
granitic gneiss outcrop In the Low Terrace and across the valleyfloor of 
the Pawpawyl streaa. The gravel of the planate Interfluve Is do«lnated 
by laterltlc concretions and laterltlc segregations, each contributing 
about 40%. There Is a progressive Increase In the proportion of laterltlc 
segregations at the expense of laterltlc concretions at the Interfluve 
rim, where the proportions of fragments of vecmlfotm laterlte and 
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Two fonai of Low Terraco depoait occur alouR this transect. The 
set proximal to the Interfluve has a basal t r m l  similar to the 
topgravel of the Interfluve rim, dominated by laterltlc segregations 
and with rounded quartx accounting for no more than 10% of the gravel. 
The second set lacks laterltlc concretions, has markedly fewer 
segregations and Is dominated by fragments of bedrock or angular quartx, 
with rounded quartx forming 10 to 15% of the gravel.
In conclusion. Transect P3 can be divided Into three morphonegetlc 
domains.
(l) Th. interfluv. d<».ln. b, l.t.rltlc coi«K>«.nt.. thoogh
with the preeenee of both rounded quartz end echlft pebblea Indicating an 
ancient fluvial source for some material.
(ID k Transitional domain, between the Interfluve and the Low Terrace, 
with the marked Increase In the proportion of laterltlc segregations 
Indicating the presence of a seasonal seepage xone. This was most 
pronounced at the surface of pit P3D where farming has exposed a 
-laterltlc pavement-. The basal gravels of this domain have a 
petrographic composition that Is closer to that of the Interfluve domain 
than the Low terrace/Valley swamp domain. This Indicates that they are 
mainly the result of colluvial, rather than fluvial, processes. However, 
both dlagenetlc -aging- and pedogenesis could have modified what was 
originally a Low Terrace deposit.
(Ill) The Valley Swamp/Low Terrace dosMln Is dominated by bedrock 
fragments, with laterltlc components and less-resistant bedrock being 
dissolved and removed downstream by lateral éluviation, leading to the 






P* (Flsoce 5.12) exten«*» “  lifFil“«  core.tone zon.
down . 6l.cl. .lop. to the low terr.c. .nd ».11.1 .««■«- of the »iddl. 
pewpewil. Th. »r.v.l fro» the core.tone zone U  do.ln.ted b, fresent, 
of hornblende-srenlte-sneU. end .ngul.r qnettz. However, the prozl.»! 
gl.as sample. 30. fro. the eorestone zone. 1. devoid of bedrock 
trasments. The «ravel of the distal «lacis. .t it. i-nction with the low 
terrace, shows a «rked increase in the proportion of l.teritic 
sesresatlons. to 6 ». The proportions of angol.r quartz, rounded quartz 
and bedrock frag^nt. all show increases in the Low Terrace gravel, the 
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in eonelunlon, two phnion of torrnco forMtlon nro Indlentod bj tho 
two ponki In tho proportion, of X.t.ritle s.sroEotlon.. Th. anxlan ot 
th. dUtnl Elncl./torroc. lunctlon oppoor. to b. th. rofult of n ....on.l 
(oopogo non. wh.r. th. nooformtlon of «.srosotloni occorrwi. t h U  
...p.t. ton. w.« .pp.r.ntl, i.ft «high .nd dr,- b, th. flnrl.l Incl.lon 
th.t fon»d th. lowor T.rr.c. Th. con..qu.nt f.ll in th. w.t.r t.bi. to 
th. junction of th. npp.r .nd th. lowor Torr.e. foi».d th. lowor ...p.g. 
ton., producing . high proportion of l.toritic ..grog.tion. in th. 
gr.».l. Howoror. th. high proportion of i.toritic concrotion. in thi. 
.on. indict., colluvinl. .. w.11 .. injiSa. ...quio.id. ro.idu.l 
.ccu««l.tion. Thi. coUuui.tion wn. th.n followod b, fluvi.l inci.ion, 
cutting th. lowor Torce., pin. »Iluvintion to for« th. pro.ont v.ll.,
twioip deposits.
i'
T r c e t  PS. .hown in Figur. 5.13, lio. do., to th. Wo,i. Bivor, 
oxtonding fro« • hiU.id. bonch, down . glnei. .lop. to th. intorfluv. 
.on., v.ll.,.id. .nd LOW Torr.c. of th. low.r P.wp.w,i .tr.u> (Figur.
4.12).
Th. gcv.1 of th. r..idu.l hill .un«lt and hill.id. bonch con.i.t. 
.ntir.1, of gronitic gn.i.. fr.gMnt.. Thi. proportion 1. c d u c d  to 
only 25% .t th. proxi«.! glnci., with th.t of Utoritle ..grog.tlon. 
rl.ing to 25% «nd th.t of .ngular quart, to 50%. U  th. dl.t.l gl«el., 
badroek fr.g«.nt. .ceount for only 6% .nd l.t.ritic ..gr.g.tlon. .count 
for 80% of th. gcvol. on th. pl.n.t. int.rfluv. th.r. nr. ««rk«d 
Incr..««« in th. proportion, of both hwirock frc««nt. «nd l«t.rltle 
conerotlon., plu. r«l«tl».ly high proportion, of roundad quart, and 
v«r«lfom latorit. fragwanta. h .harp incr.«.., fro« *0 to 80%, in th. 
proportion of latorltic concrotlon. ccur. in th. .loping Intorfluc





ltt«rltlc .•sregatlon. Increase to 7«. Tho only ccmpononti to «how 
incrensos of «ore than 101 fro« tho volley olde to the Low Terroce were
onfttlor end rounded quarts.
,i »
4 . '
m^in conclusions can be drawn frow Transect P5.
(1) There appear to be two seasonal seepage zones, one at the glacis 
slope/planate Interfluve junction, the other at the sloping Interfluve/ 
Interfluve rl« junction.
(ID The fragwents of venalfons and massive laterlte on the planate 
Interfluve Indicate the forswr occurrence of a ferrlcrete layer, now
dismantled.
(Ill) The presence of rounded quartz In the gravels of the Interfluve 
zone Indicates an ancient alluvial origin for some of this material, as 
would be expected at sites fringing major rivers such as the Woyle. This 





T**iKtf* detail In Figure 4.14, whilst
Table 4.1 provides a suamary of Its geomorphology. Of the five Tengema 
transects, four are situated along the Boya stream and the fifth Is 
situated on the right bank of the Mafayl River 0.5km downstream of the
Boya/Nafayl confluence zone.
Transect 111 extends from the granitic Inselbergs, domes and kopjes 
that form the headwater zone of the Boya stream, down hlllfoot and glacis 
slopes to the swales and valleyhead of the Boya, finishing 50m along the 
valleyhead swamp (Figure 5.14). The hilltop and hillside gravels are 
dominated by fragments of angular quartz and granite, but between the 





th«fe gravel claata. Latarltlc aegragatlom ihoif a prograaalva Ineraaaa 
over the glacla alopaa - at the expenae of angular quartz claata - until 
they font 9A% of the diatal glaela gravel. The «oat atriklng feature of 
theae glacla gravela la the occurrence of rounded quartz cobblea, forming 
up to 12% of the gravel, plua the preaence of both achlat and dolerlte
cobblea (Plate 5.64).
Hard granitic gnelaa bedrock la ezpoaed In the awale zone, flanked 
by coreatonea. The gravel here ahotra an Increaae In the proportion of 
angular quartz and bedrock fragmenta to 60-70%, at the ezpenae of 
laterltlc aegregatlona. Although the proportion of laterltlc 
aegregatlona rlaea to 60% In the valleyhead gravel. It la reduced to only 
28% In the baaal gravel of the valleyhead awaap. The occurrence of 
laterltlc concretlona In thla area la remarkably lot# compared to all 
other tranaecta, the hlgheat value (16%) algnlflcantly occurring In the 
baaal gravel of the valleyhead amamp. Indicating that the rocky 
headwatera of the Boya are Inherently prone to environmental atreaa and 
exacerbated aoll/aaprollte atrlpplng. Further conclualona for Tranaect
Ml are given below.
(1) The occurrence of cobblea of rounded quartz, achlat and dolerlte In 
th* gUelf I n d l M t M  , fonwr tlv«r couri. «t th. foot of tho
prosent Iniolbor,, a* waa Indlcatod by tha sao«)rphologleal mapplag 
(Figure 4.8).
(ID Two active aeepage zonea appear to occur along thla tranaect, one 
at the diatal end of the glacla alope, apparently truncated by the 
coaaaencement of the awale zone, the other at the awale/valleyhead 
junction, containing fragmenta of vermiform laterlte preaumably derived 








(III) Th« «w«l« zou« l» • r«l«tlvely hlsh-energj colluvl«l/fluvl«l 
process domain ifher« th« soll/saprollto layer has largely been stripped 
away by concentrated overland flow, with the consequent destruction of 
segregations and concentration of more resistant clasts.
(Iv) The Increase In the proportion of granitic gneiss clasts In the 
valleyhead swamp basal gravel Indicates that this Is a zone of active 
weathering and downwastlng with the ezport of fine material by lateral 
éluviation, producing cores and cobbles of granitic gneiss In the lag
gravel.
The Boya valleyhead swamp also contains palm tree stumps burled 
under up to 1.0m of fluvlal/colluvlal fill (Plate 5.5D), and pottery 
shards In basal gravel burled under 1.5m of fill. This Indicates 
pronounced soll/saprollte stripping and valleyfloor Infilling since this 
area was first settled by man, between 2000 and 3000 years ago, according
to Shaw (1983).
Transect M2 (Figure 5.15) comnmnces from an extensive hillside 
bench mantled by a llthosol less than 10cm deep derived from ferruglnlsed 
granodlorltlc gneiss, with approximately 301 of Its surface area being 
outcrops or boulders of vermiform laterlte up to 2m long, k footslope 
and extensive glacis slope leads down to the low terrace and valleyfloor 
deposits of the upper Boya stream. The hillside bench gravel Is 
dominated by laterltlc concretions and fragments of vermiform laterlte. 
The occurrence of rounded quartz, albeit less than 51, Is notable at such 
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Figure 5•15 Transect N 2 O  Palaeolithic hand-scraper. 




*t th« »»riln ot the hlU.ide bench, there U  e aerked Inerente In 
the percentese of leterltlc tesresetiont, to 5 «, but thlt deereetei In 
the foottlope end pronlwil 8l«dt nonet. Ferrusinlted bedrock fregaente 
thou t corretpondlng Inerente in thete nonet, with t deereete In the 
dlttel gleelt grevel. where fregaentt of tchltt. eaphlbollte. dolerite 
end rounded quertn together fora 3 »  of the grtvel. to iaportent find in 
the ditUl glecit grevel «et . P.leeoUthic ttone tcreper. thoun in Pl.te
5.1 . the proportion of leteritic tegregetiont reeehet e aeniaua of 801 
et the interfluve ria et the enpente of .11 other gr.v.l eoaponente. 
Houever. within 10a of the veil.»tide the proportion of tegregetiont it 
r«iuc.d to let. then 101. the vile» »"«P betel gr.v.l being doalneted 
by bedrock fragments and rounded quart*.
Four *aln conclusions can be «ade from Transect M2.
(1) seepeg. nonet occur et the rlat of both the hllltid. hunch end the
interfluve.
(ID Ltrg. proportion, of rounded qu.rtn occur on both the lower tlope 
depotit. end the vell.yfloor depotlte. Indicting en enclent input of 
fluvial material to the valley margins.
(ill) to even older net of fluvUlll-derlvod aeterlel occur, on the 
hilltid. bench, which then eppe.r. to hev. undergone pronounced 
leterlnetlon to produce e ferrlcrete depotit which it now being ectlvely 
fragsiented into blocks and rubble.
(Iv) DUtolutlon end dltlntegretlon of leterltlc tegregetiont it 






Transect N3 (Figure 5.16) is dominated by the granitic inselberg of 
Holy Mountain, which is largely devoid of any soil or gravel, the 
footslope being a bare rock pediment. The proximal glacis gravel is 
dominated by bedrock fragments with only occasional
.• .n
Figure 3 • 16 Transect N3
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laUrltlc concretion! - though theie becon» «ore frequent domilope, 
forains 35% of the dletel glecls greuel. Thli dlitel sl»l* depoflt (pit 
H3K) aerge! Into the hillside bench end hes e aerkedlr lerge proportion 
of rounded querti, foralng 1 »  of the grevel. The hillside bench hes e 
shellow profile <0.3a) consisting of e clest-supported grenltlc gneiss 
greuel with e grej sendy losa topsoil. Below this hillside bench e 
second footslope/glecls slope sequence cosssences. henceforth terrad 
footslope II or glecls II. the proxlael glecls II greuel shows e 901 
reduction In the proportion of grenltlc gneiss fregrants reletlve to the 
hillside bench, with corresponding lerge Increeses In the proportions of 
both enguler quertt end - unusuelly - rounded quertn, eech Increeslng to 
♦01. The dlstel glecls II grevel Is dcalneted by leterltlc segregetlons,
ccNuprlsing 73% of tho s^*^*^*
The grevel petrographies of the Low Terrace end velley swsap nones of 
Transect «3 ere broedly slaller with proportions of granitic gneiss 
ranging froa 20 to 551, enguler quertn froa 15 to 401 end rounded quertn
fro« 25 to 40%.
Throe «oln concluoloni con he drotm fro« Tronoect M3.
(i) Three sets of olloc^honous srovels occur along this transect; the 
first on the Holj Mountain distal glacis, »flth both rounded quart* and 
laterItlc concretions; the second, In the glacis II deposit below the 
hillside bench, do«lnated by both angular and rounded quart*; and the 
third set In the low terrace and valley swa«p basal gravels.
(ID Given that the Holy Mountain hillside bench appears to have been 
stripped of Its soll/saprollte cover. It see«s likely that the rounded 




r«-worked fro« the Holy Mounteln dlstel slecle/hlllelde bench deposit, 
(ill) The «»In s e e p e s «  *one for Holy Mounteln Is et the junction of the 
low terrece complex end dlstel sleds II end not, es mitht be expected, 
et the dlstel end of the hlsher-level Holy Mounteln rock pediment. This 
indlcetes slgnlflcent subterreneen weter trensfer fro« the Inselberg 
footslope to the low terrece, some 300« ewey.
Traneect M4 (Figure 5.17), extends from e gently domed Interfluve 
over en extensive low terrece complex to the lower Boye streem. The 
Interfluve zone hes e leterltlc grevel 0.9 to 1.5m thick. The plenete 
Interfluve grevel Is domlneted by ferruglnlzed grenodlorltlc gneiss 
fregments (401) end leterltlc concretions (501), d t h  51 enguler quertz 
end 31 rounded quertz. The proportion of ferruglnlsed bedrock fregments 
Is greetly reduced In the sloping Interfluve grevel, with leterltlc 
concretions end vermiform leterlte fregments forming 751 of the grevel. 
kt the Interfluve rim there Is e pronounced Increese In the proportion of 
leterltlc segregetlons to 611, et the expense of leterltlc concretions.
• - ,
Pit M B  to »>• tr»n«ltion«l b«tm*n the interfluve zone end
the low terreee. A iperee quertzoee bezel s«*«! *onnd et 3* depth. 
However the z»in grevel lejer occnrz et la depth, burled under colluvlel 
fill: leteritlc eegregetionz fora 8 »  of thle grevel. The bezel grevel 
of the Tree 1 low terreee hez high proportionz of both enguler quertz end 
rounded quertz, though et Pit M C  thlz iz aezked b, the occurrence of 
lerge voluaez of leteritle zegregetionz. The bezel grevelz of the Typo 
II terrece end the velley z««eap ere very zlaller. both doaineted by 
rounded quertz, with lerge zaountz of grenitlc gneizz end enguler quertz.
but no Istsrltlc ssgrogstlons.
> •.
•I'.
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In concluí Ion. Tranioct 114 shows four «ain ■orphoganotlc doMlns: 
(l) An Intorfluve dosMiln dowlnsted by eluvial, residual and pedoganetic 
processes, with the ferruginisation of bedrock and the formation of a 
ferricrete layer, now highly fragiMnted. The occurrence of rare rounded 
quarts pebbles indicates an ancient alluvial source for some of this 
interfluve material.
. ■*,
(ii) A Transitional domain between the interfluve and the low terrace, 
with colluvial fill overlying mixed gravels dominated by lateritic 
segregations. This indicates a period of seasonal groundwater seepage 
with the neoformation of iron sesquioxide accumulations.
(iii) The Type I terrace domain, initially formed by alluvial processes 
but later modified by colluviation and then pedogenesis. The secondary 
peak in the proportion of lateritic segregations at the Type I/Type II 
terrace junction is probably due to a seepage xone which was left -high 
and dry- by the fall in water table associated with the stream incision
and formation of the Type II Terrace.
(iv) The Type II Terrace/Valley Swsmp domain. Although the Type II 
T*rr.e. d.po.lt U  old»r. It .pp«.r. that th* pc«v.l«ne. of h.dro«>rphlc 
condition! i. th# anln fnctoc thnt dUtlnsulfh#! th# coalition of th#i# 
gravels from those of the Type I Low terrace.
Transect 115 (Figure 5.18) extends from the planate interfluve on 
which Yengema Airfield is built down to the floodplain of the Mafayi 
River. The gravel of the planate interfluve is similar to that of 
Transect HA: 100 to 150cm thick and dominated by fragments of 
ferruginized granodioritic gneiss, lateritic concretions and vermiform 
laterite fragments. The gravel at the interfluve rim contains small 




ferruglnlied granodlorltlc gnelts, with larger Mwunt» of both loterltlc 
concretions end leterltlc segregetions et the Interfluve rl*. At the 
valley side there Is a marked Increase In the proportion of angular 
quarts at the expense of the laterltlc coisponents. The proportions of 
both rounded quartz and granitic gneiss show a steady Increase from the 
valley side, each forming about a quarter of the Mafayl floodplain gravel.
Transect 115 shows three distinct morphogenetic domains:
(1) The Interfluve domain Is dominated by laterltlc concretions and 
fr^ggients of both ferruglnlzed bedrock and vermiform laterlte. Indicating 
that residual, eluvial and pedogenetlc processes predominate here. It 
should, however, be noted that the presence of vermiform laterlte 
fragments Indicates the destruction of a former ferrlcrete sheet during a 
period of pronounced slopeirash and gully action, and the presence of rare 
gravel components (rounded quartz, schist and amphibolite) Indicates an 
ancient fluvial source for some Interfluve material.
(ID A Transitional domain at the valleysIde, marked by a sharp Increase 
In the proportion of laterltlc segregations. Indicating a seasonal 
seepage zone.
(ID The Valleyfloor domain of the Mafayl Elver floodplain, where the 
laterltlc components are dissolved and where there appears to be 
Incorporation of bedrock fragments Into the basal gravel. This Is a 
domain dominated by chemical weathering, lateral éluviation and the 









Given the Iwpoeslblllty of conducting »eenlngful enplrlcel etudlee 
of morphogenetic proceeees In only two field sesilons, the review of the 
Interactions between lendform, meterUls and processes presented In 
Chapter 3 was essential to the Interpretation of the landform/materlal 
relationships observed during this study. The variations In material 
organisation within each unit landform type - as Indicated by textural 
depth functions, gravel composition, layer micromorphology and profile 
morphology (Table 5.4) - led to the recognition and detailed description 
of a dozen morphofacles types. It appears that most of the variations 
between each morphofacles type can be attributed to the variable 
Influences of three major process domains.
*. •
6.1 The Process Domains are given below, but first It should be 
emphasised that their operation In a given area can only be deduced from 
the presence of materials that are assumed to have resulted from a given 
set of processes.
The Residual Domain Is dominated by pedogenesis and associated 
chemical weathering.
The Colluvial Domain Is dominated by slopewash. soll/saprollte 
stripping, lateral éluviation and the precipitation of Iron sesqulozldes 
at seepage zones.
The Pluvial Domain Is defined by the dominance of hydromorphlc 
conditions over aerobic conditions. The main processes are channelled 




dlMolution of Iron noiqnloxldo». “Fluvinl Domnin- In n form of 
convnnUnee. beenune thron dlntlnct procenn nuiton intornct within it.
(1) Hydromorphlc condltlonn nnd annocintod proconnon (noch an, 
roduetlon. carbonation and bydrolynln) which pormanontlp affact 
valloTfloorn and naanonally affect low terracan or the lower layern of 
y^Xlaynlda/interflnva rim daponltn. Rilln that extend into the 
otherwine renidual domain of the pinnate Interfluven, produce neanonally 
hfdronorphic condltlont along thalr channala.
(ID The throttghflow and lateral éluviation of claya and
geaquloxldea In vadose or valleyfloor water.
(Ill) Sedlwent woveakent In concentrated flow along channels by
saltation and traction.
It appears that at present the Fluvial Dowaln Is dowlnated by 
process suites (1) and (ID, given that 80fl of the Koldu Basin drainage 
network consists predowlnantly of channelless swawps (Hall, 197A; p.27), 
and that aost river channels are rarely In contact with either their 
basal gravel or the valleyfloor bedrock, k similar aorphodynaalc 
environment has been reported from the humid tropical zone of Sri Lanka 








































Table 6.1 Morphofacles Types and their postulated contemporary Process 





Fro« Tâblo 6.1 It If cl«ar that not all «orphofaclaa typ«» 
entirely »fithln one procesi do«aln. In the majority of caaea there la 
evidence of t»»o contemporary proceaa domaina interactins to produce a 
•orphofaciea type. Where auch compound domaina occur the dominant 
proceaa domain haa been Hated flrat. Aa an example, the recently-formed 
Type II low terracea clearly fall within the Fluvial domain aa their 
ateep valleyfloor aidea are apparently maintained by aeaaonal flood 
eroaion and aa hydromorphlc conditlona at the baae of the profile allow 
the downvalley lateral éluviation of clay and aeaquioxldea to occur. 
However, the Type II terracea alao fall into the Colluvial domain, %#ith 
evidence of flumping, alopewaah and colluviation. In contraat, the older 
Type I terracea fall into the Colluvlal/Realdual domain aa they have been 
extenaively modified by colluviation and, more recently, by pedogeneaia. 
There la no evidence of hydromorphlc conditlona and pronounced lateral 
éluviation at the baae of the Type I terrace profilea to place them in 
the contmiporary Fluvial domain.
. * *
The valleyfloor/low terrace aequence deacribed above repreaenta a 
chronoaeauence of alluvial aedlmenta. There ia a progreaalve ahift from 
the fluvial proceaa domain indicatora of the awamp depoaita, to the 
Fluvial/Colluvial Indicatora of the Type II terracea, to the 
Colluvial/Reaidual indicatora of the Type I terracea (which often merge 
into the interfluve rim depoaita). The rate of landacape modification in 
the Koidu Baa in aince the Mld-<)uaternary haa not been rapid enough to 
produce complete landacape inveraion. The dlatrlbutlon of the freah to 
alightly ferruginiaed rounded quartx pebblea found In the low terrace 
doea not extend to the planate interfluvea. Thla can be contracted with 




deposits now for* plnnnte Interfluves es e consequence of repld drelnege 
system modification due to local tectonic tilting (verified bj a study 
visit. May 1983). The highly ferruglnlsed rounded quartz cobbles found 
In the planate interfluve gravels of the Koidu Basin are so markedly 
distinct from the relatively fresh cobbles of the low terraces (Plate 
5.1) that they were probably initially deposited during an early 
Quaternary or even Tertiary phase of landscape modification. Leveque 
(1979. p.127). describes similar deposits from Togo. The ‘ergodlc 
principle*, »therein certain spatial distributions can be related to 
temporal sequences (e.g.. Savlgear. 1952). is supported by these 
observations. Reference to Figure A.7 shows that there is a small 
altitudinal distance separating contemporary valleyfloor deposits from 
Holocene/late (Quaternary terrace deposits, but a relatively large 
distance bet»ieen those low-lying deposits and the highly ferruglnlsed 
••Coammn** »»High** and **Anclent** interfluve surfaces of probable late
(Quaternary or Tertiary age.
The effects of climatic change are generally only felt after a 
relatively long time period in the order of 100-1000 years. Thus 
research into this topic is in an inherently weak position from the 
outset and has had to rely on the comparison of geomorphologlcal systems 
from different climatic regimes. or the results of man-induced changes in 
geomorphic systems that simulate consequences of climatic change, such as 
the damning of rivers (Schum. 1969. p.227). Fortunately, since Bruckner 
(1955) first proposed that the stonelines of West Africa were formed 
under a markedly different (arid) climate to the present, there has been 
considerable research into the effects of climatic change on. for 
instance, fluvial systems (Schumm. 1969. 1977; Falrbrldge. 1976; Knos. 





Thorp. 1980); Intorfluve/valloyfloor systoM (lUckel, 1974, 1979; D« 
Dapper. 1978; Smith. 1982; Boulet et el., 1982); pediment, end glecl. 
(Burke end Durotye. 1971; Avenerd, 1973; Ber.ch end Che.ter, 1972;
Klenmer 1981; Hogg. 1982; Wet.on et el.. 1984); end pedogeomorphlc 
system. (Ruhe. 1956; Butler, 1959; Stoops. 1968; Denlel. et el..
1970; Horrlson. 1978; MecFerlene, 1976, 1983). Most of these studies 
have had to rely on deductive reasoning, as few of the relevant processes 
lend themselves easily to empirical study. Exception, are the field, of 
fluvial hydrology (eg.. Schumm. 1956^), groundwater hydrology (e.g. 
Coventry et al., 1983), soil erosion (e.g. In Morgan, 1981; Millington, 
1984; Valentin, 1984, 1985) and talluvlal processes (Kesel, 1977;
Frostlck and Reid. 1982). However, the further development of absolute 
dating techniques. In particular C14 radiometric dating, ha. allowed many 
otherwise highly tentative deductions to be stated with greater 
confidence. Unfortunately this confidence Is largely restricted to the
40,00()-year range of C14 dating.
The presence of stratigraphic unconformities (such as truncated 
saprolltes, colluvial wedges, palaeosols and burled gravels) In the 
majority of morphofacles types are taken as evidence of shifts In the 
areal extent of process domains In response to environmental changes.
This hypothesis Is supported by the C14 dating of valleyfloor and low 
terrace deposits In the Roldu Basin by Thomas and Thorp (1980). These 
C14 dates showed a remarkably close correlation with the widely-accepted 
Quaternary chronology of West Africa (Talbot, 1980; Street, 1981) based 
on the levels of Lake Chad and Lake Busumtwl (Ghana). The abundance of 
timber and vegetation samples from the time-periods accepted as being
* * *1»
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periods of humidity In West Africa, and vlca varaa. provide further 
evidence that the valleyfloor and terrace depoalts are the result of 
blocllmatlc chanses. rather than random high magnitude flood events.
The diachronous, polygenetlc nature of the Koldu Basin’s laterltlc 
topgravels Is most clearly Illustrated by t%io sets of Indicator 
■aterlals. Relative degrees of quart* clast ferruglnlsatlon can be used 
as an Indicator of relative age, mhllst the presence of exotic rock 
fragments, exotic minerals and rounded quarts clasts points to an ancient 
fluvial source of material. The stratigraphic Indicators and Indicator 
materials recognised during the surflclal geology study are simmarlsed In 
Table 6.2. The deductions regarding the process domains In which these 
Indicator materials formed are, of course, tentative. The possible 
equlflnallty of some formative processes (Bertalanffy, 1950) has been 
considered and consequently all the known formative processes for a given 
material have been cited. However, It goes without saying that many 
aspects of material and landform morphogenesis In the tropics are still
unknown.
) *•
The problem of establishing which of a given nu^er of processes 
and/or what sequence of processes was responsible for the formation of a 
given Indicator material can often be solved by an Iterative study of all 
of the other Indicator materials found In that particular deposit. For 
Instance, the ferruglnlsatlon of quart* clasts may be due to either the 
relatively long-term process of pedoplasmatlon (Bswan and Stoops 1979), 
or the relatively rapid Impregnation by Fe/Mn sesquloxldes at both 
seasonal seepage *ones and where **laterltlc pavements** form. However, 
the latter process will probably also produce an Iron 

































Thickness increases over time due 
to surface wash of concretions and/or 
neoformation of segregations.
Induration of valleyside ground- 
water laterite following fluvial 
incision.
Erosion of interfluve soil/ 
saprolite and washing into 
valley floor.
Concentrated overland flow 
from interfluve to gullies 
or valleyheads.
Soil/saprolite stripping.
Stripping of saprolite} induration 
of Fe/Ma sesquioxides from seasonal 
surface flows .
Erosion and formation of a lag 
gravel} burial under later fill 
deposits.
Lateral éluviation ("washing-out") 
of fine material.
(a) Infilling of desiccation
cracks in stripped saprolite with 
lateritic rubble } only resistant 
clasts survive later chemical 
weathering.
(b) Due to pedoturbation, transfer 











Site imaffected by soil/saprolite 
stripping.
Polygenetic} alternating high 





























1. Rounded quartz 
clasts



















11. "Exotic” minerals 
in top gravel








Abrasion and rolling; 
concentrated overland flow.
Transport from schist belt 
hills flanking the study areas.
In situ sesquioxLde accumulation, 
Specially at seepage zones.
Induration of segregations 
following erosion and slopewash.
Long-term induration; well- 
rounded due to periodic 
colluvial transport.
Induration of saprolite, 
formation of duricrust.
P^doplasmation” of sesquioxides 
along microfissures.
Leaching of sesquioxides, 
hydromorphic conditions.
(a) Long-term alteration from 
kaolinite
(b) Rapid formation, often direct 
from felspar, due to well- 
drained aerobic conditions.
(a) Local Kimierlitic source
(b) Concentration by rills & 
gullying.
Ancient alluvial source for
corundum, tourmaline & staurolite.
Chemical weathering features.
Features indicative of mechanical wear. Fluvial
Neither set of features dominant. Colluvial
Period of pedogenesis followed Residual-







Table 6.2b Postulated : .
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ferruslnlsed rounded quertx end fregiwnts of Iron eesquioxlde-cee^nted 
srevel shows that both types of «eterlel occur In the non-plenete 
Interfluve rone end the velley sides (Colluvlel dostein). Conversely. Iron 
,esquloxlde-ce««ted grevel Is virtually absent fro. the Residual detain 
planate Interfluves: only one example was found, the Kanla burled rill 
deposit (Plate 5.7B). The absence of ••ancient** highly ferruglnlsed 
quartz pebbles from the valleyfloor deposits Is partly due to their 
Inherent (mechanical) weakness, but mainly due to the dissolution of 
Impregnated Iron sesquloxldes. producing rapid disintegration In the 
hydromorphlc environment*
Another example of the problem of deciding whether an Indicator 
material was formed by a process suite that had either a low 
magnltude/long-term nature, or a high magnitude/short-term nature Is 
provided by the presence of glbbslte. The mlcromorphologlcal data show 
that It has two modes of formation. Firstly, glbbslte can result from 
the relatively long-term secondary mineral alteration of Raollnlte, as 
Its presence In the saprollte layers of both valleyfloors and Interfluves 
Indicates. Secondly, glbbslte can form from Raollnlte or directly from 
feldspar (cf. Gaskin, 1975) at sites where drainage Is particularly 
good. Thus glbbslte Is found In all of the layers of both the Ranla 
burled valleyhead deposit and the Yengema Type I terrace, regardless of 
the fact that the Ranla deposit Is apparently much younger than the 
Yengema Type I terrace. Hence drainage Is apparently a more Important 
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Chronology of avanca and depoaita 












































































































































Probable age of 




of Gaiya Valley and 
Ysngrms sub-basin.
TGbobora R. captures 
Yengema drainage:"Ancicnt 
surface** incised.
T-**Hlgh surface** of Koidu 
lasi.n formed.
Tlncision into Koidu 
gasln **High Surface"
Y-"Coeaon Surface** of 
Koidu Basin formed.
Formation of relatively 
well-rounded gravels in 
Alluvial fill 1; wide 
floodplains
Soil/Saprolite stripping, 
truncated saprolite with 
Pe/Mn ses^uioxidc patina; 
fluvial/colluvial valley- 
fill.
Incision to form Type 1 
Low Terrace 6 valleyhead 
extensions; Kania rill; 
Lower colluvial fill; 
forsMtion of Alluvial 
Fill 11.
Formation of palaeosol 
capping lower colluvial 
fill of Type I terraces 
and Kania buried valley- 
heads .
Incision to form Type II 
Low Terrace 6"latcritic 
pavesmnts;** Alluvial 
Pill III in valleyhcad 


















Boys valleyhesd swanp: 
Burial of pottery shards 
under 1.5-2m of fluvial/ 
colluvial fill: recent 
burial of trees under 
O.B-lm of fill.
Table 6.3 Postulated relationships between environmental changes and the deposits o f the Koidu Bas.̂
1. West African data fiom Rognon i Williams (1977). Servant 6 Servant-ViIdary (1980). end Zlnderen-Bekker (1979)
2. Koidu data from Thomas (1980) and Thomas & Thorp (1980)
3. Shaw (1983)
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^ 2 4 «odel of landscape development
Table 6.3 1« en attmipt to correlate the postulated relative ages 
of the deposits and landforas examined In this study iflth the widely 
accepted chronology of Quaternary events In West Africa and the results 
of radiocarbon dating carried out on sediments from eastern Sierra Leone 
(Thomas and Thorp, 1980).
From Table 6.3 It Is clear that periods of environmental stability 
have alternated with periods of Instability. During the periods of 
stability there was a dense vegetation cover, stable slopes, and 
pronounced pedogenesis on the Interfluves. Fluvial activity was limited 
to lateral accretion, the development of wide floodplains with extensive 
back-swamp deposits, and the production of a relatively well-rounded 
quartz-rich basal gravel.
The periods of envlronsmntal Instability «rare apparently triggered 
by a shift from humid to seml-arld conditions, due to changes In the 
ataiospherlc circulation of West Africa resulting from fluctuations In the 
extent of the (Quaternary Ice sheets (Ag«ra and Beug, 1984; Stein and 
Sarnthelm, 1984). The resulting decrease In annual rainfall apparently 
produced a degradation from tropical evergreen broad-leaf forest to 
deciduous open woodland/scrub, tilth the sparser vegetation cover allotrlng 
enhanced ralnsplash erosion and slopewash at the onset of the rainy 
season. This led to soll/saprollte stripping, the deposition of «radges 
of colluvium on lotrar slopes and valleyfloor margins, and the extension 
of distal glacis slopes. Fluvial activity during these arid phases would 
have been minimal, «dth transport and erosion limited to rare 
flash-floods, leading to the Infilling of both the valleyheads and the 
valleyfloor and producing a braided channel pattern, «rith alluvial 




Th« return of »or« humid conditions none tho end of theso porlods 
of Instsbllltj probsblj produced even greeter stripping end erosion, es 
the time teken for e denser vegetetion cover to become re-estebllshed mej 
heve been too long to provide edequete protection egeinst the increesed 
relnsplesh erosion end slopewesh. An Inltlel colluvlel infilling of the 
velleyfloors mould eventuelly be repleced by velleyfloor scour es 
vegetetion steblllsed the slopes end the discherge of the rivers grew. 
This fluviel incision %rould heve forsmd new terreces (thet were lergely 
stripped of their elluviel fill leyers by velleyside slopewesh end 
gullying), es well es re-excevetlng the buried velleyheeds with heedwerd 
erosion, until the fluviel system echieved equilibrium.
There is ercheeologlcel evidence (Shew, 1983) of humen occupetlon 
in the Yengeme eree over the lest 3,000 yeers, with terming probebly 
beginning some 2,000 yeers ego. The resultent deforestetion hes produced 
e dominently sevenne vegetetion type in the Yengeme end Kenie erees, 
despite the Koidu Besin heving e seesonelly humid, tropicel climete. It 
eppeers thet the present bioclimetic conditions perteining in the YengMe 
end Kenie erees ere close to e threshold beyond tihich soll/seprollte 
stripping occurs. Indeed, in those perts of the Yengeme eree with 




Reference to Teble 1.2, the geologicel end geomorphologicel events 
thet heve effected Sierre Leone, Senegembie end the Guyenes, shows thet 
there is evidence of longer-term periods of elterneting environments! 
stebility end instebility, respectively tersmd *Biostjfesie* end 
’Rhexlstesle* by Brherdt (1955). The beuxites end neershore sediments of 
the Guyenes ere perticulerly well deted using e «ride renge of techniques,
notebly stretigrephy end profile morphology (Bleekley, 1964; Aleve, 1965,
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19«1): ■Inet.los» (Krook, 1979); «»Jor •l.^nt dUtcibutloni (PolUck, 
1981«. 1981b); «nd «b«ol»t« d.tlns. back Into th. T « r t U n ,  by 
p.l,bology (*.« d.r HuiMn «ad WlJ-.tr«. 1964). th. r..«lt« of th... 
itudl«« lndle«t« th«t -«rln* r«8r«««lon. produeed «rldlty «long th« 
co«»t«l -«rgln of th« 0»y«n« croton («« «*«11 «« « ««Jor lo««rlns of h««« 
1«»«1) «nd thu. l«d to « porlod of «nvlron-nntnl In.tnblllty.
Convoronly. ««rln« tr«n«gr««.lon» produc«d «nh«nc«d hn-ldlty on Innd, 
«,.ocUt«d «rlth p«d08«««.U «nd d««p eh««lc.l ,*««th«rlns. Th« «nnlogy 
wlth th« W«.t hfrlenn croton 1« cl««r: «n.tntlc ««• l«v«l chnng«. w>«ld 
produco chnng«. In rnglonol b«.« l«v«l. «nd. gW«n th« «xton.lv« con.tnl 
piolo of th« Slorro boonoon «octlon of th« croton, grnntly «Iter th« 
dl-otlc roglM of th« Intorlor. th« «ppllcotlon of thl. ««« 
lovel/onvlronowntol chnng« «nologuo to th« W««t *frlc«n croton 1«
«upportod by th« occurronco of .ub«-rln« torme«« «nd dolto. off th«
Slorro Loonoon eooot. contro.tlng «Ith polooobooeh dopo.lt« «o-o 40- 
«bov« pr«««nt ««« lovol <IUef«rlnn« «t «1.. 1981, p.7) «nd th« «vldoneo 
of torrlglnou. «nvlron-ontol ehong«« dorlvod fro« th« «noly.l. of d««p 
..« ««dl-«nt coro. (Boxrukov «nd Sonln. 1970; hclU.tor «t «1.. 1970).
Th« proooneo of eoor«« «rkoole .«ndotono«. burlod «t dopth In th« 
Colnoxolc Bullo- suri«« .«dl-ont. of Slorm buon« OUePorlono «t «1., 
1981). polnt. to porlod. of lo- ««« lovol. -Ith «rld cll-oto. produclng 
-Inl-ol eh«-lc«l «oothorlng «nd «ovor« «ro.lon of th« B«««-«nt Co-pl«x 
gronltoldo. Th« «plorogonlc upllft of th« Onln«« Do-« durlng «nd «ftnr 
th. oponlng of th« htlontlc (Tho-o. «t «1, W«5b) con only hovo «nhoncod 
conto—por«noou. porlod. of «nvlron—«ntol ln.t«blllty In th« «tudy roglon.
> •.
Th« «u.totle ««« lovol chnng«« «nd toetonlc dofor-ntlon. outllnod 
«bove «nd rocordod In Tobi« 1.2 corro.pond to th« "Boundory Condition." 




,.n.ltl»ltT « d  I h ^ o M t l M U » .  if th. 8«o«>rphologle.l « v o m l o n
of tho YengoM »nd K»nU iiib-b.»iii» *»• only tho c u l t  of thoio boundary 
condition., thon t«o •orphologlc.Uy .taU.r nr... .honld ro.nlt. tb. 
ro.ult. of thl. .tody »bow thnt t b U  U  dourly not tho eo.o: two 
dUtlnct .ub-bo.ln. hovo d.vdopod within tho goldu Booln undor tho o o m  
«at of boundary condition». Tho roa»on» for t h U  opparontly 11« In whot 
Brun»den and Thorn«» (op.clt.) t.r»»d -Bxtarn.1 Varlabl.»“, In thl» e.»a 
variation» In badrock lithology, dralnaga »y»t«« davalopMnt and land 
u»a. hll »how »«rkad dlfforane«» batwaan tha Tangau and kanla aub-baaln».
"Intarnal »«rlablaa" notably tha affact of "aglng" on tha »tructura 
and fartlllty of »oli (Furlay. 197». p.l7»; Mlllot. 1982. p.585). bava 
apparantly >ada a «»ra llwltad contrlbutlon to tha landacapa avolutlon of 
tha Koldu Baaln, thalr affact» balng wo.t «ffactlva In tha Baaldual 
do»«ln of tha planata Intarfluva». Thl» « a y  «»plaln why tha kanla 
»ub-b«»ln, dOBlnatad by planata Intarfluva». ha» «n opan »«vanna 
vagatatlon whan tha praaant cllwata apparantly «llow» for a aacondary 
for«»t/»«vanna-bu»h vagatatlon. Tha adjacant, «ora dlaaactad (and «ora 
Intanalvaly farMd). Tangawa aub-baaln ha» aacondary foraat/aavanna buah 
vagatatlon. whlch aay ba largaly dua to tha graatar aupply of «Inaral» to 
thè soli of thlf «ree tram bedrock eroilon..
t ' •
A coBperison of the eltlaetrlc frequency dlegreae for the Kenle end 
Yenseme ereee (Table A.l) reveale a great deal about their relative 
morphogeneaea. Whllat both areaa have both "High- and -Common- aurfacea 
at ca.396n and ca.385* A.S.L. reapectlvelj, the Inclalon that led to the 
abandonment of the -High aurface- by the rivera of the Kanla aub-baaln 
appeara to have been gradual» with the -High aurface- ffeygtng Into the 
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contraft. the fluvial Inclalon that ahlfted rlvera fro« the -Hlsh 
surface** to the **Cowaon surface** In the Yensema suh-basln appears to have 
been relatively short, sharp, and profound, producing a clear break 
between the two surfaces. A similar pronounced Incision appears to have 
affected the **Ancient surface** of the Yengema area %ihlch lies at ca.41Am 
A.S.L. If the **Anclent surface** correlates with the High Glacis of West 
Africa It was probably Incised some 700,000 years ago (Table 6.3).
Whilst the present Galya River flows south»westward& Into the 
Gbobora river system, the gradient of the **Anclent surface** along the 
Galya valley Is northwards towards the Shongbo river system (cf.Figure 
4.1). This Indicates that not only did a period of severe fluvial 
Incision occur, but also that a profound drainage pattern modification 
affected the Yengema sub-basin, namely, the capture of the previously 
northerly-draining Yengema drainage by the Gbobora River. In contrast, 
there Is no evidence of the Ranla sub-basin experiencing such a profound 
modification of drainage pattern. This difference In drainage system 
development appears to be the only explanation for the Yengema area*s 
greater sensitivity to periods of fluvial Incision, during, and since, 
the (Quaternary.
The Yenxema sub-basin has been profoundly affected by river 
capture, given the evidence cited above. The ensuing changes In drainage 
direction and local falls In base level produced Incision, valleyhead 
extensions and gullying, probably enhancing the effectiveness of 
soll/saprollte stripping In a similar way to that studied by Olofln 
(1980) In Northern Nigeria, where a drainage system was modified by 
reservoir construction. It Is postulated that the degree of 
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go Intense thet Urge erees of bedrock were exposed. The exposure of 
bedrock tends to produce e positive feedback loop, ifhereby the relative 
elevation of rock dones Increases with each period of soll/saprollte 
stripping, as the relatively deep, easily-eroded foot-slope saprollte Is 
resK>ved, leading to the formation of Inselbergs and bombards (Willis, 
1936; Ruxton, 1958; Thosms, 1966b, Huralt, 1967). Inselbergs are 
enhanced, rather than diminished and destroyed, by alternating periods of 
deep weathering and soll/saprollte stripping, becoming ••acyclic** 
landforms. The granodlorltlc hills with durlcrust cappings can be 
regarded as -partly acyclic-. In that they have survived largely Intact 
through the erosive periods of the Quaternary. However, during each 
erosive period there appears to have been fragmentation around the 
margins of these durlcrust cappings, and they are gradually destroyed: 
their preservation depends largely on their original areal extent and 
degree of Induration, nevertheless. It appears that the Inselbergs, rock 
bars and durlcrust cappings of the Tengema area are -relict- features 
that were largely formed as a consequence of the profound changes In 
local drainage and local base level during the early Quaternary. They 
have not been significantly modified by the environmental Instabilities
of the late Quaternary.
1 ‘
The contemporary morphodynamlcs of the Yengema area appear to be 
poised between (1) pedogenesis with soll/saprollte formation and (ID 
soll/saprollte stripping with fluvial Incision and periodic 
-flushlng-out- of valleyfloor sediments. The evidence for this Includes 
the large areas of rock outcrop; the virtual absence of burled 
valleyhead deposits; the presence of recent Type II terraces; the 
absence of soll/saprollte cover In some swale xones; and the presence of 
0.5-l.Om of recent colluvial/fluvial fill In valleyhead ssramps. It may be
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thftt th* Yengews »ub-b*tln has bs^n In this **thrnfhold** tltunbion tine# 
th« poftulated «nrly Qunternarf drnlnng« syst«» «odlflcntlon that 
appnrnntly triggered eo «ueb incision end soll/seprollte stripping. If 
the local drelnege system has still not achieved equilibrii» this may 
explain the area’s susceptibility to fluvial incision. The extensive 
rock outcrops only enhance overland flow and thus exacerbate 
soil/saprolite stripping.
The Kania sub-basin may, in fact, be an exawple of the type of 
landscape that existed in the Tenge»a area prior to the period of severe 
soil/saprolite stripping outlined above. The Kania area has maintained a 
relatively thick soll/saprollte mantle and consequently has few rock 
exposures, and a lower drainage density than the Yengema area (cf. Table 
4.1). The main reason for this appears to be that the Kania area 
drainage system, has been undisturbed by the profound changes in drainage 
pattern that are thought to have affected the Yengema sub-basin. The 
PanpAifyi drainage basin is positioned in a headwater zone of the 
Meya-Moinde-Woyie drainage system (cf. Figures 4.1 and 4.F). Thus the 
deeply entrenched and long—established Meya-Moinde River appears to have 
acted as a •’buffer” for the Kania area, placed »fell away from any river 
rejuvenation ’’pulses” that might have progressed up the Sewa and Bafi 
rivers. Thus the long-sections of rivers draining the Kania area (Figure
4.7) show that although a major river rejuvenation pulse has apparently 
progressed up the Meya and Uoyie rivers to ca. 870m A..S.L., this has not 
yet affected the Pawpawyi stream, most of which lies above 880m.
» 1
From the preceding discussion it is clear that the Kania area has 
been less affected than the Yengema area by recent, probably 
Intra-Holocene, fluvial incision (cf. Table 6.3). However, the
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widespread occurrence of the -Comnon surface- In the Kanla area as well 
as rewnants of the -High surface-, (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7), Indicate 
that the Kanla area experienced at least two periods of major fluvial 
erosion to incise these surfaces. If the -Coi«on- and -High- surfaces 
equate with the Low and Middle Glacis surfaces of West Africa, this would 
place the periods of Incision at soon after 40,000 and 100,000 years B.P. 
respectively (cf. Table 6.3). This Is In agreement with the model of 
landscape development outlined over the previous pages. In that extensive 
glacis deposits are thought to form under seml-arld conditions, with the 
return to more humid conditions being associated with severe fluvial 
erosion and enhanced soll/saprollte stripping. It thus appears that 
although the -boundary conditions- of regional base level and climate 
affecting the Koldu Basin dictate whether periods of glacis formation 
dominate over periods of fluvial Incision, the local -external 
variables-, particularly differences In lithology, drainage system 
development and degree of rock outcrop, dictate how effective periods of
Incision are In each sub-basin.
Other models that seek to explain tropical landscape development 
contain elesmnts that explain some, though not all, of the material and 
landform associations observed In this study. Though It was not the aim 
of this study specifically to test for the operation of one or another 
model. It appears that the classical Davlslan (1899) model of landscape 
evolution by the wearing-down of residual relief does not apply here; If 
anything, erosive events have tended to enhance the height of Inselbergs 
over periods of 10^-10^ years. Mor can the pedlmentatlon of hard 
rock surfaces proposed by King (1948) be a major contemporary process, 
given the extensive soll/saprollte mantles; furthermore, the 
wearing-back of residual relief only appears to occur In the relatively




A number of feeturee recosnlsed in thli itudy heve been deecrlbed 
by prevlotti euthore who pieced verylnR decrees of empheele on the 
Inpllcetlons such features have on tropical landscape evolution. The 
relationship between (a) deep weatherlns and the foration of subsurface 
residual relief and (b) slope-wash and slncls formation was emphasised by 
Budel (1957). Soll/saprollte strlpplns was recognised by Bruckner 
(1955). Bolster (1969). Rhodenberg (1970). Burke and Durotye (1971) and 
recently Debaveye and De Dapper (1986). as a key factor In the formation 
of Interfluve stonelines. Mantled and stripped landscapes were 
correlated with periodic climatic events by Butler (1959), Mabbutt 
(1961a. 1966) and Avenard (1973a). The «steady-state- approach to 
tropical landsurface lowering has been supported by the studies of 
chemical weathering and lateral éluviation by Stheeman (1932, p.8), 
Ruxton (1958, p.375), SlvarajasIngham (1968, p.9). Hall (1974, p.28). De 
Dapper (1979, p.99), and Spath (1981. p.226). > 1
Long-term widespread fluvial erosion, or -panplanatlon- was 
proposed by Crlckmay (1933; 1975) as a mechanism capable of producing 
extensive plains with rare residual hills. This theory Is supported by 
the study of pediments and Inselbergs In Arlxona by Rahn (1966, p.21A).
The presence of rounded quartz cobbles In the laterltlc gravels of 
Interfluves In south-eastern Sierra Leone (SlvarajasIngham, 1968, p.6).
In the Ivory Coast (Leneuf, 1964) In central Togo (Leveque, 1979, p.l27) 
and in South Australia (Mllnes at al., 1985) also points to long-term 
fluvial reworking of the entire landscape. Leveque (op.clt.) proposed a 
pre-()uaternary age for the deposition and abandonment of the Togo 
fluvial deposits. The evidence from this study, both In terms of land 
form, with the -Connon**, -High« and -Ancient« surfaces; and In terms of 
materials, «rlth the presence of rounded quartz cobbles In the interfluve glacis
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travels, partly aupporta Cricloaay’a panplanatlon hypothasia.
wKfftholanatlon**. at outlined by Thonat (1974, p.228-257) ,
alloirt all these threads of theory and observation to be tied 
together. This »odel has Its foundations In the concepts of deep 
weathering followed by soll/saprollte stripping proposed by Falconer 
(1911, p.246), Wayland (1934) and Willis (1936); and on the -double 
surfaces of levelling- proposed by Budel (1957). with alternating periods 
of -blostasle- and -rhexlstasle- (Erhardt, 1955) acting alongside 
-on-golng- landscape lowering by the subsurface lateral éluviation of 
weathered material. The etchplanatlon model was largely derived from the 
results of African fieldwork, but recent supportive studies have come 
from central Australia (Falrbrldge and Flnkl, 1980); Arizona (Moss, 
1977); Suriname (Kroonenberg and Melltz, 1983) and Malaysia (Debaveye 
and DeDapper, 1986), whilst Mlllot (1982) has proposed a similar model 
based on French pedogeomorphlc research. Budel (1957) did not accept 
that tropical rivers had the ability to erode. Incise and modify the 
landscape to any great degree. He proposed slopewash as the main agent 
of transport and erosion and paid relatively little attention to the 
effects of blocllmatlc change. The results of this study show that 
slopewash and glacis formation are only one part of the sequence of 
events that produce tropical planatlon. It appears that over the 
long-term, during the Calnozolc, virtually the entire landscape has been 
affected by fluvial reworking, with the occurrence of at least three 
major periods of fluvial Incision. The effectiveness of fluvial Incision 
Is greatly enhanced If the main material It acts on Is deeply weathered 
saprollte, and It appears that periods of -blostasle- and pedogenesis 
preceded the postulated periods of major fluvial Incision.
. ^
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Th« pr«ienc« of human artefacts incorporated In stonelines
or burled beneath l-2m of colluvial/fluvlal fill In the Boya ralleyhead 
swasip indicates how serious and widespread the impact of man on the 
environment of the Koldu Basin has been over the last 3,000 years. The 
type of landuse by man, through the degree of forest clearance and the 
intensity of farming, has become an additional "external variable", 
having most effect on the degree of slopewash and glacis formation: in 
effect, a surrogate for seml-arld/open savanna bioclimatic conditions.
The l-2m of recent colluvial/fluvial fill in the Tengema valley swamps 
indicates that considerable amounts of topsoil have been eroded. In some 
swales and on some particularly narrow, elongate interfluves both topsoil 
and topgravel appear to have recently been eroded away as a consequence 
of forest clearance and over-farming (though these may have been sites of 
enhanced erosion and sparse topsoil/topgravel formation throughout the 
Quaternary).
More recently, the effects of mining disturbance over the last 50 
years, although smre localised than agricultural disturbance, may have an 
even greater long-term effect on the environment of the Koidu Basin (cf. 
Douglas, 1967a). The excavation of valleyfloor deposits and the 
construction of flood-relief channels has produced straighter channel 
flow. This fuiy account for the recent Type II terraces in the Yengema 
area and the "pulse" of river rejuvenation apparently progressing up the 
drainage system of the Kania area. If the large-scale strip-^iining of 
the glacis-interfluve stonelines goes ahead without measures to conserve 
and replace topsoil, hundreds of square kilometers of land would be 
virtually devoid of soil and vegetation cover for many years to come 
(see, for instance, Kreiger, 1984; Avenard and Hichel, 1985). The 
effect on local environmental stability might then match the
• '. »1
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de*«rtlfIcatlon phases of the Ceinosoic. Add to this the effect of 
enhanced fluvial erosion, and the results could be catastrophic.
In conclusion, the differences betiieen the Yengesia and Kanla study 
areas are apparently due to the effects that local variations In 
lithology, drainage system history, degree of rock outcrop, and landuse 
have on the balance between pedogenesis and fluvial Incision, 
soll/saprollte stripping or glacis formation. The results of this study 
Indicate that the etchplanatlon model can explain both the contemporary 
morphodynamlcs of tropical landscapes and also their long-term evolution, 
as well as providing a basis for predicting future environmental hazards.
6.3 Applications
The main application of this study has been In the field of mineral 
exploration, namely the distribution of secondary diamond deposits In the 
Koldu Basin. The evidence derived from the studies of both morphofacles 
types and Interfluve crest/valleyfloor transects led to the recognition 
of over twenty stratigraphic and material Indicators, (Table 6.2), each 
formed under one of three process domains: Residual, storing material; 
Colluvial, shedding material; and Fluvial, concentrating material.
Within contemporary process domains relict Indicator materials have been 
found, providing Insights Into the palaeoenvlronments of such sites. » •.
Of particular Interest are those relict Indicator materials formed 
by fluvial processes. Their occurrence In the deposits of hillside 
benches, glacis slopes and planate Interfluves Indicates that virtually 
every part of the Koldu Basin, has at some time during the Calnozolc been 
part of the fluvial domain. The distribution of diamonds In the
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•xten«lve glacis/Interfluve gravels Is thus partly related to 
concentrations of diamond In ancient alluvial deposits, as »fell as being 
related to residual deposits derived from local klmberlltlc bedrock. « •
The distribution of these secondary diamond deposits has been 
further complicated by both Quaternary and contemporary morphodynamlcs. 
During the Quaternary, gullying and rilling »fere severe enough to extend 
back Into even the planate Interfluves. The effectiveness of rills In 
concentrating material Is Illustrated by Walker’s (1964) study of burled 
channels In a glacis deposit: the competence of the slope»fash »fas 5mm, 
whereas that of the rlll»fash »fas 100mm. Similarly, the concentrations of 
heavy minerals from the palaeo-rlll excavated at Kanla »fere an order of 
magnitude higher than from adjacent laterltlc gravels (vlx. Figure 5.8). 
Rlll»fash on the Interfluves of the Koldu Basin has produced **pay streaks 
of re-»forked and re-concentrated dlamondlferous gravel In other»flse 
lo»f-grade palaeoplacers. Further modification of these palaeoplacers has 
continued under contemporary process domains, »rlth dlamondlferous gravel 
being »»diluted** by the neoformation of laterltlc clasts, and concentrated 
by fluvlal/colluvlal abrasion and laterlte dissolution under hydromorphlc 
conditions.
! ' '
The efficiency of mineral exploration has been Improved by the use 
of a model that can explain the formation and distribution of 
dlsmondlferous deposits In terms of their Initial long-term deposition 
and In terms of their more recent re»forklng and reconcentration. The use 
of a geomorphologlcal model has allo»fed sites of long-term or recent 
material concentration to be targetted for mineral exploration, as »fell 
as allo»flng the use of a stratified sampling strategy based on the 
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rather then the tredltlonel. slower (end «ore expensive)
systemetlc grld-se«pllng of vlrtuelly the entire lendseepe. Confidential 
reports on this topic heve been prepared for both the National Dlawond 
Mining CO. of Sierra Leone. B.P. Minerals International PLC and for Ghana 
Consolidated Dla«ond Mines Ltd./U.M.D.P. Blrl« Valley Project (Teenw, 
1983a. 1983b). The reader Is referred to Thonas et al. (1985a). 
reproduced In Appendix A. for a full discussion of the «Ineral 
exploration applications of this study.
6.4 Assess«ent of «ethods used
Whilst It Is acknowledged that a rando« syste« of fleld-sa«pllng 
would have virtually ell«lnated any chance of sa«pllng bias and allowed 
for a «ore rigorous statistical analysis of data concerning landfor« and 
material variations, the circumstances In which this project was carried 
out made such a sampling system virtually Impossible to Implement. One 
of the main problems with a system of random sampling would have been the 
accurate location of the sample sites, given the extensive pinnate 
Interfluves, tall ‘llephant Grass*, and consequent Intervlslblllty 
problems. PurthersK>re. the field sampling had to be carried out within 
the constraints Imposed by working In a district of active surface 
mining, where relatively few areas have been totally undisturbed by 
miners. On the other hand, one positive result of over 50 years of 
surface mining for this study was the large database of data on surflclal 
geology for the Koldu Basin. In the end. the stratified system of pit 
transects outlined In Chapter 2 proved to be cost-effective, given the 
limited tlsm. transport and funds available. One key point with this 
system Is that the orientation of transects should not be solely
1
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orthasonal to the velleyfloor exls: et leeet one transect should cut the 
interfluve po.ro.Uet to the vallejfloor. Were It not for this, the 
presence of palaeorllls on Kanla Interfluve »iould have gone unnoticed.
k SMjor flaw in the sampling strategy ca*e during the laboratory 
analysis of particle size distributions. On hindsight, only two 
••representative** transects from each study area - sone 200 to 250 saaples 
needed to be given the full particle size distribution analysis used for 
this study (re. Section 2.4). The other slz transects, s o m  300 to 350 
sasiples, need only have been sieved to find the percentages of fines 
(-62pm), sand (62-2000pm) and gravel (♦ 2000pm) to provide adequate 
textural inforsMtion. The time that would have been saved by 
reorganising the particle size analysis would have been better spent on 
the scanning electron microscopy and image analysis studies of sand 
grains, both of which showed potential as Indicators of the formative 
environsmnts the sand grains had encountered.
The micromorphological studies provided much useful information 
about the structural variations within and between morphofacles types. 
However, the near impossibility of taking in situ samples from the 
concretionary lateritic gravels and the easy access to the basal 
gravel/saprolite interface of the valley floors, led to an oversampling 
of the swamps and terraces in an attempt to test whether or not swamp 
saprolites were **washed** by lateral éluviation. This was at the expense 
of examining the micromorphological variations of the interfluve and 
glacis zone morphofacies types.
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The limited amount of X-ray diffraction analytes that could be 
carried out for this study supported the clay mineralogy findings of thin 
taction analyses, but could yield no information on the types of 
tetquioxide accumulations in the samples. Samples of lateritic 
segregations, nodules and pisoliths have since been sent to University 
College, Dublin, for electron microprobe analysis, in an attempt to fill
this information gap.
The MINITAB statistical package was found to be an adequate and 
versatile means of analysing the large database amassed by this study.
The c/m diagram (Figure 5.5) provided a useful, though time-consuming, 
means of distinguishing proposed layer types; whilst the ternary 
diagrams of Figure 5.6 provided a rapid means of testing whether or not 
proposed morphofacies types had characteristic textures for given 
layers. The silt:clay ratios and percentage clay depth functions »fere 
useful guides to the genesis of deposits. The index of gravel petrography 
not only showed marked variations between most morphofacies types but 
also provided a means of both suMsarising and mapping gravel compositions.
• 'I
6.5 im of f indinas
1. Bach type of Unit Landform, identified on the basis of detailed 
geomorphological mapping, was found to have a characteristic stratigraphy 
or **Morphofacies type** on the basis of profile morphology, gravel 
petrography and particle sise distribution studies. Comparative analysis 
of the proportions of gravel (-fTmm), sand (0.<>6 - 2.0wm) and fines 
(-0.06nm) was found to be the most effective way of distinguishing 
between both layer types and morphofacies types.
. y
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2. Three typ** process doMsin have been recosnlsed In the 
present landscape of the Koldu Basin: Residual, Colluvial and Fluvial. 
Bach has been dlstlnsulshed on the basis of a unique set of stratlsraphlc 
or «aterlal Indicators. The presence of stratigraphie unconformities and 
exotic Indicator smterlals In the majority of deposits points to shifts 
In the areal extents of process domains over time, largely In response to 
Calnoxolc environmental changes.
3. àltlmetrlc analyses reveal that both the Yengema and the Kanla 
sub-basins have a stepped sequence of near-planate surfaces, from the 
valleyfloor and low terraces up to the -Co«son- and -High- surfaces of 
the Interfluves. The hillside benches along the Galya Valley apparently 
are remnants of an -Ancient surface-, the slope of »ihlch Indicates that 
the Yengesia sub-basin once drained northwards Into the Shongbo River, 
rather than south tiestwards Into the Gbobora River.
I .
4. The relative ages of deposits (deduced from stratigraphic and 
material Indicators) and the sequence of near-planate surfaces have been 
correlated with the widely accepted chronology of environmental changes 
In West Africa (Table 6.3). The climatic oscillations that have affected 
West Africa since the Tertiary have apparently greatly affected the Koldu 
Basin. Humid periods with Intense pedogenesis and deep chemical 
weathering have alternated with arid periods characterised by 
soll/saprollte stripping. This scenario of geomorphlc events fits the 




5. The markedly different landscapea of the Yengema and Kanla 
gub-baslns are apparently the result of local differences In lithology, 
degree of rock outcrop, drainage system development and land use. The 
degree of fluvial Incision, In particular, appears to have been enhanced 
In the Yengema sub-basin, probably as a consequence of profound changes 
In drainage direction resulting from river capture by the Gbobora River 
In the early Quaternary. The greater degree of Incision, soll/saprollte 
stripping and rock exposure In the Yengema area has produced a partlallx 
utehplaln. No equivalent period of severe fluvial Incision has 
apparently affected the Kanla sub-basin and It now forms a mantled 
etcholaln.
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Palaeogeomorphology and the occurrence of diamondiferous placer
deposits in Koidu, Sierra Leone
M. F. Thomas, M. B. Thorp* & R. M. Teeuw
Republic of Ireland
s u m m a r y : -n » ..om on*..»» “ ■* 
field in Sierra Leone are
a humid tropical environment of diverse re for use In devising prospecting
sources. A morphogenetic terrwn _ and sediment analysis of terrain units
programmes, based on headwater swamps and stream ffoodplains provide a
mapped at 1:1250. Valley floors frameworkfor deductions concerning interflu-
radiScarboiydated late Quaternary stoneline deposits interspersed
vial domains containing interfliives as well as piedmont ’glacis* contain alluvial
with non-alluvial crosional slopes. nuaitz and iron concretions derived from formerindicators within gravels composed of bedr^ q̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ downwasting and
landsurfaces. A process |.,eral shifts of drainage lines and (»ntinued supply of
diagenesis of ancient degra^d alluyiaU feeders of coarsTclasts
diamonds from erosion fhe use of acomorphology to provide descriptive
procedure for use by mining geologists.
The kimberlite sources in Sierra Leone octmr as a 
deeply eroded system of dykes and small pijyes 
intruded into the Archaean basement d ^n g  the 
Cretaceous (92 Ma; Bardet & Vachette 1966). They 
occupy two fault-bounded basins in the east of the 
country, developed across migmatized gneiss, and 
granodiorite, intruded by late kinematic granites and 
enclosed by hill ranges of amphibolitic 
rocks (Hall 1974; Rollinson 1978; H. R. Williams 
1978; MacFarlane et al. 1981). Sedimentary xcnoliths 
found in the pipes belong to a former Palaewoic coyer 
(Hubbard 1%7, 1983), and possibly to the Ordovtaan 
Saionya Scarp Series which outcrops close to the 
Guinea border. Repeated uplift, tilting and faulting of 
the basement along the Niger-Atlantic waterehed 
(U o  Uplift) to the north has led to periods of 
dissection by the Atlantic flowing drainage, inter­
rupted by episodes of partial planation across the more
susceptible rocks (Fig. 1). .
Koidu is an area of low relief between 350 Md 
415 m a.s.l. comprised of shallow valleys and lovv, flat 
interfluves, interrupted by occasional granite msel- 
bergs and schist-belt hills (Fig. 2). The area *
complex interior plateau (Dixey 1922; Hall 1974) and 
is drained, mainly to the north and west, .by 
headwaters of the Bafi-Sewa River system, but 
encroaching headwaters of the Moa River sharp y 
dissect the southern margins. Annual '*
2300 mm, concentrated between March and October,
and the natural vegetation cover was once tall rain 
forest, most of which has been cleared. However, the 
forest-savanna boundary is within 100 km and sharp 
rainfall gradients occur to the north, making this area 
particularly sensitive to climatic and vegetatwnal 
cKbiicc
In the Koidu and adjacent areas, landscape evolu­
tion and placer formation during the later Cenozmc 
proceeded by the differential lowering of the basement 
rocks with respect to the duricrusted supracrustal 
formations, by deep chemical weathering and suriaM 
erosion of the saprolite mantles which were episod­
ically accelerated by climatic fluctuations (Stein & 
Sarntheim 1984), and by pulses of epeiric uplift. Such 
lowering of deeply weathered basement landsrapes 
while maintaining a generally planate form (and as 
relief increases on adjacent, more ‘■*“ *‘*'1* 
tions) is termed etchplanation (Thomas 1974, 19oU, 
Thomas &  Thorp 1985). During the development of 
such etchplains, erosional energy on them remaiiu 
generally weak so that while the landsurface is 
continuously lowered by the export of solutes, 
and fine sands, the weathering-resistant, larger and 
heavier clasts may be retained for long periods after 
the destruction of ancient landscape levels.
Since their extrusion during the Cretaaous, the 
diamondiferous kimberlites and the surrounding coun­
try rocks have probably been eroded by at least 
1000 m. During this erosion, diamonds m excess ot
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Palaeogeomorphology and the occurrence of diamondiferous placer
deposits in KoidUp Sierra Leone
M. F. Thomas, M. B. Thorp* & R. M. Teeuw
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SUM M AR Y: h «  ,~ » » n * « ! < w  ^  ‘■“ T i  
field in Sierra Uone are examined to p r o « ^  a
a humid tropical environment of fa t k v i i  prospecting
«H«ce». A  morphogeneuc
swimjfand «re^ImfSKlplaini proviAj a
indicators wjthin gravels composed of beorocK quarw anu» ¡„dM^te, downwastint and
procedure for use by mining geologists.
The kimberlite sources in Sierra Leone occur as a 
deeply eroded system of dykes and small pipes 
intruded into the Archaean basement during the 
Cretaceous (92 Ma; Bardet & Vachette 1966). Tiiey 
occupy two fault-bounded basins in the cast of the 
country, developed across migniatizcd gneiss, and 
granodiorite. intruded by late kinematic granites and 
enclosed by hill ranges of amphibolitic supracrustal 
rocks (Hall 1974; Rollinson 1978; H. R. Williams 
1978; MacFarlane et al. 1981). Sedimentary xenoliths 
found in the pipes belong to a former Palaeozoic 
(Hubbard 1%7, 1983). and possibly to the Ordoviaan 
Saionya Scarp Series which outcrops close to the 
Guinea border. Repeated uplift, tilting and faulting of 
the basement along the Niger-Atlantic watenhed 
(Leo Uplift) to the north has led to periods of 
dissection by the Atlantic flowing drainage, inter­
rupted by episodes of partial planation across the more 
susceptible rocks (Fig. 1).
Koidu is an area of low relief between 350 and 
415 m a.s.l. a>mprised of shallow valleys and low, flat 
interfluves, interrupted by occasional granite insel- 
bergs and schist-belt hills (Fig. 2). The area is part of a 
complex interior plateau (Dixey 1922; Hall 1974) and 
is drained, mainly to the north and west, .by 
headwaters of the Bafi-Sewa River ^te m , but 
encroaching headwaters of the Moa River sharply 
dissect the southern margins. Annual rainfall is 
2300 mm, concentrated between March and October,
and the natural vegetation cover was once tall rain 
forest, most of which has been cleared. However, the 
forest-savanna boundary is within 100 km and sharp 
rainfall gradients occur to the north, making this area 
particularly sensitive to climatic and vegetational
chBflffC
In the Koidu and adjacent arew, landscape evolu­
tion and placer formation during the later Cenozoic 
proceeded by the differential lowering of the basement 
rocks with respect to the duricrusted supracrustal 
formations, by deep chemical weathering and surfaw 
erosion of the saprolite mantles which were episod­
ically accelerated by climatic fluctuations (Stein & 
Sarntheim 1984), and by pulses of epeiric uplift. Such 
lowering of deeply weathered basement landscapes 
while maintaining a generally planate form (and as 
relief increases on adjacent, more résistât fo” "?' 
tions) is termed eichplanation (Thomas 1974, 1980; 
Thomas &  Thorp 1985). During the development of 
such etchplains, erosional energy on them remains 
generally weak so that while the landsurface is 
continuously lowered by the export of solutes, clays 
and fine sands, the weathering-resistant, larger and 
heavier clasts may be retained for long periods after 
the destruction of ancient landscape levels.
Since their extrusion during the Cretaceous, the 
diamondiferous kimberlites and the sunounding coun­
try rocks have probably been eroded by at least 
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50 Mear, have been released from the two kimberlite 
outcrop areas at Koidu and Tongo and become widely 
dispersed down the Sewa and Moa nver systems and 
over the coastal plains between these two rivers. An 
unknown quantity have also accumulated in the 
offshore sediments (Sutherland 1982).
Despite this long history of diamond release and 
lone-distance transport, the bulk of the diamonds have 
been mined within 20 km of the two source areas 
clearly implying long-term storage of diamond within 
the landscape. However, the floodplain alluvial wdi- 
ments which contained the bulk of the mined 
diamonds show ages of less than 35,000 years ( ^ ^ a s  
& Thorp 1980). These diamonds have clearly been 
derived mainly from earlier floodplain depositó by 
erosion. Remnants of these earlier deposits survive m  
fringing terraces and as enigmatic pockets of diamonds 
and alluvial pebbles in otherwise residual interfluvial
* With decreasing volumes of ‘pay’ gravel, interest 
shifted towards these higher, degraded terraces and 
the interfluvial gravels. However, earlier prospecting 
experience had shown that in them diamond ^ u r -  
rence and grades usually could be accurately deter­
mined only by large bulk sampling. The 
these gravels therefore required different field p r ^ -  
dures, based upon a detailed understanding of their 
geomorphology.
Aims and objectives
The main aim of this study is to provide a methodolo- 
ev for the appraisal of palaeoplacers that ap^ar as 
higher level gravels in terms of their diamond-beanng 
potential. Three objectives were identified.
1. To develop a morphogenetic terrain moitel of the 
lease area which would embrace the fondamental 
landform units and their surface materials, and also 
offer an interpretation of their genesis. An important 
stage in this was the construction of a late Quaternary 
stratigraphy for the floodplain sediments. From this 
the process history of the redistribution 
gravels on interfluves and slopes dunng the 35,OUU 
years has been inferred. Such a model should help to 
identify areas of persistent sediment departure, trans­
fer and storage and areas of potential placer mineral
concentration. . . t
2 To develop appropriate field techniques of mor­
phological mapping and description, and for the 
sampling and analysis of sediments, for u ^  by 
prospectors who may have little formal training in
geomorphology. ____
3. To develop a phased prospecting programme 
which would apply and refine the terrain model and 
subsequently locate and evaluate diamondiferous in­
terfluvial gravels and define mining blocks.
The achievement of these objectives involved an 
iterative approach that started with interpretations of
remote sensing products (Landsat 2, 1 
1:20,000 panchromatic aerial photographs) and M d  
reconnaissance to establish the mam landform units. 
This was followed by reviews of existing prospecting 
data field investigations and morphological and gravel
within which very detailed investigations at a scale of 
1:1250 would be undertaken. This latter involved 
detailed morphological mapping, " ' ' i ' , 
mini-bulk sampling to specify the spatial, 
gical. sedimentological. and petrographic characten  ̂
r i«  of the interfluvial gravels and their diamond 
occurrence. The final stage was the »«^8« bulk 
sampling and trial mining of selected areas to define
The g io S h d o S c f l  parameters for this investiga-
*'°(i)'"turfaoe morphology invoMng slope angle, 
form, position, microrelief and bounding breaks of
spatial relationships amongst individual form 
units such as hillslope and valley catenary 
drainage and watershed networks and geological and 
structural alignmente;
(Hi) superficial materials assoaated with each land- 
fom unit and defined according to shape, particle sik  
and oetrography, and embracing assessment of the 
provenance of the clasts, the processes of their transfer 
in the landscape of their residual accumulation and
nv)**'stratigraphy of deposits and the identification of 
sedimentary units not only in the conventional nver 
channel deposits but espeaally amongst the degraded 
interfluvial formations.
The terrain model
Two major domains occur: the valley fUwrs and the 
interfluves. They are schematically illustrated in
Fig. 3.
The valley floor alluvial domain
This has been largely mined out, but remains the 
starting point for the reconstruction of late 
history. The alluvial floodplains take two distinct 
ioxiM - (i) the streamless headwater swamps (Strahler 
order 1 and 2) and (ii) larger valleys containing 
permanent stream channels.
The headwater swamps contain sediments usually 
less than 2 m thick comprising basal angular quartz 
travels overlain by a sandy clay stratum that pene­
trates the gravel below as a matrix and is in tmn 
overlain by finer grained alluvium and colluvium. The 
absence of any clear sedimentary structures makes it 
difficult to regard the basal 8«vels as channel 
sediments. However, the seasonal flooding of the 
entire valley floor can readily explain the development
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F ig  3. Composite landform model for the Koidu area indicating domains with
HiHslopc (a) ^ l y  fills and (b) erosional; 2. Glacis and planar interfluves (a) mainly non-alluvial, (b) “V
E K i a S r i ^ ^  t e r i i (s ) .  partly degraded and/or colluviated; 4 ^  
alluvial floodplain). Inter-terrace slopes exhibiting stone-lines shown as 2/3 and 3/4.
of the fine-grained upper layers that contain material 
from the adjacent valley slopes and episodes of 
channel flow in some of the valleys cannot be 
discounted. In agreement with Hall (1974) we consider 
the sub-swamp gravel to have accumulated by a 
combination of bedrock weathering and removal of 
finer sands and clays by surface and throughflow 
within the swamp environment, together with inheri­
tance from terrace gravels and from valley-side stone 
lines.
Stream valleys o f Strahler order 3 and above exhibit 
typical fluvial sedimentary structures. Study of field 
sections together with radiocarbon dating of contained 
organic debris have permitted the construction of a 
chronology for sedimentation in the area during the 
last 36000 years (Thomas &  Thorp 1980). Within the 
present valley floors the oldest sediments rest on a 
bedrock floor 0.5-5 m above the deepest channels, but 
they do not everywhere form a distinct terrace above 
the more recent floodplain deposits. These older 
sediments were dated mainly from wood, leaf mould 
and fine detritus preserved in dark organic clay lenses 
that mark former backswamps, and all are older than 
20550 years. Into these deposits deeper channels were 
scoured, exposing residual granite cores around which 
were deposited coarse gravels, often of cobble size, 
which contain wood that has become lodged beneath 
the granite cores and returns dates from 12500 to c. 
8000 years BP, corresponding with periods of in­
creased rainfall inferred by other writers (Street 1981; 
Street & Grove 1979; Talbot et al. 1984). From 8000 
years BP onwards there have been further cut-and-fill 
episodes, particularly from c. 4500 years BP until the 
present, recorded by consistent local sedimentary 
sequences dated mainly by samples of wood which 
only very rarely appear to have been reworked from 
earlier deposits. The entire complex clearly records
episodes of channel cutting and vertical aggradation, 
as well as normal lateral accretion of channel deposits 
from floodplain reworking.
A frequency plot of the '*C determinations (Fig. 4) 
can be interpreted as indicating periods of greater and 
lesser fluvial activity. Specifically, perils with no 
dates may arise from a lack of floodplain reworking 
associated with reduced discharges and/or sparse 
riparian vegetation, whereas periods with clusters of 
dates suggest frequent floodplain erosion and reforma­
tion and increased occurrences of extreme discharges. 
The hiatuses and clusters of dates closely match the 
periods of lesser and greater humidity inferred from 
the sedimentary and pollen records elsewhere in W 
Africa (Street 1981; Talbot et al. 1984). This analysis 
provides a basis for understanding some of the effects 
of the bioclimatic changes that have occurred in the 
Koidu area, not only in the late Quaternary but over a 
longer period. At a more detailed scale, analysis of the 
gravel stratigraphies for sites with multiple C 
determinations confirms that the floodplains of the 
larger rivers are comprised not only of spatially 
distinct sedimentary blocks but also, in places, of 
vertical aggradation and scour units which have dates 
falling into the same pattern of clusters and hiatuses.
Preliminary analyses of the data from the River 
Birim floodplain in Ghana also suggest that gravel 
calibre and diamond grades may differ sj l̂ematically 
among the several chronosedimentary units, perhaps 
in response to the varying spectra of extrem discharges 
to which the units were subject. Traditional theories of 
alluvial placer formation have not yet taken full 
account of the late Quaternary changes in the 
magnitudes and frequencies of channel-forming and 
floodplain reworking events as determinj^ by bi<̂  
climatic changes over timescales of lO^-UT years. A 
general and highly speculative model can be proposed
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F ig . 4. Late Quaternary correlation diagram showing radiocarbon dates from Koidu, Sierra Leone and the Birim 
Valley, Ghana.
which links precipitation change with density of Tlw iBlerftavlal dtMnafai
vegetation cover, and their effects on erosional energy „ . , . * •
and placer formation Fig. 5. It would seem important This includes the fomer alluvid domains of nver 
to examine other alluvial placers in the humid tropics terraces and non*alluvial, residual areas. The iden- 
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FIG. 5. Schematic diagram to ahow predicted response of river systems and hillslopes to late Quaternary 
environmental changes.
possible on the basis of morphology. Diagcnctic 
changes, physical disturbance and burial beneath later 
colluvium make older features difficult to identify, and 
many terrace-like landforms are erosional rather than 
depositional in origin.
The interfluvial domain includes the following 
morphogenetic units.
A widespread lower terrace borders most streams 
and rests upon a bedrock bench less than 3 m a^ve  
the present floodplain floors. Its gravels are relatively 
well preserved and indicate a system of wider 
floodplains and extended valley heads which have 
become buried by colluvial deposits. In the larger 
valleys, the terrace is a compound and dischronous 
deposit. Its more recent gravels have yielded dates 
of 35000-25000 years BP.
Reference to a high terrace gravel has always been 
part of the mining terminology for Koidu, but the 
recognition of undoubted alluvial deposits represent­
ing a true terrace alongside the present drainage has 
proved elusive; occurrences of older alluvial deposits 
are found between the lower terrace and the interflu­
vial areas as fringes and pockets within what would 
otherwise be described as non-alluvial domains.
Piedmonts and planar interfluves include ‘glacis*, a 
term used by French writers, for concave, ranip-like 
slopes extending from residual hillslopes as pediment­
like forms with slopes of 2-6*. They form minor 
watersheds between headwater swamps, river con­
fluences and among hilly residual relief. Elsewhere, 
interfluves are generally flat and planar along their 
crests and gradually steepen into the convex valley 
sides. Above the heads of the valleys, the interfluves 
are commonly dimpled by shallow depressions called
Channelless stream heads start as imperceptible 
swales on the interfluves and then descend sharply 
towards the present swamp heads. They (»main one to 
three superposed colluvial fills with more or less 
continuous quartz gravel layers overlain by structure­
less sandy clays and capped by an extension of the 
interfluvial gravels described below. Some of the fill 
material is partially duricrusted (Thomas & Thorp
1985; Fig. 6). . ^  .u
Residual hills and inselbergs nse abruptly from the 
glacis. Most have a regolith cover and are diversified 
by stream head ravines and frequent outcrops of 
corestones. Plugs of sediment that form gully-fill 
deposits are not uncommon.
Interfluves, stream heads and valley sides alike are 
underlain by a horizon of quartz and lateritic gravels. 
The quarU clasts are angular to well-r<mnded in shape 
but commonly sub-angular. Most are iron-stained but 
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lieht irrcgulariy shaped, indurated 
recent erosion from local weathering profiles and the 
deiS h?rd round, black cryptocrystalline pisohths 
and oebbles of pisolithic durkrust, derived fro«" »"  
older*^higher duricrusted weathenng profile of which 
no iilaS trace now remains except on the summits of 
"he neighbouring Nimini Hills. Other gravel compo­
nents iwlude weathered, lateritized bedrock pebbles 
and cobbles, and heavy minerals
worn corundum and. of t
thickness varies from one-clast thick to 1 m but »
usually 15-30 cm. and the degree of j
from sparse and matrix-supported to ^nse and 
dast-supported. Virtually all the gravels have l^en 
- modified in one way or another by
throws and bioturbation. Their original
__ _ covers have been eroded, and the firavd has ^
irated into the subjacent weathered bedr^k dovm 
root voids, by the upward translocation of fines by 
termites and ants and by gravitational sinking. Conse­
quently, the lower boundary of the gravel horizon is 
uneven and diffuse. Some sections have shown «hallow 
rills and others botryoidal iron precipitates on the 
gravel-bedrock interface, possibly indicating former 
surface water flows at this level.
These ‘stoneline’ gravels, therefore, can he regarded 
as a sheet with varying sedimentary proP^'®* 'Jat 
blankets virtually the entire landscape Ik Iow  the 
residual relief and merges into the sub-alluvial gravels 
of the valley floors. Indeed, the gravels of the valley 
floors low alluvial terraces and stream-head «diments 
include clasts derived from the interfluvial dojnam 
stoneline gravels. In no sense, therefore, can these 
«ravds be regarded as a fossil strata but they do 
ktegrate a long period of landsurface denudation and 
envSonmental change of which they may be the sole
From a placer perspective perhaps the most impor­
tant chararteristic is their high degree 
variability which occurs at two s m Ic s . In some 
locationŝ  nearly all possible combinations of the 
w S «  ^ r t b e d  a ta «  can ba « a  «ilhm an 
Mposure of 20 m X 20 m. Despite this, over broader 
areas there are general similarities such that gravel 
types or facies can be identified, and their 
m a ^ d  related to bedrock lithology, and used to 
S ie T iie n t erosional history. Of particular import­
ance is the occurrence of the ‘older chat ty^s, the 
deeply stained, often worn quaru P®»»̂ '®*. 
dunknist remnants, for their presence the
retention of clasts, some undoubtedly of alluvial 
origin, during considerable surface downw^ting.
Fig 7 depicts in a generalized form the distribution 
of some gravel properties over three ~ n ‘rasted typ« 
of interfluve. Although variations in bedrock litholo­
gy, depth of weathering, depth of profile troncation 
and late Pleistocene surface sediment transfer paths 
account for most of the differences in the proportions
^  T — . ^
Fig . 6. Aspects of landform evolution in 
relevant to the distribution of palaeoplawr <k- 
posits. (a) Undscape lowering (downwasting) by 
surface erosion of fines and bedrock weatl^nng. 
involving accumulation of lag gravels on interfluves 
and valley floors, and stone line formation a o ^  
valleyside slopes (between time T ,  and T j) ;  
(b) episodic lowering during three t i ^  units 
following a. but indicating incision of T j  
floor to create a low terrace, and involving a Pfreia 
of channel flow; (c) valley head deposits assocwied 
'  with the three time units in (b) and resulting from 
episodes of colluviation. Lateritk clasU are shown 
in black; quartz clasu arc unshaded; inapient 
durkrust is cross-hatched.
patina to interiors which are dark red, thorough y 
penetrated by iron oxide and weakened to a crumbly 
texture. Thus, whereas some of the quaru pebbles 
have been recently derived from local unweathered 
veins, others have come from veins once higher up in a 
now truncated lateritic weathering profile, pernaj» 
even from a duricrust, and yet others from latentized
alluvial deposits. -
Similarly, the lateritic clasts compnse at ‘ewt nv® 
types, distinguished by their shape. ««® -. 
harness and fabric. The main *«"®*'®




“ ** !i!d from subsequent total destruction during preserved from s u ^ q  ^ ^  ̂
Quaternary ‘ » " ^ P i ' e T a n d m e a m  patterns locally 
quent erosion.
A process history for the interfluvial domain
From the foregoing it \*PP“^ *  w S o ^ " ^ « «
sediments is rapid, but lines arc y
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However on the sloping glacis (3-^ ). oor“ ""*
prLntW  "°« ‘l> '* ^ ;'i^ n lS ^ T r im o lc
Ind rolled quim  much h . ^ m ^ ™ i j ^  ,
alluvial origin (or many J, ¿,oured the
p,aoge„ic » « ^ ■ S i , r » d  n S u l i  «hich are 
foitnfttion of the piso  ̂ Microinorpholo*
ffl=:iS?ass.=sK-
P * & o . . » h  the surface stoneline gravels have sup- Although the w n a w  domains, they
S i S # . 3 l f ~ S £2nd coarse te achierred
beneath as the surface is lowereu. im» •»
o intariluve
n .1, -  „ « .r  uirface iravels associated with each ma)or 
j- tn >hnw Dartkk-size dislributioos for the near-surface gra
Fio. 8. Ternary diagrams to show parncie
landform unit in the Koidu area.
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Table 1. Composition (particle size and petrography) o f  gravel layers from  landform units in
Koidu, Sierra Leone
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Rounded Angular Concretions Segregations
Swamps t 17.34 55.61 27.04 18.6 25.3 26.1 4.1 26.0
(n > 8) a 6,32 8.01 10.46 n = 8
cv% 36 40 14.40 38.70
Low terrace i 36.02 45.27 18.75 14.6 29.6 10.8 5.4 39.6
(r -  18) a 6.88 8.61 8.76 R = 28
19.10 19.00 46.70
Interfluves X 30.23 29.52 40.24 2.9 18.8 5.8 49.2 24.0
0-3* a 9.94 8.62 15.24 R =“ 36
(n -  28) cv% 32.88 29.20 37.87
Piedmonts t 35.19 33.47 31.34 12.7 18.2 24.4 18.2 26.3
3-6* a 9.15 10.71 13.71 R = 12
(r -  16) cv% 26.00 32.00 43.74
•Iron concretiom inauoe crypiocryswumc inamm» 
cemented ledimenls and ‘pedo-relks’, moitly indurated soil mottles.
mainly by the combined effects of soil fauna bringing 
fines to the surface from where they are gradually lost 
to the valley floors by surface erosion and creep; the 
heavier clasts and unweathered minerals gradually 
accumulate in the lower parts of the soil layer (M. A.
J. Williams 1978). Once t l ^  gravels bepn to 
accumulate they become a horizon of preferential soil 
water throughflow which accelerates the loss of fines. 
Elsewhere in W Africa these processes can produce 
such stonelines in less than 10 000 years (Roose 1980). 
In situ downwasting, especially of the flat interfluvial 
areas, is unequivocally demonstrated by clusters of 
vein quartz cobbles from vein thickenings and by the 
differential settling of the gravel sheet on either side of 
quartz veins and pegmatites. Such downwasting has 
characterized the humid, forested conditions of the 
Holocene.
The role of sheet and rill erosion and gravel 
compaction on the interfluves is seen in the collu>nal 
stream head sediments which provide a connecting 
link between the downwasting and sediment losing 
interfluves and the sediment storing valley floors. The 
main colluvial fill probably formed sometime between 
25,000 and 15,000 years BP in response to vegeUtion 
degradation and enhanced surface runoff during the 
‘Ogolian’ dry period. Truncation of this fill and the 
emplacement of the thin, uppermost colluvium relates 
to the accumulation of the valley floor sediments 
which commenced during the early Holocene. On the 
interfluves during the arid phases, soils were eroded 
and the stoneline gravels became compacted, whereas 
in the swales they were partially stripped and shallow
rills were eroded and functioned as feeders of surface 
flow into the stream heads. Erosion of the Holocene 
soils following cultivation, which exposed ai^ further 
compacted the gravel horizons in this area, is a more 
recent phenomenon. Similar alternations of soil and 
gravel erosion and reconstitution by pedogenesis and 
downwasting must have occurred repeatedly during 
the Quaternary period (Avenard 1973; Peltre 1977).
Reference has already been made to the alluvially 
worn quartz pebbles commonly present within the 
interfluvial gravels on slopes adjacent to the larger 
present-day rivers. They are undoubtèdly the rem­
nants of former alluvial terraces which have been 
almost totally destroyed as morphosedimentary fea­
tures, together with the landscapes of which they were 
a part. Occurrences of alluvial indicators at all levels in 
the landscape hint at even older deposits and greater 
degrees of landscape degradation. In some situations it 
is possible to infer the courses of former rivers at 
levels well above the present, and the shifting of 
divides during subsequent landscape denudation, but 
the evidence is often inconclusive.
Morphogenesis, therefore, has involved (a)* down- 
wasting of deeply weathered and lateritized interfluves 
and of valley floors alike to explain the accumulation 
of residual angular quartz in both and of pisoliths and 
duricrust fragments on the interfluves, (b) lateral shite 
in river positions during landscape lowering to explain 
the sporadic occurrence on all morphogenetic units of 
alluvially worn quartz, and (c) changes in precipitation 
and vegetation conditions to explain the extensions 
and contractions of drainage networks in the stream-
•* : fl
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T a b l e 2: Relationships between terrain units and presence o f  
diamonds in prospecting pits fo r  a test area
Percentage o f pits





Terrain unit pits 
with diamonds
Glacis 2 1 2
Interfluve crests 21 21 21
Swales II 22 7
Stream heads 6 13 ■ 4
Valley edges 35 • 20 40
Valley sides • 25 23 26
100 ‘ 100 100
heads, the pediment forms trunditing weathered 
profiles, and the episodes of soil stripping, gravel 
compaction and reformation (Fig. 3).
Diamond occurrence in the 
interfluvial gravels
The terrain model can be applied on two ways to 
understand and predict diamond occurren(% in the 
interfluvial gravels: one using morphology to indicate 
landforms conducive to heavy mineral loss, retention, 
or concentration, and the other using morphogenesis 
to identify areas where gravel typ« and morphology 
together suggest longer term retention of both alluvial 
and residual clasts in the vicinity of primary sources.
To test the morphological parameters, 476 old 
prospecting pits in an area 2700 m x 1000 m were 
classified by their slope form, plan, inclination and 
terrain unit and their gravel properties and diamond 
grades analysed. Table 2 presents some of the results 
obtained for the terrain units.
The significance of the swales and the stream heads 
in storing or concentrating diamonds is apparent from 
the figures given in Table 2. The diamonds in these 
units can have come from two sources: subjacent 
kimberlites during the recent surface erosion which 
gave expression to these two landform units; and/or 
the adjacent interfluvial gravels by concentration 
during the episodes of accelerated surface erosion, the 
diamonds themselves being relict from the almost 
completely degraded ancient placers. For the purposes 
of prospecting it is important to know which of these 
two sources is yielding the diamonds. Table 3 
separates the pits into sites underlain by or close to 
kimberlite and pits away from such sources. The 
figures suggest that the diamonds in the stream heads 
and on the glacis and valley sides are derived primarily 
by recent erosion into kimberlites, whereas diamonds 
on the planar interfluves and in their swales, which 
bear little spatial relationship to kimberlites, are
primarily relics from degraded ancient placers. These 
inferences were broadly confirmed during the bulk 
sampling of several interflves.
The search for interfluvial areas with degraded 
ancient placers required a morphi^enetic application 
of the terrain model which involved both morphology 
and an interpretation of process history. From the 
distribution of gravel parameters and facies in their 
local morphological context, it became possible to 
outline areas which, during overall landscape reduc­
tion by 5-30 m, may have lost, retained or gained 
gravel clasts and which may have been within or 
beyond alluvial influence. Bulk sampling tends to 
confirm that those facies characterized by a relatively 
gfcster abundance of one or both of the older 
lateritic and alluvially worn clast types have higher 
diamond grades.
Sampling and mining within areas of such gravel 
facies, however, shows that diamonds are neither 
randomly nor evenly distributed. Lxxal resorting of 
these gravels has undoubtedly proceeded subsequent 
to the formation of the original placer during later 
landform evolution, and the diamonds may be associ­
ated with the shallow rills at the base of the gravels
T a b l e 3: Influence o f  local kimberlite sources 
on diamond occurrence within prospecting pits 
from  different terrain units
Terrain unit








Stream heads 83 21
Valley edges 5 5
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and with the clusters of duricrust pebbles, pisoliths and 
very heavily stained quartz, some alluvially worn, 
which characterize these gravel types. Additionally, 
the sporadic diamond occurrences may be r«*'“  
uneven distribution in the original placer. Such local 
cnrichmenu arc well known to placer geologists and 
were described as ‘pay streaks’ in a stvdy o* Koidu 
floodplain gravels by Applin (1972).
Conclusions
The major diamond placers in Koidu were formed 
within the frequently re-worked basal channel 
of alluvial floodplains, the diamonds being denved 
from local kimberlite sources, from the erwion of 
fringing low tenaces, and from adjacent interfluves by 
gradual downslope transfer of clasts within stonclines 
(Fig. 6). Smaller placers were also formed in the 
headwater swamps by the gradual downwasting of the 
landscape, concentrating larger and heavier clasts wim 
little downvalley movement. Such placers would be 
termed ‘autochthonous’ by Kartashov (1971), although 
in Sierra Leone some long-distance transport of 
diamonds has also occurred. Remnants of ancient 
placers survive on glacis and planar interfluve and are 
preserved in valley-head fills and other buried chan­
nels. The process of landscape lowering by continuous 
weathering and removal of fines (etchplanation) has 
led to further addition of ‘late release’ diamonds from 
local sources. These would remain close to their sites 
of liberation from the kimberlite but for the lateral 
transfer of surface materials across slopes. This 
process is episodic and has been dependent on the 
degradation of vegetation cover, mainly as a result of 
repeated dry phases during the Quaternary era (the 
most recent being the late Pleistocene Ogolian 
period), and with a possibly underestimated role being 
played by human disturbance of the former forest 
cover during at least 3 Ma.
Concentration of diamonds by these means depends 
on local landscape sensitivity to ecological change 
(Brunsden & Thornes 1979). Movement of clasts
therefore is ’erratic in space and time and difficult to 
assess from surface morphology alone. However, with 
the development of an adequate terrain model and the 
application of detailed mapping techniques, prospect­
ing can be guided into ‘priority’ preas of higher 
potential which may be sufficiently extensive to justify 
bulk sampling for low-grade lateritic gravel. Landfonn 
position with respect to source rocks, hillslo^ and 
stream lines must be combined with the identification 
of landform units on scales up to 1:1250. Such units as 
planar interfluves, depressions or swales, valley edges 
and valley heads must then be individually tested for 
diamond occurrence. In some cases lateral slope 
transfer may have led to evacuation of heavy clMts 
from swales into adjacent valley heads, but elsewhere 
these swales may have retained gravel washed in from 
surrounding slopes which rise only imperceptibly to 
local topographic highs.
Finally, it is suggested that appropnate geomorphic 
models for long-term landform evolution. Quaternary 
environmental changes and their effects, and contem­
porary process domains should all contribute to the 
elaboration of placer distribution in areas of diverse 
relief. The use of such models must be subject to 
review and re-definition as prospecting proceeds and 
information is added, and this iterative use of a 
geomorphological understanding of landscape histoipr 
and dynamics should become a standard part of the 
procedures used by mining geologists.
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B; ot L«bor«torT W»tllo«a '4^
al fkmCLE SIZl
TWO nethods wore u»«d to detenilne particle il*e dletrlbutlone: 
nested slelvns end pipette enelysls.
slevlne followed the procedure of the British Standards Test 7(A) 
of BS1377 (1975, p.30-31), apart frow the sawple pre-treatwent procedure 
and the sieve-sizes that were used. Samples were treated In batches of 
30. They were alr-drled and then quartered, using a riffle box with 8 »  
slots. This left between 60s (if t»»« clayey) and 150s (If
sravelly) for particle size analysis.
Bach sample was ground with a rubber pestle for one minute, weighed 
to O.Olg, and then transferred to a 125cc numbered bottle. A sodium 
hexametaphosphate dispersant was added to the sample bottle, which was 
topped-up with distilled water, sealed and shaken for 10 hours. The 
sample was then poured over a 63 urn sieve and the fines were collected In 
a 500cc measuring cylinder, topped-up with distilled water, for future 
pipette analysis. The +63 urn fraction was oven-dried, then placed at the 
top of a nest of 9 sieves (from -A^ll6mml down to 4(^63 ym] at one-phi 
intervals), and sieved for 10 minutes using an »Endecot* automatic 
shaker. Each size fraction was then weighed and noted, with percentages 
and descriptive statistics being calculated by a computer program.
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»nalTsti Is based on Stoke*s Lew (1845), which states that 
spheres In a fluid fall at rates proportional to their si*e. Stoke*s Law 
is discussed in detail by Muller (1967, p.77), who derived the following 




where d » sphere dia«eter (in jm)
z - viscosity of the fluid (g/c«/s) 
h « the falling height (ca)
3
- density of the falling sphere (g/cm )
3
D2 « density of the fluid (g/ca ) 
t « the falling tiae (ainutes)
Equation (1) allows the diaaeter of particles (assuaed to be 
spheres), falling a known height in a known tiae, to be calculated. 
Equation (2) was used to calculate the tiae required for a particle of 
2 ua diaaeter to fall lOca.
The average density of the —63 ua fraction froa six saaples was 
found to be 2.60 g/ca^. Sediaenation was in distilled water at 20®C, 
giving a density (D^) of 0.9982 g/ca and a viscosity (x) of 1.005.
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t « 767.18 479.5 minutes(taken as 8 hours)
/. 60
inî Q̂riiil0 and procedure used for the pipette analyses were 
similar to those used In British Standards Test 7(c) of BS1377 (1975, 
p.33-58), apart from the sodium hexametaphosphate pre-treatment (given
below).
Samples were placed in a constant-temperature room, at 20®C, for 
two hours, after which each sample was shaken and left to stand at one 
minute intervals. Exactly eight hours later the pipette was lowered to a 
depth of 100 ♦ 1mm below the surface of the sample and the fluid was 
sucked up until the bulk of the pipette was full, then transferred to a 
numbered beaker, oven—dried, and weighed to O.Olg.
The weight of sediment in each beaker was obtained from the
following calculations:
B » the weight of the beaker
Bs > the weight of the beaker, plus sediment
S > the weight of the sediment
Bs - B
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Because the sediment welBht Includes the weight of the Sodium 
hexsmetaphosphate dispersant, a further calculation Is needed to f t  the 
true weight of the sediment: 
concentration of dispersant * 0.057g/ml 
25 fii dispersant used/sample » 1.425g/sample 
Stmple diluted In 500 cc H^O - 0.0028g/ml 
Volume of sampling pipette » 24.17ml
weight of dispersant drawn-up by the sampling pipette (c)
«24.17 X 0.0028g 
« 0.089g/sample
True weight of sediment (ni) * S-0.069g.
Th. p*rc.nt*g«> of cloy ( 2ym) .nd .lit {2-63 |a) «ro obt.ln.d fro«
the following calculations:
Let M « the original weight of the sample 
Ml » the weight of the +63 |im fraction 
M2 - the weight of the -63 pm fraction.
From above, the true weight of the sedlement (l.e., clay), M3 - S-0.069. 
As each pipetting samples 24.17cc or ---1—  of M2.
S O O c c ,  0 . 0 y > 9 c c
the total weight of the clay fraction, M3. Is, (S-0.Q^9)
The weight of the silt fraction (M4) - M2-M3
Percent clay Is, 100. M_
Percent silt Is, 100. S_
Mf
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P r < -T r e a t — n t
1. Th« concentration of sodiwi he*a**tnpho8phnte + «odlu* 
carboMt« r«co»»nd«d by BS1377 (1975, p.36) imi not nffoctlvo «bon 
r»d-brom (onifol) elnyi «»re treated, ao the «ore concentrated 
dlaperaant of the Soil Survey of England and Walea (Avery & Baecoab,
1974, p.l9) Wâf adopted.
2. Preliminary pre-treatment using Hydrogen Peroxide to remove
organic matter showed that Fe/Mn mottles and concretions were partially 
deatroyed, prodnclng a 10» decrease In the .»Isht of the gravel fraction 
and a corresponding Increase In the weight of the fines fraction. This 
distortion of the true particle sine distribution was due to the 
oxidation of a»nganese oxides by the and resulting granular
disintegration (Ennne',|p.S7A). Fortunately, fewer than 10» of the 
s«m>les were from organic-rich soils, so the hydrogen peroxide wethod of 
pre-treatmant was not utlllxad.
B2 - X-RAY PirrHACTIOii
Preparation and analysas wara carrlad out at tha Dapartmant of Soil 
Science. Aberdeen University. lOg of each sample was emptied Into a 
250CC beaker and mixed %rlth 200cc of distilled water. One drop of 
•snonla was added and the solution was stirred.
Following tha principle of sedimentation outlined above, each 
beaker was left for 4 hours and then a pipette sample was taken from the 
top 1cm of the beaker, ensuring that all the particles sampled «fere of 
clay size ( 2|im).
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The plp«tt«d *«aple «•» then releeeed on to e noabered glee« elide 
end left overnight to dry. before being ezeained under the XED enelyter. 
the coevuter enelyset end print-oute were then interpreted by Dr. E.A. 













saan 26.25% 6.44% 6.42%
SD 1.07 0.38 0.66
SB 0.54 0.19 0.33
95% conf. +1.71% j|p.60% +1.05%
FIliBS
Maan 47.74% 36.34% 14.66%
SD 1.82 2.38 1.44
SB 0.91 1.19 0.72
96% eonf. +2.89% ±3.79% ±2.30%
SAND
naan 43.08% 49.54% 69.56%
SD 3.63 3.64 3.76
SB 1.81 1.82 1.88
95% conf. +5.76% +5.79% +5.98%
GBAVBL
naan 9.18% 14.52% 15.5%
SD 2.91 2.65 3.59
SB 1.45 1.32 1.80
95% conf. +4.60% +4.21% ±5.72%
SUMMABY
95X confidence intervals were:j
Clay +0.6 - 1.71% Fines +2.3 - 3.79%
Sand +5.76- 5.98% Gravel jh4.21- 5.72%
Tabla B1 EBLIABILITY OF PABTICLl SIZE DATA
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appendix C; Samples used In Figures 5.4 and 5.5 (depths In metres)
Type I  1*0^ T e r ra c e  t o p s o i l  ( A lb )
N4C 0.15; N4D 0*15; N4E 0*15} N4P 0.15.
Interfluve topsoil (Ala)
N4H 0.15; N4K 0.15; N4G 0.15 and 1.05 (burled palaeosol).
PIB 0.15; PIC 0.15; PID 0.15; P5P 0.10; P5P 0.40; P5K 0.15.
Laterltlc gravel (B2)
N4P 0.45 & 0.75; N4G 0.75; N4H 0.15, 0.75 & 1.35; N4K 0.45 & 0.75.
PID 0.45, 0.75, 2.00 & 2.30; P;P 0.45 & 0.75; P5P 0.45.
I n t e r f l u v e  a a p r o l l t e  ( C l )
N4P 1.65; N4G 1.95; N4M 1.05; N4J 1.25 & 1.55; N4K 1.05.
PIB 2.00; PIC 3.15 & 4.00; PID 2.85; PIP 2.15; P5P 1.70.
Colluvial Pill 1 (A3)
N4E 1.35 & 1.65; N4P 1.05 & 1.35; N4G 1.35 & 1.65; N4H 1.65 & 1.95. 
PIB 0.75, 1.05 & 1.65; PIC 0.85, 1.15, 2.05, 2.35, 2.65, 3.15 & 1.45;
PID 0.15, 0.75, 1.05 & 1.35; P5P 0.70, 1.00, 1.30, 1.60 & 2.10.
Colluvial Pill II (A4)
N4C 0.15, 0.45, 0.75, 1.05 & 1.35.
N4D 0.15, 0.45 & 0.75; N4E 0.15, 0.45 & 0.75.
Low T e r ra c e  S a p r o l l t e  (C3)
N4B 2.20; N4C 2.30; N4D 2.25; N4E 3.45.
Low Terrace Alluvial Pill (A21)
N4B 1.85; N4C 1.65 & 1.95; N4D 1.05, 1.35, 1.65 & 1.95.
N4E 1.05, 1.35, 1.95, 2.25 & 2.55.
Swamp Topsoil (Ale)
N4A 0.15 ; N4B >1.00 & 1.45 (burled).
Valley Swamp Alluvial Pill (A2)
N4A 0.45 & 0.75 ; PIA 0.15, 0.45 & 0.75.
Alluvial Gravel (Bl)
N4A 1.05 ; N4B 1.85





These data are given overpage: their format 
requires a brief explanation. *%refer to the percentages of clay(-0.002^) ,
silt(0.002-0.062mm), fines(-0.062mm), sand(0.063-2.00mm) 
and gravel(+2.00mm) in each sample. Asterisks, * »,
are used where no data are available. »Sit:Clay is the 
silt:clay ratio value.
»PIT/cm.» is the computer code used to identify
each sample. The first three a®sample-pit code as used in the text of this NIA, etc); the final three digits are the depth of the 
sample in centimetres (eg, ...015=15cm; ...105=105cm).
The Yengema area sample-pit codes are as
follows: 11.0 to 11.9 = pits N4A to N4K; 12.0 12.5 =N3A to N3F, and 12.7 to 12.9 = N3J to N3L; ^^.O to 13.9 
= N2A to N2J; 14.0 to 14.9 = NIX to NIJ, and 14.9910 - 
NlK(depth, lOcn̂ ) ; 15.0 to 15.6 = N5A to N5G.
The Kania area sample-pit codes ^1.0 to
21.9 = pits P5K to P5A; 22.0 to 22.6 = P4A to P4H; 23.1 
to 23.6 = P3A to P3G, although 23.0 denotes pit P3C,
24.0 to 24.5 = P2A to P2F; 25.0 to 25.6 = PIA to PIG, 
and 26.6 = PIX, an additional swale zone pit.
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44 11.5165 28. 80 35.57
45 11.6045 27.09 12. 14
46 11.6075 « *
47 11.6105 23.04 27, 00
48 11.6135 31.00 13.30
49 11.6165 38.31 22.35
50 11.6195 39.47 20. 16
51 11.6225 36.94 17.33
52 11.7015 « «
53 11.7045 16. 13 10.66
54 11.7075 18.31 21.32
55 11.7105 26. 72 13.72
56 11.7135 15. 00 7.43
57 11.7165 43.56 24.77
58 11.7195 31.83 25.00
59 11.7225 37. 15 27. 04
60 11.8020 20. 19 11.48
61 11.8050 26.80 10. 18
62 11.8080 22. 24 9.97
63 11-8110 26.52 7.46
64 11.8140 29. 93 13.26
65 11.9015 24.21 12.61
66 11.9045 21.76 8.01
67 11.9075 24. 42 13.34
68 11.9110 23-57 19.98
69 12. 0020 * *
70 12. 0050
71 12.0125 «
72 12.0150 « «
73 12.2020 27.25 20.53
74 12.2050 6. 69 1.02
75 12.2080 10. 38 8.57
76 12-2110 10.82 11.71
77 12.3015 37.88 18. 19
78 12.3045 26.91 30.27
79 12.3075 19.77 15. 97
80 12.4015 32. 16 24.60
81 12.4045 38. 10 23.23
82 12.4075 44. 69 19.37
83 12.4105 47.43 14. 97
84 12.4135 43, 73 19.54
85 12.4165 51.72 14.75
86 12. 4195 37. 70 23.07
87 12.4220 32.81 17.50
88 12.5045 34.51 18. 80





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































48. 77 24.06 27. 16
57. 35 35. 15 7.50
25.71 69.08 5.21
18.66 60.69 20.65
8 . 18 80. 17 11.65
8.92 74.91 16. 17
'16.21 63.72 20. 06
37.64 59.94 2. 42
25.72 68.32 5.96
31.83 67.07 1.09
23.49 70.92 5 . 58
24.98 67.77 7.25
25.75 69.92 4.33
17.28 52.57 30. 15
19.46 45.69 34. 85
33. 12 47.25 19.63
36. 12 38.31 25.57
50.35 43. 89 5.76
41. 15 52. 08 6.77
29.49 38. 12 32.38
41.83 42.52 15.65
36.98 52.68 10.33
27. 11 39.72 33. 18
29.79 61. 10 9 . 11
32.83 42. 04 25. 13
32.85 41.41 25.74
34.41 63.34 2.25
36. 73 55.39 7.87




41. 16 41. 15 17.68
44.29 44.52 11. 19
42. 58 52.20 5.23
42.27 46. 83 10.90
33.68 41.48 24. 85
35.77 49.41 14.82
11.58 73. 30 15. 11
67.82 16. 36 15. 82
81.00 18.92 0.08
85.28 14. 17 0- 55
87. 16 12.38 0.46
88.50 10.71 0.79
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41.53 35.08 23. 39
45.71 35.43 18. 86
48.76 36. 31 14. 94
51.87 37.46 10.67
68.36 22.70 8.94
36. 11 33. 77 30. 11
28.63 32.63 38.74
36.29 30.52 33. 19
54.70 34.59 10.71
47.28 T  O “T T  O ̂ 20. 39
33.25 33.57 33. 18
38.45 36. 22 25.33
64. 67 23. 54 11.78
47.02 29. 87 23. 11
76.63 16.39 6.99
76.36 15. 08 8. 56
74. 61 23.36 2.03
42. 11 29. 34 28.55
58. 73 32. 47 8.80
65. 35 25.01 9. 64
66.32 22.85 10.84
35.51 30.54 33.95
52.88 44. 20 2.92
29. 14 60.29 10.57
43.37 40.48 16. 15
32.02 49.75 18. 23
24. 31 65.79 9.91
26. 60 62.75 10.65
30. 08 64. 31 5 . 62
31.43 58.94 9.62
20.71 70. 85 8.45
35.64 31.73 32.63
34. 31 60. 63 5 . 06
44. 88 49.06 6.05
41.28 53.31 5- 40
47.60 38. 10 14. 30
42.07 45. 25 12. 68
30.76 32.93 36.31
33.84 36. 23 29.93
48.59 40. 05 11.36
23. 16 34.27 42. 57
23.48 3«pj. .jwi 40.97
35.49 25. 9<̂ 38.57
38.02 47. 15 14.83














































































































































































































































32.65 25. 07* «
30. 84 33. 17
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10. 19 0. 72
9.80 0.97
6. 49 1.42
38. 15 0. 55
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410 Proxisaal glacis (4-10)
400 Distal glacis (1-4°)
320 Sloping interfluve(2-10®)
300 Planate Interfluve (0-2®)
290 Swale (4-10®)
280 Interfluve rim (4-10®)
250(i) Type I Low Terrace








NB. 501, 301, 181, etc. 
denote rock outcrops 











P0 gngquioxide-cemented mixed gravel 
Lateritic concretions
Massive or vermiform laterite fragments
Kay to transect abbreviations
GLOSSARY
b r ” % i t lp a t r i c k ®  TllsiV, ^ e x L p l e r o f
a re t h o s e  a e i i n e a  y vVii» a t u d v  are s h o w n  inthe raicrostructural t y p e s  o b s e r v e d  in this st y
F i g u r e  5.3, pll9.
A l l u v i a l  fil l  M a t e r i a l  fi n e r  th a n  2 mm d e p o s i t e d  by f l u vial 






r --------------------- ----------- *
buried gravel that directly overlies 
Clay-filled soil passages indicative of
b e d r o c k  or 
p r o n o u n c e d
j * 4- n-F Lioloitical equilibrium leading to  condition . ^ „ g ^ e e p  weathering; often
: : i 2 r i o ^ “d : r c : i " b r i h r ° : i : ô t t ^ “c S r  y^ energy and matter
within humid tropical tainforests^(Erhart.^l95^N
C e m e n t e d ^  g r a v e l  G r a v e l  c e m e n t e d  b y  iron s e s q u i o x i d e - c l a y  
C o U u v ^ ^ r  f i l l  M a t e r i a l  f i n e r  t h a n  2mm d e p o s i t e d  b y  c o l l u v i a l  
IIZIIIT • l a t e r i t i c  c o n c r e t i o n s  A g g r e g a t e s  of l a t e r i t i c  c l a s t s
indicative of illuviat^ slope dominated by accretion,
? : ? m t n g ' n U a  colîuvial fill that becomes thicker downslope
B Î Î t : r r i : c i s ° ^  ? r e “ " g r a i l f L o r e ^ L r t h : : r f r o ;  the h ü i ; i d e .  m e a n
or - t r i t a l ^  m a t e r i a l  e n r i c h e d ^ i n
iron sesquioxides tnat, nave
!• 4-u4 4-.a» - * fg»rricrete’ . = massive l a t e n t e  ).
b a s i r  surface of '"feathering during periods of environmental
i n s t a b i l i t y .  R e s i s t a t e  m i n e r a l s  not o o c u r i n g  in local
b e S r o f k  but " « r t h e l e s s  f o u n d  in lo c a l  s u r f i c i a l  m a t e r i a l s .
i n d i c a t i n g  a f l u v i a l  . ^he input a n d  i n d u r a t i o n  of iron
p a s s a g e .
Fill layers Transported material less than 2mm in size.
Fines The clay + silt size fraction (-0.062mm).
Footslope A unit landform positioned between the hillslope and 
the glacis slope, characterised by boulders derived from 
hillslope mass movements; morphometric data given in Table 5.4. 
Glacis slope Gentle concave slope extending from the footslope 
zone; the proximal glacis (mean slope 4.7 degrees) is dominated by 
mass movements and slopewash and leads down to the distal glacis 
(mean slope 2.9 degrees) dominated by slopewash and pedogenesis. 
High Terrace A mining term for planate or near-planate 
interfluves of possible ancient alluvial origin.
Hillside bench A near-horizontal bevel on a hillside (cf. 
Table 5.4).
Induration The hardening of iron sesquioxide-clay compounds. 
Interfluves The section of the landsurface lying between the 
glacis slopes (where present) and valley sides; the various 
subtypes are summarised in Table 5.4.
Laterite Material resulting from the accumulation and
induration of iron sesquioxides, or latérisation .
Lateritic clasts Commonly become less porous, harder and more 
regular in shape from the saprolite to the landsuface. Examples of 
the variations in clast form are given in Plate 5.1, morphologies 
and probable geneses are summmarised in Table 3.5.
Lateritic segregations or ’mottles’ are in situ iron 
sesquioxide accumulations that are only slightly indurated, they







can occur, resulting from 
of concretions appear to 
and subaerial exposure. 
Moderately hard nodular 
smoother, denser and
are thus relatively soft, 
s hape.
Lateritic concretions
accumulations. In situ 
pedogenetic processes, but 
result from soil-saprolite stripping 
induration and local transportation, 
concretions eventually become harder, 
rounder.
Lateritic pisoliths are the hardest type of lateritic clast, 
spherical, black and often magnetic. Pisoliths show concentric 
banding in thin section; Pseudopisoliths are amorphous.
Lateritic gravel consists almost entirely of lateritic clasts. 
Lateritic pavement A ferricrete formed at 
seasonal seapage zone and now left ’high and 
incision; pl04.
Low Terraces Fluvial terraces, subdivided 
Type I Terraces and Holocene/Recent Type II 
5.4.
Morphofacies Types Morphostratigraphic units whose surface 
expressions are Unit Landforms.
Patina A thin coating of indurated Fe/Mn sesquioxides on the 
surface of bedrock or truncated saprolite; viz. Plates 5.1 and 
5.7A.
Pedoplasmation term used by Flach et al.(1968) for the 
alteration of parent material by shrink/swell action, wet/dry 
periods, roots and faunal activity.
the site of a 
d r y ’ by local
f ormer 
stream
into late Quaternary 
Terraces; cf.Table




Penetration deposits Mining 
non-kimberlitic saprolite.
Planste interfluves Interfluves with a mean slope 
degrees» dominated by residual and pedogenetic processes.
Proximal glacis Section of the glacis slope that follows 
from the footslope, mean slope 4.7 degrees.
Regolith Equivalent to the 'skeletal’ weathering stage 
Haatjens & Bleeker (1970): the physical disintegration of bedrock 
is more evident than chemical alteration (=’lithosol )•
Residual hill Promanent hill with a thin s o i W s a p r o l i t e  mantle, 
rather than the bare rock slopes that characterise inselbergs. 
Rhexistasie The loss of biological equilibrium, resulting in 
soil-saprolite stripping; the opposite of biostasie (Erhart,
1955).
Rock gravel Gravel consiting of bedrock clasts, as opposed to
lateritic clasts (=’stone line*).
Runiform quartz Where microfissures 
sesquioxides; viz. Plate 5.2.
Saprolite Bedrock decomposed to clay 
and resistant minerals; equivalent to 
stage of Haatjens & Bleeker (1970).
Sloping interfluves Interfluve zone 
d e grees.
Soil relict Lateritic segregation
fabric. j. > • ^stream awampa Steep-aided. flat-bottomed swamps containing a
stream channel.
Swales Surface depressions on interfluves that lead into
valleyheads.
Topgravel Morphostratigraphic term for a gravel layer within
40cm of the landsurface. g? • i ̂
Topsoil The 0/A (organic-mineral) horizon of the proiii ,
commonly a dark brown clay loam on the interfluves and peaty sandy
loams on the valley floors. • 4. ̂ „
Unit Landform A portion of the landscape with a characteristi
surface form (slope angle, contour pattern,
concavity/convexity, degree of rock outcrop, etc.), detinea y 
detailed geomorphological mapping.
Valley swamps Flat-bottommed, channelless 
(='sohlenkerbtal* or 'dambos').
Valleyhead swamps The uppermost section of 
typically a gently sloping valley swamp 
valleysides 2-3m high; considerable inputs of 
into the valley (via slumping and slopewash) in 
Vermiform laterite anastamosing tubules
are impregnated with iron
minerals plus secondary 
the 'mature' weathering
with a mean slope of 3.2
with a recognisable soil
headwater swamps
the valley system, 




sesquioxides of probable pedogenetic origin; viz. Plate 5.1.




The objectives of this study were to produce a landscape 
development model for a 400 km^ granitoid basin in the West African 
forest/savanna zone, and to test whether variations in landsurface 
morphology can be related to surficial geology* Each Unit Landform 
identified by moridiological mapping was found to have a characteristic 
Morphofacies Type on the basis of slope angle» depth to topgravel» 
presence of unconformities or palaeosols and depth to saprollte.
Textural and micromorphological analyses confirmed the distinctiveness of 
each Morphofacies Type. Variations in 'stoneline* petrography provided 
insists into conteiq>orary mori^odynamlcs* Three Process Domains 
(Residual, Colluvial and Fluvial) apparently interact across the 
landscape to produce a unique set of stratigraphic and material 
indicators for each Morphofacies Type* The presence of relict 
indicators, such as fluvially-*rounded pebbles in the residual interfluve 
gravels, points to extensive landscape modification*
Of the detailed study areas, Kania is classified as a 
'Saprollte-mantled Btchplain* with extensive near-planate interfluves; 
whereas Tengema is a 'Partially-stripped Etchplain' with numerous rock 
outcrops and residual hills* This is partly explained by lithological 
differences, but the main cause appears to be drainage modification* 
Tengema*s drainage was apparently captured by a regional trunk river 
during the early Quaternary, resulting in drainage reversal, fluvial 
incision and soil/saprolite stripping* Consequent extensive bedrock 
exhumation has made Tengema more sensitive to environmental instabilities 
than Kania (which escaped similar drainage disruption)* Supportive 
evidence comes from the infilled Late-Quatemary valleyhead extensions 
and relatively deep profiles at Kania, versus the rocky valleyheads and 
shallow profiles characteristic of Tengema* 3000 years of farming and 
deforestation have caused soil/saprolite stripping, with l-2m of 
colluvium filling valley swamps.
